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Mysteries & Whodunits


3967732 THE BEST CRIME STORIES EVER TOLD, Ed. by Dorothy L. Sayers. For fans of mystery and horror, here is a handpicked collection of 26 outstanding stories from the Golden Age of Detective Fiction, originally chosen by Sayers and newly introduced by Otto Penzler. Includes stories by such writers as Edgar Allan Poe, Wilkie Collins; Ambrose Bierce; and many more. 566 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95

3734870 THE MYSTERY OF CLOOMBER, by Arthur Conan Doyle. To his fellow residents on the remote Western coast of Scotland, Major-General Heatherstone's behavior seems far from orthodox. Then he has himself incarcerated in Cloomber Hall. The arrival of three Buddhist monks may carry the secret to his actions. 146 pages. Dover. Paperback.

385874X TIGHTROPE, by Amanda Quick. Former trapeze artist Amalie Vaughn moved to Burning Cove to reinvent herself, but things are not going well. After purchasing a mansion to turn into a bed and breakfast, she finds out too late it might be cursed. Then when her first guest is found dead, rumors circulate the curse is real. Now, working with a mysterious man, they race against time to discover the truth and find a killer. 370 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

3894636 WATCHING YOU, by Lisa Jewell. Melville Heights is one of the nicest neighborhoods in Bristol, England. It's not usually the sort of place where people are murdered in their own kitchens. But it is the sort of place where someone has a secret and prying eyes lurk behind every curtain. So who has been murdered, and who would want one of their neighbors dead? 324 pages. Atria. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00

3892417 THE CARRIER, by Sophie Hannah. When her plane is delayed overnight, Gaby Struthers is forced to share a hotel room with a terrified woman. When she blurts out something abnormally innocent, and an old friend pays her a visit, she begins to look for motives buried in the past. 262 pages. St. Martin's. Pub. at $25.99

3823624 FADE TO BLACK, by David Rosenfelt. After getting shot in the line of duty, New Jersey state police officer Doug Brock has been busy rebuilding his life. But when fellow support group member Sean Conner approaches him after a meeting, Doug realizes the trouble is just beginning. Soon he's questioning everything he thought he knew about his past. 306 pages. St. Martin's. Pub. at $25.99

3707105 DEAD, TO BEGIN WITH, by Bill Crider. In Clearview, Texas, a wealthy recluse is reading the restoration of an old opera house. When he dies to his shock, Sheriff Dan Bens is suspects that he's been murdered, even though there doesn't seem to be a motive. The sheriff then begins to look for motives buried in the past. 262 pages. St. Martin's. Pub. at $25.99

3901106 THE MISADVENTURES OF NERO WOLFE, Ed. by Josh Pachter. Collects two dozen literary tributes to one of crime fiction's best-loved private detectives and his Man Friday. Also featuring a reminiscence from Rex Stout's daughter, this is a treasury of witty and amusing recollections of the world's most intimate professional relationship. 351 pages. Mysterious Press. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

3866424 CARIBBEAN RIM, by Randy Wayne White. Marine biologist Doc Ford has been known to help his friends out of jams whenever he's never needed a situation like this. But greed makes people do terrible things: rob, cheat, even kill. And now Doc has just put himself in the crosshairs. 310 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $27.00

2811804 THE MISTLETOE MURDER AND OTHER STORIES, by P.D. James. Frequently compared to Agatha Christie and many mystery fans will begin the year with this fine collection of stories for Christmas, this volume collects four of the best of James's short Christmas mysteries. Includes A Very Commonplace Murder; The Mistletoe Murder; The Boxdale Inheritance; and The Teal of De Ceves of Christmas. 152 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $24.00

2894369 THE BEST AMERICAN MYSTERY STORIES 2018, Ed. by Louise Penny. Features twenty clever, creative selections, ranging from a Nigerian confidence game; a drug made of diamonds; a murder at an oil well; and a reluctant gunfighter in the Old West, and the many other scors, dangers, and thrills lurking in its suspenseful pages. 411 pages. HMH. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99

LIMITED QUANTITY 3998261 LIES, by T.M. Logan. Joe’s life is unraveling. His wife has lied to him and she’s lied to her daughter, and it's all beginning to come apart. So on he’s questioning everything he knows about his own past. 308 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99
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#### 3788350 SPLITTER IN THE BLOOD
By Ashley Dyer. One person knows the truth about the killer and she's not talking. Ruth Lake is also leading the Thorn Killer investigation, while her own partner, detective Greg Carver, recovers. It doesn’t matter that the rest of the force are counting on her. She’s ready to cross every line, sacrificing all, to keep the secret from surfacing. 390 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $26.99

**SOLD OUT**

#### 3843175 THE OLD MAN IN THE CORNER: Twelve Classic Detective Stories
By Baroness Orczy. This collection of classics from the golden age of pulp fiction, originally published in *Royal Magazine* in 1901-1905. A nameless old man sits in the corner of a cozy London tea shop, and without leaving his seat, solves baffling cases reported to him by an admiring lady journalist. 162 pages. Dover. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95

**2894270 THE RIGHT SIDE.
By Spencer Quinn. LeAnne Hogan, a traumatized veteran of the Afghanistan war, becomes obsessed with finding a missing girl, gains an unlikely ally in a stray dog, and encounters new perils beyond the combat zone. 328 pages. S&S. Pub. at $26.00

**SOLD OUT**

#### 6571085 ARIZONA HEAT
By Linda Lai Miller. Danger is stalking the citizens of Cave Creek, Arizona. Mojo Sheepsheep’s adopted home. And even as she and Tucker Darroch—the handsome cop who’s stuck by her against all odds—work to keep everyone safe, Mojo will discover that there are mysteries in Cave Creek that someone is willing to protect at any cost. 347 pages. Harlequin. Paperback. Pub. at $7.95

**SOLD OUT**

#### 3846342 THE SHADOWS WE HIDE.
By Allen Eskens. Joe Talbert Jr. has never met his father, Desmond Burke, Sunny is dragged into the thick of his family’s business as she searches answers and tries to stave off a Mob war. 357 pages. Putnam. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

**SOLD OUT**

#### 3910598 TILL DEATH.
By Jennifer L. Armentrout. Returning ten years after she has glimpsed something in the beautiful girl that attracted him to his town, Nick no longer knows who is helping or harming them. 376 pages.

**SOLD OUT**

#### 3754316 THE DYING HOURS.
By Mark Brintingham. Newly demoted and struggling to adjust, Officer Joe Talbert becomes convinced that a spate of suicides among the elderly in London is something more sinister. When his concerns are dismissed by the murder squad he once worked for, he decides to investigate alone. 390 pages. Atlantic. Monthly. Paperback. Pub. at $15.00

**SOLD OUT**

#### 3916746 THE GREENE MURDER CASE.
By S.S. Van Dine. Members of the Greene family keep dying while the pool of possible perpetrators keeps shrinking. Philo Vance, the indomitable, wealthy and staggeringly brilliant amateur sleuth, uses his detective skills to unravel the murders, though sadly not before most of the Greene family has been bumped off. 310 pages. Felony & Mayhem. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

**SOLD OUT**

#### 3814994 THE RIVER OF KINGS.
By Taylor Brown. Brothers Hunter and Lawton Loggins set off to kayak the Altamaha River, bearing their father’s ashes toward the sea. Hunter is a college student, Lawton a Navy SEAL on leave; raised by this angry environmentalist who loved the river and the sea, death remains a mystery that his sons are determined to solve. 320 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $25.99

**SOLD OUT**

#### 3795632 ROBERT B. PARKER’S BLOOD FEUD.
By Mike Lupica. Sunny Randall never stopped loving Richie, her ex-husband, despite his Mafia connections. But when Richie is shot and nearly killed, and his assailant references the sins of Richie’s father, Desmond Burke, Sunny is dragged into the thick of his family’s business as she searches answers and tries to stave off a Mob war. 357 pages. Putnam. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

**SOLD OUT**

#### 3814416 CONSUMED.
By J.R. Ward. Anne is a woman consumed—by her bitter family legacy, by her scorched career as a firefighter, by her passion for the man in the department who gave her a new case that pits her against a fiery killer. 408 pages. Gallery. Pub. at $26.99

**SOLD OUT**

#### 3873064 A BAKER STREET WEDDING.
By Michael Robertson. Baker Street Chambers has been brought to a standstill by the wedding of Reggie Heath, O.C., and the celebrated actress Laura Loark. It was a ball of the century—but it was not to be a happy ending, for it is said, it was a disaster. Now Laura is acting strangely, and Reggie is out of his depth. He must have help, or his worst fears and more will be realized. 384 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.95

**SOLD OUT**

#### 3805379 DOC SAVAGE #73: Land of Long Juju.
By L. Dent & L. Donovan writing as K. Robeson. Not since the days of King Arthur and Robin Hood has mankind known greater crusaders than the Band of Iron and Doc Savage, fighting evil in these two spine-tingling pulp classics originally published in 1936, plus a two-fisted adventure of Cap Fury, illus. 128 pages. Sanctum. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

**SOLD OUT**

#### 3742865 A SCANDAL IN BATTERSEA.
By Mercedes Lackey. When shadows reach for more victims, girls of good, even exiled families who vanish from concerts, lectures, and fashionable shops, it will take the combined forces of Magic, Psychic Powers, and the world’s greatest detective to stop the death before it can conquer all. 310 pages. DAW Books. Pub. at $27.00

**SOLD OUT**

#### 2938553 MISS JULIA WEATHERS THE STORM.
By Ann B. Ross. Miss Julia’s sweet and generous husband has invited family and friends to a trip to the beach. But when one of their beloved housekeeper’s great-granddaughter is having a blast collecting treasures from the beach, as the crew packs up and heads home, they find they are being followed. Miss Julia gets to work to stop the bottom of this predicament. 277 pages. Viking. Pub. at $27.00

**SOLD OUT**

By Mike Lupica and Mark B. Gibson et al. as M. Grant. The Daringst Averager returns in these three pulp classics from the golden age of pulp fiction, originally published in 1934, Illus. 144 pages. Sanctum. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

**SOLD OUT**


3899241 RED HARVEST. By Dashiell Hammett. When the last honest citizen of Poisoionville was murdered, the Continental Op stayed on to punish the guilty—even if that meant taking on the entire town. 216 pages. Vintage. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $5.95

3805837 DOG SAVAGE #74: The Motion Menace/Fire and Ice. By Lester Dent et al., writing as K. Robeson. Welding five courageous soldiers of fortune into a Band of Iron, the Herculean Man of Bronze travels the world battling threats to humanity in these two exhilarating pulp thrillers, originally published in 1936. Illus. 112 pages. Sanctum. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

3805034 DOG SAVAGE #41: The Seven Agate Devils/The Flying Goblin. By Lester Dent et al., writing as K. Robeson. Not since the days of King Arthur and Robin Hood has mankind known greater crusaders for justice than Doc Savage fighting crime in these two thrillers in the golden age of pulp fiction, originally published in 1936. Illus. 128 pages. Sanctum. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

3848016 IN HER BONES. By Kate Moretti. Fifteen years ago Lillie Wade was arrested for the brutal murder of six women. After a death row execution, media frenzy, and the release of an unauthorized biography, her 30 year old daughter Edie is just trying to survive. When she finds herself the suspect in a murder, Edie must get to the truth before the police—or her family—kills her. 342 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99 $14.95

3876640 THE STORIES YOU TELL. By Kristen Lepionka. Andrew’s evening was interrupted by an urgent visit from Addison, who shows up at his apartment scared and begging to use his phone. During one particularly stormy night, Roe Harris. During one particularly stormy night, Roe wakes up to hear her daughter crying and Virginia, the family’s nanny, missing. Roe’s brother, Philip, helps her search the house, and they happen upon a body outside, but it isn’t Virginia’s. Who is this mysterious woman who has died in the backyard of the house?[41] happened to Virginia? 262 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $25.99 $6.95


3805174 DOG SAVAGE #54: The Yellow Cloud/Men of Fear. By E. Coulson & L. Dent writing as K. Robeson. Welding five courageous soldiers of fortune into a Band of Iron, the Herculean Man of Bronze travels the world battling threats to humanity in these two WW II era pulp thrillers, originally published in 1942. Illus. 112 pages. Sanctum. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

★ 3809749 A SPELL OF MURDER. By Clea Simon. Becca wants to believe she has psychic powers. When the timing is right, she’s dying to become a witch. What she doesn’t know is that her cat can read the ones with the real power. Maybe’s that’s why Trent, the coven’s handsome leader shows her special attention, and why Suzanne, a coven member, shares a secret that may lead to murder. 294 pages. Polis Books. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $11.95
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**383441 CHAPEL OF EASE.** By Alex Bledsoe. Malt Johansson’s journey into the haunting Appalachian mountains of Cloud County, to bring his friend’s ashes home, sets him on a dangerous path where soon secrets deserve to stay buried. 315 pages. Tor. Pub. at $27.99 $5.95

**384175 THE FERAL DETECTIVE.** By Jonathan Lethem. Phoebe first meets Charles Heist in a strip mall office in Los Angeles. She’s devoted to her friend’s daughter, Arabella, and hires Heist as a guide. Reluctantly he agrees to help, and the unlikely pair navigate the enclaves of desert-swelling vagabonds and find that Arabella is in serious trouble. 326 pages. Ecco. Pub. at $26.99 $5.95

**3846165 MR. FLOOD’S LAST RESORT.** By Jess Kidd. Maud is a dedicated caregiver whose sunny disposition masks a deep sadness, and she keeps to herself finding solace in her work—until she meets Mr. Flood. Their world is turned upside down as they are drawn to cooperate, bonding over their shared love of Irish folktales. But buried family secrets remind Maud that she doesn’t really know Mr. Flood at all. 340 pages. Atia. Pub. at $26.00 $4.95

**3979352 RESIDUE.** By Michael McCarty. A long-unresolved missing person’s case becomes a homicide investigation when the bones of the girlfriend of now retired Santa Fe Police Chief Kevin Kerney are unearthed fourty-five years after her disappearance. And he is now the main suspect. 371 pages. Norton. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

**3736903 MURDER BY AN ARISTOCRAT.** By Mignon G. Eberhart. When nurse Sarah arrives at the Thatcher estate to care for a man with a bullet in his shoulder, she’s told that he shot himself accidentally. But when the convalescing man is murdered soon thereafter, it becomes clear that the only “accident” was his not being killed the first time around. But the price of this knowledge may cost Sarah her life. Originally published in 1932. 262 pages. Penzler. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

**3732401 MORE RIVALS OF SHERLOCK HOLMES: Stories from the Golden Age of Gaslight Crime.** Ed. by Nick Rennison. The years 1914-1936, the heydays of the English (and American) story magazines and their pages were filled with platoons of private detectives, police officers and eccentric criminologists. This second anthology collects 34 stories of homes and lives turned upside down by dark forces. 351 pages. No Exit Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95 $14.95

**3870154 MALICE AFORETHOUGHT.** By Francis Iles. Dr. Bickleigh and his insufferable wife Julia are hosting a tennis party where gossip rivals acting strangely. 350 pages. Celadon. Pub. at $26.99 $5.95


**3805123 DOC SAVAGE #4: Land of Always-Night/Mad Mesa.** By W.R. Johnson & L. Dent writing as K. Robeson. After a daring experiment, Clark Savage was transmuted into the Herculean Man of Bronze, fighting evil doers in these two pulp thrillers originally published in 1935. Illus. 128 pages. Nostalgia Ventures. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95

**380514X DOC SAVAGE #51: The Land of Fear/The Fiery Menace.** By H.A. Davis & L. Dent writing as K. Robeson. Welding five courageous soldiers of fortune into a Band of Iron, the Herculean Man of Bronze travels the world battling threats to humanity in these two pulp-murdering pulp classics originally published in 1937. Illus. 112 pages. Sanctum. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

**3804739 DOC SAVAGE #10: Dust of Death/The Stone Man.** By H.A. Davis & L. Dent writing as K. Robeson. After a daring experiment, Clark Savage was transmuted into the Herculean Man of Bronze and this invincible superman roves the world battling threats in these two heart-pounding pulp classics originally published in 1935. Illus. 128 pages. Nostalgia Ventures. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95

**3805328 DOC SAVAGE #69: The Munitions Master/The King of Terror.** By H.A. Davis & L. Dent writing as K. Robeson. Welding five courageous soldiers of fortune into a Band of Iron, the Herculean Man of Bronze travels the world battling threats to humanity in these two exhilarating thrillers, originally published in 1938. Illus. 112 pages. Sanctum. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

**3804828 DOC SAVAGE #19: The King Maker/The Freckled Shark.** By H.A. Davis & L. Dent writing as K. Robeson. After a daring experiment, Clark Savage was transmuted into the Herculean Man of Bronze and this invincible superman roves the world battling threats to humanity in these two heart-pounding pulp classics originally published in 1934. Illus. 128 pages. Nostalgia Ventures. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95

**380531X DOC SAVAGE #68: The Crimson Island/Fear Is the Rock.** By H.A. Davis & L. Dent writing as K. Robeson. Not since the days of King Arthur and Robin Hood has mankind known greater crusaders than the Band of Iron and Doc Savage, fighting evil in these two heart-pounding pulp classics originally published in 1934. Illus. 128 pages. Nostalgia Ventures. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

**3805360 DOC SAVAGE #72: The Purple Dragon/Colors for Murder.** By H.A. Davis & L. Dent writing as K. Robeson. Welding five courageous soldiers of fortune into a Band of Iron, the Herculean Man of Bronze travels the world battling threats to humanity in these two exhilarating thrillers, originally published in 1940. Illus. 112 pages. Sanctum. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

**3929893 THE EXPERIENCES OF LOVEDAY BROOKE, LADY DETECTIVE.** By Catherine Lampard. This mystery novel, originally published in 1894. Meet the indomitable lady detective Loveday Brooke: able to assume a multitude of disguises and possessed of analytical powers rivaling those of the great Sherlock Holmes. She musters every battling situation and solves each perplexing crime in these seven mysteries. 213 pages. Dover. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

**3923622 THE WHISPER MAN.** By Alex North. After the sudden death of his wife, Tom believes a fresh start will help him and his young son, Jake, to begin anew, a new house, a new featherbed. But the town has a dark past. And then, Jake begins acting strangely. 350 pages. Celadon. Pub. at $26.99 $5.95
THE WHISPERER #5: The School for Murder/Murder on the Line. By Laurence Donovan writing as C. Goodrich. Wielding five courageous soldiers of fortune into a Band of Iron, the Herculean Man of Bronze travels the world battling threats to humanity in these two exhilarating pulp thrillers, originally published in 1937. Illus. 112 pages. Sanctum. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95


3805301 DOC SAVAGE #67: The Invisible-Box Murders/Target for Death. By L. Dent & W.G. Bogart writing as K. Robeson. Welding five courageous soldiers of fortune into a Band of Iron, the Herculean Man of Bronze travels the world battling threats to humanity in these two adrenaline-pumping pulp thrillers, originally published in 1933. Illus. 112 pages. Sanctum. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

3805304 DOC SAVAGE #57: The Dagger in Death Lady/The Monkey Suit. By L. Dent & W.G. Bogart writing as K. Robeson. Welding five courageous soldiers of fortune into a Band of Iron, the Herculean Man of Bronze travels the world battling threats to humanity in these two exhilarating pulp thrillers, originally published in 1933. Illus. 112 pages. Nostalgia Ventures. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

3805307 DOC SAVAGE #54: The Six Pyramids of Death/Mansion of the Missing Death. By L. Donovan & A. Hathway writing as K. Robeson. After a daring experiment, Clark Savage was transmuted into the Herculean Man of Bronze, and welding five courageous soldiers of fortune into a Band of Iron, they travel the world battling threats to humanity in these two heart-pounding pulp classics, originally published in 1935. Illus. 128 pages. Nostalgia Ventures. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95


## Mysteries & Whodunits

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>By Walter B. Gibson writing as M. Grant.</th>
<th>Originally Published</th>
<th>Illus.</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Shadow #35</strong>: The Condor/Chicago Crime</td>
<td></td>
<td>1935</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Shadow #37</strong>: The Third Skull/Realm of Doom</td>
<td></td>
<td>1935</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Shadow #45</strong>: Terror Island/City of Ghosts</td>
<td></td>
<td>1935</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Shadow #46</strong>: The Murder Master/The Hydra</td>
<td></td>
<td>1935</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Shadow #33</strong>: The Strange Disappearance of Joe Cardona/The Hand</td>
<td></td>
<td>1936</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Shadow #16</strong>: City of Crime/Shadow over Alcatraz</td>
<td></td>
<td>1936</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Shadow #17</strong>: The Fate Joss/The Golden Pagoda</td>
<td></td>
<td>1936</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Shadow #21</strong>: Death Jewels/The Plot Master</td>
<td></td>
<td>1936</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Shadow #64</strong>: Death Rides the Skyway/The Ribbon Clues</td>
<td></td>
<td>1933</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Shadow #12</strong>: The Magigals Mystery/Serpents of Siva</td>
<td></td>
<td>1932</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Shadow #13</strong>: Six Men of Evil/The Devil Monsters</td>
<td></td>
<td>1933</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Shadow #14</strong>: The Grove of Doom/The Masked Lady</td>
<td></td>
<td>1933</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Shadow #93</strong>: Brothers of Doom/The Three Brothers</td>
<td></td>
<td>1937</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Shadow #94</strong>: Q/Formula for Vengeance/The Veiled Prophet</td>
<td></td>
<td>1937</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Shadow #97</strong>: Death at Seven Oaks/The Northdale Mystery</td>
<td></td>
<td>1937</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Shadow #65</strong>: Gypsy Vengeance/Terrors of the Northside</td>
<td></td>
<td>1937</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Shadow #24</strong>: Washington Crime/Quetzal</td>
<td></td>
<td>1937</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Shadow #112</strong>: Death Token/Three Stamps of Death</td>
<td></td>
<td>1940</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Shadow #69</strong>: The Garaucaan Swindle/The Death Sleep</td>
<td></td>
<td>1940</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Shadow #60</strong>: The Great Adventures of the Golden Pagoda</td>
<td></td>
<td>1940</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Shadow #73</strong>: Death from Nowhere/The Seven Drops of Blood</td>
<td></td>
<td>1940</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Shadow #94</strong>: Q/Formula for Vengeance/The Veiled Prophet</td>
<td></td>
<td>1937</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Shadow #93</strong>: Brothers of Doom/The Three Brothers</td>
<td></td>
<td>1937</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Shadow #92</strong>: The Grove of Doom/The Masked Lady</td>
<td></td>
<td>1933</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Shadow #91</strong>: The Magigals Mystery/Serpents of Siva</td>
<td></td>
<td>1932</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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**Mysteries & Whodunits**


**3827410 THE WINTER QUEEN. By Boris Akunin. Moscow. 1876. A talented student is thought to have shot himself in public. The bizarre and tragic suicide is soon connected to a clear case of murder and young sleuth Ernst Fandorin plunges into an investigation that leads him across Europe. 249 pages. Random. Paperback. Pub. at $15.00 $4.95**

**★ 3706065 ROCKET TO THE MORGUE. By Anthony Boucher. With characters based on the author’s friends, including Robert Heinlein, L. Ron Hubbard, and John W. Campbell, this work is both a classic locked room mystery and an enduring portrait of a real-life writing community. Reissued for the first time in over 30 years, the story is a must read for fans of mystery and science fiction alike. 224 pages. American Mystery Classics.**

**3900738 DEADLY ANNIVERSARIES: A Collection of Stories from Crime Fiction’s Top Authors. Ed. by M. Muller & B. Pronzini. Presents 19 new stories from some of the best contemporary authors to honor the diamond jubilee of the Mystery Writers of America including Lee Child, Sue Grafton, Jeffery Deaver, Max Allan Collins, Marcia Muller, and others. 392 pages. Nostalgia Ventures. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95**

**★ 3890555 BLACK MOUNTAIN. By Laird Barron. When a small-time criminal named Harold Lee turns up in Florida with a mysterious treasure, a local man with a simmering grudge and plans to murder again turns murder into a form of revenge. Two makes a man wonder. 368 pages. Putnam. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95**

**3907597 THE LAST EQUATION OF ISAAC SEVERY. By Nova Jacobs. Days after the famed mathematician Isaac Severy dies in an apparent suicide at his Los Angeles home, his adopted granddaughter, Hazel receives a letter from him. He charges Hazel with safely delivering his final bombshell equation to a trusted colleague. But first, she must unravel a series of confounding clues in order to find the equation. 332 pages. Sanctum. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95**

**★ 386457X EIGHT PERFECT MURDERS. By Peter Swanson. Years ago, bookseller and mystery aficionado Malcolm Kershaw compiled a list of fiction’s most unsolvable murders, chosen at random from among the list of the best authors. But no one is more surprised than Mal when an FBI agent comes knocking on his door looking for information about a series of unsolved murders that look eerily similar to the killings on Mal’s old list. 270 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $27.99 $21.95**

**3918386 THE HUNTING PARTY. By Lucy Foley. A New Year’s reunion in the remote Scottish wilderness with the beautiful one, the boring couple, the volatile one, the new parents, the quiet one, the city boy, and the outsider. One of these friends is a murderer. And one won’t make it out alive. 328 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 **

**★ 3900585 DOC SAVAGE #46: The Holy Mullah/Terror Takes 7. By Lester Dent writing as K. Robeson. After a daring experiment, Clark Savage was transmuted into the Heruclean Man of Bronze, fighting evil-doers in these two pulp thrillers originally published in 1934. Illus. 128 pages. Sanctum. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 **

**3808063 DOC SAVAGE #47: Red Shroud/Death Had Yellow Eyes. By Lester Dent writing as K. Robeson. Welding five courageous soldiers of fortune into a Band of Iron, the Heruclean Man of Bronze travels the world battling threats to humanity in these two thrilling pulp thrillers, originally published in 1935. Illus. 128 pages. Sanctum. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95**

**3804917 DOC SAVAGE #28: The Vanisher/The Metal Master. By Lester Dent writing as K. Robeson. A daring experiment transmuted Clark Savage into the Heruclean Man of Bronze, fighting evil in these two thrilling classics from the golden age of pulp fiction, originally published in 1936. Illus. 128 pages. Sanctum. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95**

**3805050 DOC SAVAGE #43: Spook Hole/Three Times a Corpse. By Lester Dent writing as K. Robeson. Not since the days of King Arthur and Robin Hood has mankind known greater crusaders for justice than Doc Savage, the tough indomitable comic strip hero. Not since the days of Clark Savage, fighting evil in these two thrilling classics from the golden age of pulp fiction, originally published in 1935. Illus. 128 pages. Sanctum. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95**


**3805115 DOC SAVAGE #49: The Terror in the Navy/Waves of Death. By Lester Dent writing as K. Robeson. Not since the days of King Arthur and Robin Hood has mankind known greater crusaders than the Band of Iron and Doc Savage, fighting evil in these two spine-tingling pulp classics originally published in 1937. Illus. 128 pages. Sanctum. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95**

**Limited Quantities**

**3810741 WOLF PACK. By C.J. Box. LARGE PRINT EDITION. When game warden Joe Pickett tries to lay down the rules for a wealthy drone operator, he’s asked by the FBI and the DOJ to stand down, making him suspicious. Meanwhile, boars are piling up in Joe’s district and he begins to fear that the Wolf Pack, four vicious killers working on behalf of the Sinaloa cartel, have arrived. 432 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95**
Mysteries & Whodunits

**DOC SAVAGE #13: The Brand of the Werewolf/Fear Cay.** By Lester Dent writing as K. Robeson. A daring experiment transmuted Clark Savage and the Herculean Man of Bronze, fighting evil in these two thrilling classics from the golden age of pulp fiction, originally published in 1933. Illus. 144 pages. Nostalgia Ventures. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95

**380532X** **DOC SAVAGE #5: Mystery Island/That's on Parade.** By Lester Dent writing as K. Robeson. A daring experiment transmuted Clark Savage into the Herculean Man of Bronze, fighting evil in these two thrilling classics from the golden age of pulp fiction, originally published in 1937. Illus. 112 pages. Sanctum. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

**380550X** **DOC SAVAGE #39: They Died Twice/Poison Island.** By Lester Dent writing as K. Robeson. Not since the days of King Arthur and Robin Hood has mankind known greater crusaders for justice than Doc Savage. A daring experiment transmuted the old band of crime fighters in these two thrilling mysteries from the golden age of pulp fiction, originally published in 1939; plus a 1934 radio thriller. Doc Savage. Illus. 128 pages. Sanctum. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

**380522X** **DOC SAVAGE #59: Pirate Isle/The Speaking Stone.** By Lester Dent writing as K. Robeson. A daring experiment transmuted Clark Savage into the Herculean Man of Bronze and, welding five courageous soldiers of fortune into a band of iron, they travel the world battling threats to humanity in these two thrilling pulp classics, originally published in 1939. Illus. 112 pages. Sanctum. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

---

See more titles at erhbc.com/834

3893316 A DEATH IN EDEN. By Keith McCafferty. When scarecrows appear in the cliffs above Montana’s famous Smith River and a little girl reports being chased by one in the night, state investigator Harold Little Feather is brought in to find the culprit. Soon his investigation takes an ominous turn when a decapitated body is found in the river. 305 pages. Viking. Pub. at $26.00 $4.95

3988860 LIBRARY OF THE DEAD. By Glenn Cooper. New York special agent Will Piper is tired. He’s on the wrong side of forty, he drinks too much, and he’s lost the fire that led him into police work. So he’s reluctant when the FBI assigns him the Doomsday Killer serial murder case. 372 pages. Harper. Paperbound. $3.95

SOLD OUT

2950383 THE STOLEN ONES. By Owen Laukkanen. It begins with a Minnesota sheriff’s deputy found dead in the mud, a young woman next to him, with no ID, no English—and holding a gun. The murder puts state investigator Kirk Stevens and FBI special agent Carla Windermere on the tail of a massive international sex-trafficking ring. 371 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00

3925900 THE NEW IBERIA BLUES. By James Lee Burke. The ritual murder of a young woman drives Detective Dave Robicheaux into the dark corners of Hollywood, the Mafia, and the Wetlands of Louisiana. Complicating matters is the arrival of Robicheaux’s new partner, where the lines between professionalism and romance begin to blur for the aging detective. 447 pages. S&S. Pub. at $27.99

369464X CADILLAC JUKEBOX. By James Lee Burke. Aaron Crown renounced the Ku Klux Klan twenty-eight years ago. However, twenty-eight years after the murder of famed NAACP leader Ely Dixon, it’s time for him to face the pain he’s been avoiding. 323 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00

LIMITED QUANTITY $3897303 MASQUERADE FOR MURDER. By M. Spillane & M.A. Collins. What do a loving redhead, a short-tempered bartender, an exotic call girl, a murdered police inspector and a movie stuntman have in common? A mystery that only a master detective can unravel. 344 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $29.00

SOLD OUT

SOLD OUT

2859068 LADY, GO DIE! By M. Spillane & M. A. Collins. Sequel to I, The Jury. Mike Hammer and Velda go on vacation to a small beach town on Long Island after wrapping up the Williams case. Walking on a golf course with Velda, they witness a brutal beating at the hands of some vicious local cops. Hammer wades in to defend the victim. 270 pages. Titan. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 3907414 GOLDEN PREY. By John Sandford. LARGE PRINT EDITION. In its first case as a U.S. Marshal, Lucas Davenport finds himself in uncharted territory. Two men have knocked over a drug cartel counting house, leaving five bodies, including that of a six-year-old girl. Davenport embarks on a strange odyssey as he tries to track down the killers. Cartel assassins are after the killers. And things are about to get ugly fast. 468 pages. Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $32.95

SOLD OUT

SOLD OUT


SOLD OUT

SOLD OUT

3817091 WRECKED. By Joe Ide. Isaiah Quintabe-IQ has never been more successful, or felt more alone. A series of high-profile wins in his hometown of East Long Beach have made the young investigator so notorious that he can hardly go to the corner store without being recognized. But IQ is soon battling a new threat: the genius couldn’t see evil. 343 pages. Mulholland. Pub. at $27.00 $5.95

3849228 THE GHOSTS OF GALWAY. By Ken Bruen. As well-verined in politics, pop culture, and crime fiction as he is ill-fated in life, Jack Taylor is recovering from a failed suicide attempt. In need of money, and with former cop on his resume, Jack has been hired as a night-shift security guard. But his Ukrainian boss has Jack in mind for some unexpected off the books work. 330 pages. Mulholland. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.00

383333X BODY & SOUL. By John Harvey. When his estranged daughter Katherine appears on his doorstep, ex-Detective Frank Elder knows that something is wrong. Katherine has begun to self-destruct. The breakdown of her affair with a controversial artist has sent her into a tailspin—which culminates in murder. 284 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $25.95 $5.95

★3715302 THE MYSTERY OF THREE QUARTERS. By Sophi Hannah. Returning home one day, Hercule Poirot finds a furious woman waiting outside his front door. She demands to know why Poirot has sent her a letter accusing her of the murder of Barbara Bingley. But Poirot has not sent the letter, and with the help of his little gray cells and Inspector Edward Catchpool, Poirot will solve the puzzle. 344 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

★3728714 NOT DEAD ENOUGH. By Peter May. A beautiful socialite is dead. Detective Superintendent Roy Grace’s leading suspect, her Russian husband, was sixty miles away when she died, but all other evidence points to him. Grace has found the killer—or has he? 618 pages. Pan Macmillan. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

★3757579 THE REDBREAT. By Jo Nesbo. Detective Harry Hole embraced the force, and for his father, he’s been a governor’s surveillance task. But while monitoring neo-Nazi activities in Oslo, Hole is inadvertently drawn into a surveillance task. But while monitoring neo-Nazi activities in Oslo, Hole is inadvertently drawn into a surveillance task. But while monitoring neo-Nazi activities in Oslo, Hole is inadvertently drawn into a surveillance task. But while monitoring neo-Nazi activities in Oslo, Hole is inadvertently drawn into a surveillance task. But while monitoring neo-Nazi activities in Oslo, Hole is inadvertently drawn into a surveillance task. But while monitoring neo-Nazi activities in Oslo, Hole is inadvertently drawn into a surveillance task. But while monitoring neo-Nazi activities in Oslo, Hole is inadvertently drawn into a surveillance task. But while monitoring neo-Nazi activities in Oslo, Hole is inadvertently drawn into a surveillance task. But while monitoring neo-Nazi activities in Oslo, Hole is inadvertently drawn into a surveillance task. But while monitoring neo-Nazi activities in Oslo, Hole is inadvertently drawn into a surveillance task. But while monitoring neo-Nazi activities in Oslo, Hole is inadvertently drawn into a surveillance task. But while monitoring neo-Nazi activities in Oslo, Hole is inadvertently drawn into a surveillance task. But while monitoring neo-Nazi activities in Oslo, Hole is inadvertently drawn into a surveillance task. But while monitoring neo-Nazi activities in Oslo, Hole is inadvertently drawn into a surveillance task. But while monitoring neo-Nazi activities in Oslo, Hole is inadvertently drawn into a surveillance task. But while monitoring neo-Nazi activities in Oslo, Hole is inadvertently drawn into a surveillance task. But while monitoring neo-Nazi activities in Oslo, Hole is inadvertently drawn into a surveillance task. But while monitoring neo-Nazi activities in Oslo, Hole is inadvertently drawn into a surveillance task. But while monitoring neo-Nazi activities in Oslo, Hole is inadvertently drawn into a surveillance task. But while monitoring neo-Nazi activities in Oslo, Hole is inadvertently drawn into a surveillance task. But while monitoring neo-Nazi activities in Oslo, Hole is inadvertently drawn into a surveillance task. But while monitoring neo-Nazi activities in Oslo, Hole is inadvertently drawn into a surveillance task. But while monitoring neo-Nazi activities in Oslo, Hole is inadvertently drawn into a surveillance task. But while monitoring neo-Nazi activities in Oslo, Hole is inadvertently drawn into a surveillance task. But while monitoring neo-Nazi activities in Oslo, Hole is inadvertently drawn into a surveillance task. But while monitoring neo-Nazi activities in Oslo, Hole is inadvertently drawn into a surveillance task. But while monitoring neo-Nazi activities in Oslo, Hole is inadvertently drawn into a surveillance task. But while monitoring neo-Nazi activities in Oslo, Hole is inadvertently drawn into a surveillance task. But while monitoring neo-Nazi activities in Oslo, Hole is inadvertently drawn into a surveillance task. But while monitoring neo-Nazi activities in Oslo, Hole is inadvertently drawn into a surveillance task. But while monitoring neo-Nazi activities in Oslo, Hole is inadvertently drawn into a surveillance task. But while monitoring neo-Nazi activities in Oslo, Hole is inadvertently drawn into a surveillance task. But while monitoring neo-Nazi activities in Oslo, Hole is inadvertently drawn into a surveillance task. But while monitoring neo-Nazi activities in Oslo, Hole is inadvertently drawn into a surveillance task. But while monitoring neo-Nazi activities in Oslo, Hole is inadvertently drawn into a surveillance task. But while monitoring neo-Nazi activities in Oslo, Hole is inadvertently drawn into a surveillance task. But while monitoring neo-Nazi activities in Oslo, Hole is inadvertently drawn into a surveillance task. But while monitoring neo-Nazi activities in Oslo, Hole is inadvertently drawn into a surveillance task. But while monitoring neo-Nazi activities in Oslo, Hole is inadvertently drawn into a surveillance task. But while monitoring neo-Nazi activities in Oslo, Hole is inadvertently drawn into a surveillance task. But while monitoring neo-Nazi activities in Oslo, Hole is inadvertently drawn into a surveillance task. But while monitoring neo-Na...
Hardboiled Detectives & Private Eyes


★ 392589 THE DUTCH SHOE MYSTERY. By Elly Griffiths. Queen. 300 pages. Penzler. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95. $11.95

2937131 THE BLOOD CARD. By Elly Griffiths. 372 pages. HMH. Pub. at $25.00.


★ 3861341 TROUBLE IS WHAT I DO. By Walter Mosley. 166 pages. Mulholland. Pub. at $24.00. $17.95


Female Detectives

3931293 LOOK Alive TWENTY-FIVE. By Janet Evanovich. Nothing’s more Jersey than a good deli, and Red River Deli in Trenton is the best. Trouble is the last three managers have vanished. Stephanie Plum, Jersey girl and bounty hunter extraordinaire, is stepping into the manager’s shoes. But if she intends to avoid disappearing, she needs to find out who killed the previous victims. A good deli wins customers salmonella. 311 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $28.00. $6.95

★ 3909239 GAME OF BONES. By Carolyn Haines. When a, higly murdered corpse is discovered at the new-found Native American temple site smacked in the middle of Sunflower County, Mississippi, the town sheriff, a black dog is immediately under suspicion—with particular focus on its owner Dr. Frank Hafner. He hires Sarah Booth of the Delaney Detective Agency to clear his name. 389 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99. $5.95

LIMITED QUANTITY ★ 3907716 DEAD TO RIGHTS. By J.C. Ance. A woman is killed on her nineteenth wedding anniversary by a drunk driver. A year later, the driver is tragicly killed and a suspscions point to the slain woman’s still grieving husband as his murderer. But one law officer is not rushing to condemn the widower so quickly: Joanna Brady, Sheriff of Coosha County. 438 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99. $7.95

3839214 THE GLASS ROOM. By Ann Cleeves. Detective Inspector Vera Stanhope is not one to make friends easily, but her hippie neighbors keep her well supplied in home brew and conversation. But when one of them goes missing, her path leads her to more than a missing friend. 375 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99. $9.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 3899954 THE FORBIDDEN DOOR. By Dean Koontz. She was one of the FBI’s top agents until she became the nation’s most wanted fugitive, a wanted woman, a former police detective in a small town, a woman who has become a devastated widow. Now Jane Hawk returns from a hiking experience hours late and traumatized, she learns that Annie stumbled upon something unspoken about her that she was not. And the instructor who hired in search of her is still missing. 310 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.99. $6.95

★ 3729428 A BORROWING OF BONES. By Paula Munier. Former military police officer, Mercy Carr and her bomb sniffing dog, Elvis, set out on a walk in the woods in Vermont. But their walk turns into something sinister when Mercy and Elvis discover a squalling baby abandoned near a shallow grave filled with human bones. Now a missing mother must be found and a murder case gone cold must be solved. 430 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.99. $9.95

★ 3814254 A BORROWING OF BONES. By Paula Munier. Former military police officer, Mercy Carr and her bomb sniffing dog, Elvis, set out on a walk in the woods in Vermont. But their walk turns into something sinister when Mercy and Elvis discover a squalling baby abandoned near a shallow grave filled with human bones. Now a missing mother must be found and a murder case gone cold must be solved. 430 pages. Minotaur. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.99. $9.95

3832902 THE LIMPOPO ACADEMY OF PRIVATE DETECTION. By Alexander McCall Smith. Precious Ramotswe is a detective in Botswana. Amidst a band of hilarious and important cases. Precious is standing up against wealthy and powerful influences to help a charitable matron regain her position. Soon, help arrives from an unexpected visitor: a stranger that has been Precious’s distant. 257 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. $4.95

★ 3729184 JUST HIS LUCK. By B.J. Daniels. Shade Sterling has a torch for Lizzy Conners since senior year of high school. But the timing never felt right for them. Now, as the new appoximents shfite, Lizzy must investigate the discovery of the remains of his ex-girlfriend, who disappeared more than ten years ago. She just can’t accept Shade is guilty. Now, if she can only prove il. 370 pages. Hill & Wang. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.95. $7.95

★ 2820315 THE LONG PASSAGE OF THE WAVE. By Diane Kelly. Texas police officer Megan Luz and her K-9 partner Brigit, get a call that a baby girl has turned up at the station. Megan searches for clues and ends up at the People of Peace compound, a religious sect where everyone is kept on a short leash. 356 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99. $5.95

★ 3790304 PAW of the JUNGLE. By Diane Kelly. The weather is beautiful, work is slow, and her canine could use a walk. What better day for police officer Megan Luz to take her K-9 Brigit and walk the woods in Vermont. Before Wood begins as a fun field trip, turns serious when two rare hyacinth macaws go missing. 357 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99. $5.95

2964665 Y IS FOR yESTERDAY. By Sue Grafton. Ten years after being incarcerated for the murder of her, the instructor who hiked in search of her is still missing. 30 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99. $5.95

★ 3885380 THE DARKNESS WE HIDE. By Debra Webb. For months, Dr. Rowan Dupont has been staring death in the face. It followed her back to her hometown of Winchester, Tennessee. In investigating the mysterious deaths of her estranged ones, Rowan has unearthed enough family secrets to bury everything she’s previously thought true. But each shocking discovery makes her look to the bodies and more questions. 344 pages. Minotaur. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99. $5.95

3825574 CAVE OF BONES. By Anne Hillerman. When Tribal Police Officer Bernadette Manueli to receives a ransom demand and calls upon Kinsey Millhone help a desperate game begins as a fun field trip, turns serious when two rare hyacinth macaws go missing. 357 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99. $5.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/834
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**The Guests on South Battery.** By Karen White. With her maternity leave at its end, Melanie is less than thrilled to return to work, especially when she’s swooned by a phone call with no voice on the other end—and the uneasy feeling that the ghostly apparitions that have stayed silent for more than a year are about to invade her life once more. 337 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $26.00. *SOLD OUT*

**Perish.** By Lisa Black. In a mansion on the outskirts of Cleveland, the founder of Sterling Financial is found dead and lying in a pool of blood. To crack the case, Maggie and Jack will have to infiltrate the shadow world of high stakes finance. But every employee at Sterling Financial is hellbent on making a killing. 383 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99.

**Broken Places.** By Tracy Clark. Cass Raines, private eye, is taking just enough work to pay the bills. When the only father figure she has ever known, Father Ray, asks her to look into a spat of vandalism at his church, she readily agrees. But when she finds Father Ray’s murdered body, her instincts tell her this isn’t just a burglary gone awry, and she intends to see justice done. 361 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $26.00. *SOLD OUT*

**Selling in Bones.** By Kathy Reichs. Professionally, Temperance Brennan knows exactly what to do—test, analyze, identify. Her private life, however, is crumbling around her. She’s a loner, wondering how to answer police detective Andrew Ryan’s marriage proposal. But the matter of matrimony takes a backseat when an amateur detective, carrying a bag of bones, shows up at Brennan’s door, revealing a case of an unknown girl being imprisoned and terrorized. 302 pages. Bantam. Orig. Pub. at $28.00. *SOLD OUT*

**Bring Me Down the Aisle with Murder.** By Aureaelle Wallace. Some wedding stories are so surreal the only way to find the murderer. 289 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99.

**Apprentice in Death.** By J.D. Robb. When marketing VP Paul Rogan walks into a Manhattan office building strapped with explosives, the headlines tell a tale of death and destruction. It doesn’t take long for Lieutenant Eve Dallas to confirm the identifications of the dead, and look through the evidence—to find out by whom, with whose BFF is MIA at the time she’s supposed to perform her duties as maid of honor—only to be found DOA! 327 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99. *SOLD OUT*

**Leverage in Death.** By J.D. Robb. The shots came quickly, silently and with deadly accuracy. With only a few hours to go before her ex is due to be executed, Eve Dallas has never been more determined to find the man who killed her love. 354 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99.

**Apprentice in Death.** By J.D. Robb. The shots came quickly, silently and with deadly accuracy. With only a few hours to go before her ex is due to be executed, Eve Dallas has never been more determined to find the man who killed her love. 354 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99.

**Too Close to Breathe.** By Olivia Kierman. Eleanor Costello is found hanging from a tree. The autopsy reveals murder. Soon Detective Superintendent Frankie Sheehan’s investigation becomes mired in challenge after challenge. She can’t help but feel that something doesn’t fit. And when another woman is found murdered, Frankie knows that unraveling Eleanor’s life is the only way to find the murderer. 289 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $26.00.

**The Dead Ringer.** By M.C. Beaton. As the bell-ringers get ready for the visit of the dashing Bishop of Dover-Hinkley, the whole of the picturesque village of Thirk Magna is thrown into a frenzy. Meanwhile, Agatha convinces one of the bell-ringers, the charming Julian, to help her to investigate the mystery of the bishop’s ex-fiancée, who went missing and whose body was never found. 258 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99. *SOLD OUT*

**Sunrise Highway.** By Peter Blauner. When the relentless Lourdes Robles, a young Latina NYPD detective steps in to track a notorious killer, she discovers a deep and sinister web of connection between the victims and one of the most powerful political figures in the region, including the chief of police. 338 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $27.99.

**Down a Dark Road.** By Linda Castillo. News of a murderer on the loose travels fast, putting Chief of Police Kate Burkholder on edge. When this “fallen” Amish man takes his five children hostage, Kate makes contact with him. All he wants is for her to prove his innocence in the murder of his wife. Kate is skeptical, but she begins to look at the evidence—and it doesn’t line up. 292 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99. *SOLD OUT*

**Among the Wicked.** By Linda Castillo. Police Detective Kate Burkholder is called upon by the sheriff’s department in rural upstate New York to assist with an investigation into the death of a young girl in a reclusive Amish settlement. Going undercover, she unearths a world built on secrets and a series of shocking crimes. 342 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99.*SOLD OUT*

**No Mercy.** By Joanna Schaffhausen. Police officer Ellery Hathaway is on involuntary leave from her job because she shot a murderer in cold blood and refuses to apologize for it. Ellery has higher priorities, and ignores all the warnings. Instead she starts digging around in everyone’s past but her own, a move that could put her and the men she loves in grave danger. 305 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $26.99. **SOLD OUT**

**Her Deadly Secrets.** By Laura Griffin. After an attempt is made on her life, PI Kira Vance launches her own investigation, hoping to uncover the answers that have eluded the police. But as Kira’s hunt for clues becomes more and more perilous, she realizes that she alone may hold the key to finding a vicious murderer. 406 pages. Pocket. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99.

**Her Deadly Secrets.** By Laura Griffin. After an attempt is made on her life, PI Kira Vance launches her own investigation, hoping to uncover the answers that have eluded the police. But as Kira’s hunt for clues becomes more and more perilous, she realizes that she alone may hold the key to finding a vicious murderer. 354 pages. Gallery. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00.

**K Street.** By M.A. Lawson. It’s been almost a year since Kay Hamilton was fired from the DEA for going rogue. Since then, she’s employed by the Callahan Group, a covert intelligence agency based in Washington, D.C. Questioning their legitimacy, she arrives to tender her resignation, only to find her boss gunning for her. Before he slips into a coma, he whispers the name: NSA. 285 pages. Blue Rider. **SOLD OUT**

**Killer Look.** By Linda Fairstein. High fashion means high stakes, as Alex Cooper quickly discovers when businessman and designer Wolf Savage is found dead in an apparent suicide mere days before the biggest show of his career. When the man’s daughter insists that his death was murder, Alex is determined to uncover the grime—and the women behind it. 268 pages. Dutton. Pub. at $28.00.

**Miss Kopp Just Won’t Quit.** By Laura cumes. While transporting a woman to an insane asylum, Deputy Constance Kopp discovers something deeply troubling about her story. But before she can investigate further, another inmate breaks free and tries to escape. 300 pages. Minotaur Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99. **SOLD OUT**
Female Detectives

3873404 HEARTS OF THE MISSING. By Carol Potenza. When a young woman linked to a list of missing Fire-Sky tribal members commits suicide, Fire-Hill police sergeant Nicky Matthews, assigned to the case, uncovers a threat that strikes at the very heart of what it means to be a Fire-Sky Native. 291 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99

3817032 THE WIDOWS. By Jess Montgomery. Kinship, Ohio, 1924. When Lily Ross learns that her husband, Daniel, the town’s widely respected sheriff, has been killed in an apparent accident while transporting a prisoner, she vows to track down the truth about his death. 327 pages, Minotaur. Pub. at $26.99

3768797X DEAD FIRELY. By Victoria Houston. With one man dead, evidence of unlawful properties being stolen from elderly owners, and an attempted sexual assault, chief Lew Ferris deploys Doc Osborne and his skilled tracker neighbor to help with the investigations. There’s a feeling in the air that things are getting out of control. 198 pages. Gallery. Pagebound. Pub. at $16.00

6903150 SHATTERED. By Allison Brennan. Over a span of twenty years, four boys have been kidnapped from their bedrooms, suffocated, and buried in a shallow grave. For their own personal reasons, investigative reporter Maxine Revere and FBI Agent Lucy Kincard team up to solve the case. Soon they discover the killer is still out there stalking another victim and they may be too late.

3084425 CAGED. By Ellison Cooper. During the investigation of a brutal murder, clues emerge connecting the murderers to FBI special agent Sayer’s past. Now the stakes are personal, and the deeper Sayer is drawn into the deadly web, the more she believes she is the only one who can uncover the killer’s identity. 358 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99

3765318 THE DARKNESS. By Ragnar Jonasson. The body of a young Russian woman washes up on a remote Icelandic beach. She came looking for safety, but instead she found a watery grave. A hasty police investigation determines death by asphyxiation and thus the case is quietly closed. Detective Inspector Hulda of the Reykjavik police force decides to take one last case before retiring, convinced the young woman was murdered. 318 pages. St. Martin’s. Pagebound. Pub. at $17.99

3795578 NOW YOU SEE THEM. By Elly Griffiths. When an investigation into a string of disappearsing girls starts, former detective Emma Stephens sees her chance to get back in the action after marriage and children. She begins her own hunt, determined to prove that she’s better than the boys. 354 pages. Mariner Books. Pagebound. Pub. at $15.99

3887219 A BAD DAY FOR SUNSHINE. By Darvya Jones. Del Sol, New Mexico, is known for three things: its “fry an egg on the cement” summers, strong cups of coffee, and now, a nationwide manhunt. Sunshine Vicram has returned to town as the elected sheriff and she is finding herself knee-deep in drama and danger. 390 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99

3839338 SEVENTH GRAVE AND NO BODY. By Darynda Jones. Part-time private investigator and full-time Grim Reaper, Charley Davidson could use a vacation. But first she has some family business. Her father has disappeared, and as Charley retrares his last steps, she begins to question everything she’s ever known about him—and herself. 372 pages. St. Martin’s. Pagebound. Pub. at $14.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 3910369 NEVER TELL. By Lisa Gardner. LARGE PRINT EDITION. A man is dead, shot three times in his office home. But his computer has been shot twelve times—and when the cops arrive, his pregnant wife is holding the gun. Detective D.D. Warren arrives on the scene and recognizes the woman. Unfortunately D.D. is about to discover that in this case, the truth will be a devilishly elusive thing. 523 pages. Random. Pagebound. Pub. at $25.99


3820351 PARADOX. By Catherine Coulter. 434 pages. Gallery. Pub. at $27.99


* 2993171 WHISKERS IN THE DARK. By Rita Mae & Sneaky Pie Brown. 268 pages. Bantam. Pub. at $28.00


2982634 A GATHERING OF SECRETS. By Linda Castillo. SHOPWORN. 308 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99


* 2844850 ROBERT B. PARKER’S BLOOD FEUD. By Mike Lupica. 325 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $27.00


3741111 A PANICMED PREEMPTED. By Victoria Laurie. 353 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $25.00

Amateur Sleuths

* 5802334 THE GHOST AND MRS. FLETCHER: Murder, She Wrote. By Jessica Fletcher et al. Cliff Causer is convinced his niece to about, and he wants her to work with him on a case. She can’t see the horridness to his grandson. It’s a challenge as his son is a house in in deplorable condition and rumored to be haunted. When Cooper dies under suspicious circumstances, Jessica Fletcher tries to get to the truth. The series’ 294 pages. HarperCollins. Pagebound. Pub. at $17.99

* 3758600 HOW TO KNIT A MURDER. By Sally Goldenbaum. The Seaside Knitters need the enigmatic handymen, Rose, settle into town and find work at a real estate company, so she can sell anything, until a potential her husband. Unfortunately D.D. is about to discover that in this case, the truth will be a devilishly elusive thing. 253 pages. Random. Pagebound. Pub. at $25.99

3759060 HOW TO KNIT A MURDER. By Sally Goldenbaum. The Seaside Knitters need the enigmatic handymen, Rose, settle into town and find work at a real estate company, so she can sell anything, until a potential her husband. Unfortunately D.D. is about to discover that in this case, the truth will be a devilishly elusive thing. 253 pages. Random. Pagebound. Pub. at $25.99

3758600 HOW TO KNIT A MURDER. By Sally Goldenbaum. The Seaside Knitters need the enigmatic handymen, Rose, settle into town and find work at a real estate company, so she can sell anything, until a potential her husband. Unfortunately D.D. is about to discover that in this case, the truth will be a devilishly elusive thing. 253 pages. Random. Pagebound. Pub. at $25.99

3758600 HOW TO KNIT A MURDER. By Sally Goldenbaum. The Seaside Knitters need the enigmatic handymen, Rose, settle into town and find work at a real estate company, so she can sell anything, until a potential her husband. Unfortunately D.D. is about to discover that in this case, the truth will be a devilishly elusive thing. 253 pages. Random. Pagebound. Pub. at $25.99
Amateur Sleuths

**38857X** THE BODY IN THE WAKE. By Katherine Hall Page. It's a hot summer on Maine's Sanpere Island, and Faith Fairchild is surprisingly unencumbered with family. But between keeping her friend Sophie's spirits up and Sophie's daughter Pix's blood pressure down, Faith has her hands full—and that's before the body appears in the Lily Pond. Faith must once again put on her sleuthing hat to get some answers. 327 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99.

**388457** DEATH OF A KITCHEN DIVA. By Lee Hollis. Food writer Hayley Powell is about to find out the occasional murder can take a bite out of the seaside bliss in Bar Harbor, Maine. When rival food writer, Appraiser Priscilla, is found dead in a bowl of Hayley's creamy clam chowder, all signs point to Hayley. To clear her name, she'll have to enlist some help from her BFFs. 344 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99.

**378197** ENGRAVED IN DEATH. By Stephanie Blackmoore. After dumping her cheating fiancé and canceling the wedding, body-shaped Shenandoah almost bear another disaster. So when the former bride to be unexpectedly inherits Thistle Park, a ramshackle mansion in Fort Quinny, it’s a problem she literally can’t afford—especially when an unwanted visitor is found dead on the lawn. 348 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99.


**387932** DEATH OF THE KITCHEN DIVA. By Lee Hollis. Food writer Hayley Powell teams is about to find out the occasional murder can take a bite out of the seaside bliss in Bar Harbor, Maine. When rival food writer, Appraiser Priscilla, is found dead in a bowl of Hayley’s creamy clam chowder, all signs point to Hayley. To clear her name, she’ll have to enlist some help from her BFFs. 344 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99.

**387867** ENGAGED IN DEATH. By Stephanie Blackmoore. After dumping her cheating fiancé and canceling the wedding, body-shaped Shenandoah almost bear another disaster. So when the former bride to be unexpectedly inherits Thistle Park, a ramshackle mansion in Fort Quinny, it’s a problem she literally can’t afford—especially when an unwanted visitor is found dead on the lawn. 348 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99.

**372917** A CASE OF BIER. By Mary Daheim. After a busy summer, Judith McMonigle Flynn, owner of the popular Hillside Manor B&B—amateur sleuth—needs some R&R. Her husband, Joe, makes plans for a relaxing vacation in the Canadian Rockies. But things go awry when Judith realizes her fellow guests have a different kind of getaway in their devious minds. 327 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99.

**362945X** DEVONSHIRE SCREAM. By Laura Childs. Tea shop owner Theodosia Browning’s life heats up when a gala at the local jewelry store serves up heists and homicide along with her sashas. 307 pages. Berkley Prime Crime. Pub. at $26.00.

**670592** BLUEBERRY MUFFIN MURDER. By Joanne Fluke. Preparations are under way in Hannah Swensen’s popular shop, The Cookie Jar, to bake up some sleuthing to sift out the killer. But Hannah is sure of one thing—even the most half-baked murder plot can be oh so deadly! 341 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99.

**670723** DEVIL’S FOOD CAKE MURDER. By Joanne Fluke. When Hannah Swensen hears that the Cookie Jar Six jazz band will be performing in Eden, she bakes up a supply of their namesake confections to welcome them. But tragedy strikes when their tour bus overturns, and keyboard player Buddy Nethercutt—an accomplished pianist—dies from injuries tumed deadly serious. When someone plunges scissors into his chest. 374 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99.

**6803814** BANANA CREAM PIE MURDER. By Joanne Fluke. After an extravagant honeymoon, bakery owner Hannah Swensen comes home to Lake Eden to discover that her mother’s neighbor has been murdered. Solving this crime—and living to tell about it—might prove trickier than mixing up the ultimate banana cream pie. 296 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99.

**5957625** CINNAMON ROLL MURDER. By Joanne Fluke. When Hannah Swensen hears that the Cookie Jar Six junk band will be performing in Eden, she bakes up a supply of their namesake confections to welcome them. But tragedy strikes when their tour bus overturns, and keyboard player Buddy Nethercutt—an accomplished pianist—dies from injuries tumed deadly serious. When someone plunges scissors into his chest. 374 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99.

**6957722** ENGLISH TEA MURDER. By Leslie Meier. Lucy Stone is thrown into a full-scale investigation into the death of Alison Franklin, daughter of a wealthy investor. In a race against time, Lucy must beat the killer to the finish line—or she can forget about stuffing and cranberry sauce. 247 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99.

**3879097** BACK TO SCHOOL MURDER. By Leslie Meier. It’s back to school time in the peaceful Maine town of Tinker’s Cove. But for another of Lucy Stone—and it’s not a moment too soon! But a bomb goes off with the noon lunch bell, and days later the new assistant principal is found murdered. Lucy is hot on the trail of a clever killer and the foulest sleuth must uncover a crime before it’s too late. 284 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99.

**381598X** HEMS & HOMICIDE. By Elizabeth Penney. Iris and her grandmother Anne’s shop, Ruffles & Bows, is set to include all the latest and vintage linen fashions, a studio for sewing groups, and a vintage orange cat. The only thing they were not planning to have on the property? A skeleton in the basement. Enlisting the help of her old high-school crush and her BFF, Iris pieces together an investigation to find the truth. 275 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99.
Amateur Sleuths

**3893782 SILENT NIGHT, DEADLY NIGHT.** By Vicki Delany. It’s the week before Thanksgiving and Mercy is preparing for a weekend reunion of her high school college friends. But when the group arrives, Mercy is met with frosty attitudes. When the bickering leads to murder, and Mercy’s father’s role as Santa is in danger due to his proximity to the crime, Mercy needs to use all her investigation skills to wrap up this mystery—fast! 296 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99. $5.95

**3836193 TRUMPET OF DEATH.** By Cynthia Riggs. When 92-year-old poet-sleuth Victoria Trumbull shows Zack a Martha’s Vineyard manuscript she calls the “black trumpet of death,” he plots to use it to eliminate his girlfriend, Samantha. But when the mushrooms end up on Samantha’s daddy’s dinner table, it seems a roomful of dinners could go first. 295 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $25.99. $4.95

**6999302 AUNT DIMITY & THE BURIED TREASURE.** By Nancy Atherton. While exploring the attic in her cottage near the small village of Finch, Lori finds a gold and garnet bracelet—a relic of a doomed romance in Aunt Dimity’s past. In trying to return the bracelet, Lori discovers an unexpected link between recently unearthed buried treasure and the treasure buried in Aunt Dimity’s heart. 230 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.00. $4.95

**3909328 SUGAR AND VICE.** By Eve Calder. A skeleton has been discovered in the back yard of Kate McGuire’s best friend Maxie’s store. Could the remains belong to Sir George Bly, the legendary veterinarian dad and a pet-rescuing mom, helping to wrap up this mystery—fast! 296 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99. $5.95

**370744X SCRAPPED.** By Mollie Cox Bryan. The ladies of the Cumberland Scrapbook Crop are welcoming an eccentric newbie into their fold. Cookie Crandall becomes fast friends with her fellow scrapbookers, including freelance reporter Annie. But when Cookie becomes the prime suspect in a series of bizarre murders, the croppers get scrappy—except for Annie. 323 pages. By Maryann Marker. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99. $4.95

**3864472 THE LOCH NESS PAPERS.** By Paige Shelton. As Delaney Nichols searches for a new minister to perform her wedding, she stumbles across an unexpected link between recently unearthed buried treasure and the treasure buried in Aunt Dimity’s heart. 230 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.00. $4.95

**3152534 TOUCAN KEEP A SECRET.** By Donna Andrews. Meg agreed to take care of the toucan of her friend, the Rev. Robyn Smith. But after finding the body of an elderly parishioner at the church, Meg is thrust into the investigation. Now it’s up to her to find the motive, and a toucan that can keep a secret. 304 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99. $5.95

**3884724 THE POMERANIAN ALWAYS BARKS TWICE.** By Alex Erickson. With a veterinarian dad and a pet-rescuing mom, having a business as a family business suits for Liz Denton and her son Ben. Tasked with finding a new home for elderly Mr. Fuller’s Pomeranian, they arrive at his house to find him murdered, and Ben is collarred for the crime. Liz’s only hope is to solve the mystery to clear her son. 297 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99. $5.95

**3698831 MURDER WITH A CHERRY ON TOP.** By Cynthia Baxter. Kate McKay should be thrilled about opening Licky Splits Ice Cream Shoppe, but her spirits melt when she learns that her childhood crush, Atwood, the stabbing victim, treats in the bakery across the street. But when Ashley turns up dead, Kate is the number one suspect, and she’ll need to join forces with her former flame to get the real scoop! 247 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99. $25.00

**3879011 TAILS, YOU LOSE.** By Carol J. Perry. When the local handyman of Tabitha Trumbull Academy of the Arts turns up dead under seemingly inexplicable circumstances on Christmas night, Lee Barrett’s clairvoyant capabilities begin bubbling to the surface once again, and she’s certain something evil is at work. 375 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99. $3.95

**3878821 LOOK BOTH WAYS.** By Carol J. Perry. The day after Lee Barrett’s new bureau is delivered, she returns to the antiques shop where she purchased it and discovers the owner dead. Lee Barrett learns if the murder is connected to the furniture and taps into her psychic visions—and her policewoman beau—for help to solve the crime. 342 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99. $5.99

**3707113 DEATH, TAXES, AND SWEET POTATO FRIES.** By Diane Kelly. When the IRS is tasked with assisting the border patrol in finding illegal immigrants, Tara finds herself at odds. She must investigate Brett, her old flame, whose landscaping business appears to have some shady dealings. She’s determined to convince her new romantic partner, Nick, that she doesn’t still carry a torch for Brett. 311 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99. $3.95

**2885340 DEAD AS A DOOR KNOCKER.** By Diane Kelly. Meet Whitaker Whitaker. She knows what it takes to flip the home of one’s dreams when a client decides to liquidate a crumbling property, she jumps on the chance to purchase the four-upper. But when her cat, Sawdust, discovers a body in the floor of the den, Whitney and her off-again Detective Collin Flynn have to dig to find the truth about what happened. 356 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $7.99. $5.95

**3707334 MUSSEDLE WAYS.** By Barbara Ross. The tourist season is winding down in Busman’s Harbor, Maine, but Julia Snowden is trouble simmering for the Snowden Family Clambake Company. When the dead body of an upscale competitor is found beneath a toucan of her friend, the Rev. Robyn Smith, but Julia Snowden doesn’t believe Cabe did it and is cooking up a proper investigation. But this killer does all she can to stop her from uncovering the truth. 247 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99. $5.95

**3879143 BOILED OVER.** By Barbara Ross. The townspeople in Busman’s Harbor, Maine, want to wind down in the recent murder of the local owner on Cape Stone, a new employee of the Snowden Family Clambake Company. Owner Julia Snowden doesn’t believe Cabe did it and is cooking up a proper investigation. But this killer does all she can to stop her from uncovering the truth. 247 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99. $5.95

**3859541 DRESSED UP 4 MURDER.** By J.C. Eafon. The holiday season has arrived and instead of enjoying the comforts of her new home, bookkeeper/ amateur sleuth, Sophie Kimball finds herself investigating the murder of her neighbor from poison. And with her mother Harriet believing someone’s targeting her, Sophie needs a potful of Irish luck to quickly sniff out a killer. 312 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99. $5.95

**3725768 A DEATH OF NO IMPORTANCE.** By Mariah Fredericks. The Benchley family has been dismissed by the city’s elite as “new money,” and their further outspokenness, when their daughter becomes engaged to Norrie, the son of the eminent Newsome family. But when Norrie is found murdered, the Benchley’s lady’s maid, Jane Prescott, discovers she is uniquely qualified to solve his murder. 276 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99. $3.95

**3859649 MURDER MAKES SCENTS.** By Christian Brecher. Stella and her globe-trotting mom, Millie, have come home from a perfume industry conference in Paris, where their trip was marred by a horrifying crime. Atwood, the stabbing victim, is a young man. But after someone breaks into her candle store, Stella starts feeling spooked. She’s picked up the scent of a cold-hearted criminal and she’s about to get wicked. 265 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99. $5.95
2794829 WAGGING THROUGH THE SNOW. By Laurien Berenson. Looking for a little peace from her busy life this Christmas, Melanie Travis instead finds herself involved in investigating a murder. She and Aunt Peg must run through a flurry of likely suspects and muzzle a dogged murder in time—before the body turns up dead. 276 pages. Kensington. Paperback. At $7.99

2777354 IMITATION OF DEATH. By Cheryl Crane. When the body of a spoiled, violent party-boy turns up dead in the kitchen after hours, and Halia Watkins has her hands full cooking, hosting and keeping her young cousin, Wavonne, from getting too sassy with the customers at her Uncle's Sweet Tea. Talking and annoying entrepreneur Marcus Rand turns up dead in the kitchen after hours, and Halia will have to serve up the killer before her first- ever catering event turns into full-course madness when a domestic worker is found dead. Now it’s up to Lana to lead her investigation, digitally and in real life, into a world of secrets involving her host’s earlier life in China. 310 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. At $7.99

3864464 EGG DROP DEAD. By Vivien Chien. It was supposed to be a fancy, intimate dinner party by the pool. Instead, Lana Lee’s first-ever catering event turns into full-course madness when a domestic worker is found dead. Now it’s up to Lana to lead her investigation, digitally and in real life, into a world of secrets involving her host’s earlier life in China. 310 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. At $7.99

3834522 DRESSED FOR DEATH IN BURGUNDY. By Susan C. Shee. When Katherine Golf stumbles across a dead body in the local museum of Reigny-sur-Canne, during the second installment in the Flampont, corsican murder mystery series, the local museum would be interrupted by murder. 278 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. At $7.99

3792115 TERROR IN TAFFETA. By Maria Chien. Wedding planner Erica Berenson begins to gather as Cam deals with the murder of her great-grandmother. It was supposed to be a fancy, intimate dinner party by the pool. Instead, Lana Lee’s first-ever catering event turns into full-course madness when a domestic worker is found dead. Now it’s up to Lana to lead her investigation, digitally and in real life, into a world of secrets involving her host’s earlier life in China. 310 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. At $7.99

3773795 MULCH ADO ABOUT MURDER. By Edith Maxwell. As organic farmer Cam Flaherty waits for much needed rain, storm clouds of mystery begin to roll in when Cam deals with the murder of her neighbor, the once proud owner of the town’s new hydroponic greenhouse. As suspects keep strouping up, Cam must move quick before the killer strikes again. 310 pages. Kensington. Paperback. At $7.99

3866890 RING IN THE YEAR WITH MURDER. By Auralee Wallace. It’s been a tough year for Erica Bloom and with hours left on the clock and a killer crashing a New Year’s Eve party, it’s not over yet. Erica has until midnight to clear the man she loves and maybe win him back. That’s if the killer doesn’t pop the cork again. 279 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. At $7.99
Amateur Sleuths

1899026 OF GRAVE CONCERN. By Max McCoy. The Civil War is over, and many young widows have turned to spiritualism to contact their husbands on "the other side." Published in the Old West, legends are born, and so do witches. But what won't stop psychic turn detective Ophelia Wynde from finding fresh graves, digging up clues, and catching wanted criminals with a heart as hard as the dead. 296 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

3739507 THE GRAVE'S A FINE AND PRIVATE PLACE. By Alan Bradley. In the wake of an unthinkable family tragedy, twelve-year-old Flavia de Luce is struggling to fill her empty days. While prowling about the river, Flavia discovers a body in the water. If anything could take Flavia's mind off sorrow, it is solving a murder. Although this one might lead the young sleuth to an early grave. 363 pages. Delacorte. Pub. at $26.00 $6.95

695362X THRU THE BRINDLED CAT HATH MEW'D. By Alan Bradley. Ejected from Miss Bodycote's Female Academy, 12-year-old Flavia de Luce returns to England, where she learns that her father has fallen ill. As he rests, Flavia is sent by the father has fallen ill. As he rests, Flavia is sent by the

384283S FINAL EDITION/UNION JACK. By Val McDermid. In Final Edition, Lindsay Gordon, a self proclaimed lesbian feminist journalist is being diagnosed with cancer while still working on a book about the case she investigates the case of a former colleague accused of murder, in Union Jack, after a spectacular public fight with Tom who fell to his death, her only way out is to clear her innocence—but the most difficult person to investgate is yourself. 464 pages. Grove. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $4.95

3842916 REPORT FOR MURDER/COMMON MURDER. By Val McDermid. Novels. In Report for Murder, we meet self proclaimed "cynical socialist lesbian feminist journalist" Lindsay Gordon. As she investigates the murder of a cellist who is found garroted with his own cello strings. In

3842789 BOOKED FOR MURDER/HOSTAGE TO MURDER. By Val McDermid. Novels. In Booked for Murder the self proclaimed "cynical socialist lesbian feminist journalist" Lindsay Gordon and her new friend, Rori McLaren, embark on a dangerous snatch back mission that requires them to\n
4389257 BEWITCHED AND BETROTHED. By Juliet Blackwell. When Lily Ivory stumbles upon the body of a former prisoner from Alcatraz, and San Juliet Blackwell. When Lily Ivory stumbles upon the body of a former prisoner from Alcatraz, Lily suspects something strange has been unleased on the ghost-nidden island of Alcatraz. She'll have to sleuth out the culprit—between responsibilities for her fast-approaching wedding day. She'll have to sleuth out the culprit—between responsibilities for her fast-approaching wedding day. She'll have to sleuth out the culprit—between responsibilities for her fast-approaching wedding day. She'll have to sleuth out the culprit—between responsibilities for her fast-approaching wedding day. She'll have to sleuth out the culprit—between responsibilities for her fast-approaching wedding day. She'll have to sleuth out the culprit—between responsibilities for her fast-approaching wedding day.

3733269 DEATH IN PROVENCE. By Serena Kent. It's love at first sight when Penelope Kilo sees La Chant d'Eau the "Song of Water" stone farmhouse in Provence. But her dreams of an adventurous life there didn't include a corpse floating in her pool. To find answers, Penelope must carefully navigate between her estate agent, the chief of police, and the devilishly handsome


SOLD OUT


SOLD OUT


3769909 PULSE. By Felix Francis. 366 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $27.00 $9.95
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He plans to advance his own career by framing Lillian before Judge John Murray. The prosecutor, Lillian is going on trial for the murder of her wealthy husband. The investigation throws her mania into overdrive, even as she becomes a person of interest in her own personal tragedy. To clear her name, she must find the truth—but can she hold on to her own sanity in the process? 278 pages. HarperPaperback.

**SOLD OUT**


**SOLD OUT**

**3898571 BREAKER’S REEF.** By Terri Blackstock. The murders of teenage girls on Cape Refuge perfectly mirrors the brutal crime scenes in resident mystery writer Marcus Gibson’s novels. In a race against time, Police Chief Cade and Blair Owens search for the killer before another murder parallels a scene in one of Gibson’s stories. 329 pages. Zondervan. Paperback. Pub. at $10.99

**$4.95**

**3868648 OVER THE LINE.** By Kelly Irvin. Against her better judgment, Gabriella turns to her former fiancé, homicide detective Eli Cavazos for help in finding her missing sister. When she receives a cryptic text from her brother’s cell phone, she realizes she is in deep, and may be dragging Eli down with her. 336 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95

**$4.95**

**9092693 LESS THAN A TREASON.** By Dana Stabenow. Two thousand people go missing in Alaska every year. Now a geologist known for going walkabout with his rock hammer has disappeared from the Suululitg Lake in the Park. Was it deliberate? Foul play? Kate Shugak may be the only person who can find out. But for the fact that Kate, too, is now among the missing. 310 pages. Head of Zeus. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95

**$7.95**

**3898024 AND THEN YOU WERE GONE.** By R.J. Jacobs. When Emily Firestone uncovers evidence suggesting that her boyfriend Pete was murdered, the investigation throws her mania into overdrive, even as she becomes a person of interest in her own personal tragedy. To clear her name, she must find the truth—but can she hold on to her own sanity in the process? 278 pages. HarperPaperback.

**3846229 PARIS BY THE BOOK.** By Liam Callanan. 353 pages. Dutton. Pub. at $26.00

**$5.95**


**$4.95**

**3825183 WALTZ INTO DARKNESS.** By Cornell Woolrich. 342 pages. Penzler. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95

**$11.95**


**$4.95**


**$14.99**

**6686115 FALL FROM GRACE.** By Tim Weaver. 408 pages. Viking. Pub. at $26.00

**$4.95**


**$7.95**


**$9.99**


**$1.00**


**$1.00**


**$6.95**


**$4.95**

**SOLD OUT**

**3890007 COURT OF LIES.** By Gerry Spence. Lillian is going on trial for the murder of her wealthy husband and before Judge John Murray. The prosecution, Hawksin Sewell, is consumed by political ambition. He plans to advance his own career by framing Lillian for first-degree murder and by railroading the judge into prison. 494 pages. Forge. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

**$7.95**

**3919900 CHOSEN PEOPLE.** By Robert Whitlow. When a woman is killed during a terrorist attack in Jerusalem, a Christian Arab Israeli lawyer teams up with a young Jewish attorney to solve a lawsuit on behalf of the woman’s family under the U.S. Anti-Terrorism laws. 435 pages. Thomas Nelson. Pub. at $26.99

**$5.95**


**$4.95**

**2806150 CORRUPTED.** By Lisa Scottoline. 424 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99

**$6.95**

**3917770 THE CRUSH.** By Sandra Brown. Being stalked by the notorious hitman Ricky Lozada, Police Chief and former Army Ranger turns an uneasy alliance with an adult Threadgill, a rogue detective with his own personal vendetta against Lozada. Wick has nothing to lose by confronting a killer who strikes so quickly that Ronnie may never see it coming. 421 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99

**$4.95**

**2878623 TWO KINDS OF TRUTH.** By Michael Connelly. Harry Bosch, working cold cases for the San Fernando Police Department is called to investigate the murder of two pharmacists. Meanwhile, a long-imprisoned killer claims Harry framed him and has evidence to prove it. The two cases wind around each other like barbed wire, and Bosch discovers that there are two kinds of truths. 402 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $29.00

**$6.95**

**LIMITED QUANTITY 3927423 PRETTY GIRLS.** By Karin Slaughter. It’s been more than twenty years since Claire and Lydia last spoke. Neither has recovered from the disappearance of their sister Julia two decades earlier. The shocking murder of Claire’s husband brings the sisters together in a wry truce, as they unearth the secrets that destroyed their family. 418 pages. HarperPaperback. Pub. at $15.99

**$4.95**

**3927156 THE AU PAIR.** By Emma Rous. Seraphine and her twin brother, Danny, were born in the middle of summer at their family’s estate on the Norfolk coast. Within hours of their birth, their mother threw herself from the cliffs. Now an adult, Seraphine is going through her deceased father’s belongings and uncovers a family photograph that raises dangerous questions. 360 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99

**$4.95**

**5848849 THE ICE LIMIT.** By D. Preston & L. Child. The world’s biggest meteorite has been discovered off the tip of Chile. Billionaire Palmer Floyd is determined to get it for his museum. He assembles scientists and engineers into a flawless expedition, but from the first approach to the meteorite, people begin to die. They’re not taking this ancient, enigmatic object anywhere. It is taking them. 502 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95

**$8.95**

**2836459 THE REDEEMERS.** By Ace Atkins. It’s New Year’s Eve. Sheriff Colson’s last night on the job after being voted out of office, thanks to county kingpin Johnny Stagg. Should he leave Tibbehah? He’d killed plenty overseas, so killing her lover was no new notion. He’d killed plenty overseas, so killing her lover was no new notion. They were notorious for some escaped convicts who think their hidden loot is buried as they had once hoped. 370 pages. Putnam. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00

**$3.95**

**LIMITED QUANTITY 3806235 THE BROKEN PLACES.** By Ace Atkins. Mississippi sheriff Quinn Colson is already trying to keep the peace in Jericho with the return of a controversial pardoned killer. More trouble is on the way in the form of some escaped convicts who think their hidden loot is buried as they had once hoped. 370 pages. Putnam. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00

**$3.95**

**3883035 THE LYING GAME.** By Ruth Ware. Four girls were best friends at Salten, a second rate boarding school. They were notorious for playing the Lying Game. But their little game had consequences. Now as grown women, the four converge in present day Salten, they realize their shared past was not as safely buried as they had once hoped. 370 pages. Scout. Pub. at $26.99

**$4.95**

**3928438 QUARRY’S EX.** By Max Allan Collins. Even the enigmatic hit man called Quarry had to start somewhere. And for him, that was the day he retired from them to find his young wife’s killer. He’d killed plenty overseas, so killing her lover was no big deal. 224 pages. Hard Case Crime. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95

**$3.95**

LIMITED QUANTITY ★ 3895424 WHITE PLAGUE. By James Abel. In the remote waters of the Arctic Ocean, the technically advanced submarine USS Montana is in peril. Adrift and in flames, the only team close enough to get to them is led by Marine doctor and bio-terror expert Joe Rush. He and his team must find a way to save the Montana and her crew, but stop a lethal horror of apocalyptic consequence from being unleashed on all humanity. 390 pages, Berkley.

SOLD OUT

26. 9993 POISON. By John Lescroart. San Francisco attorney Dismas Hardy is called upon to investigate the murder of a wealthy man whose heirs are all potential suspects. The deeper he probes into the family's history of dark secrets, jealous siblings, gold-digging girlfriends, and blackmail, the clearer it becomes that Hardy has a large target painted on his back. 293 pages, Atria. Pub. at $26.99

SOLD OUT

3873609 SLIDE. By K. Bruen & J. Starr. Max Fisher used to run a computer company, and Angela Petrakos was his assistant and mistress. But that will that they are dealing with a mastermind who wants them dead. As a hip-hop crack dealer and Angela's back in Ireland, hooking up with a would-be record-setter by a student bouncer who has a highly classified military history. The trail will take them to a small, unstable nation-state in Eastern Europe and back and forth between the present day, when Sam Dryden and Danica Ellis try to elude the forces that are after them, and the past in Ashland, Iowa, when both were children, making a discovery that forever changed their lives, this probe into the family's history of dark secrets, work in MI5 monitoring the coming and going of British Fascist sympathizers. Ten years later, now a radio producer at the BBC, Juliet is unexpectedly confronted by figures from this past—and a bill of reckoning is due. 343 pages, Little, Brown. Pub. at $26.99

3923339 A NEARLY NORMAL FAMILY. By M.T. Edwards. Eighteen year old Stella stands accused of the brutal murder of a man almost fifteen years her senior. She is an ordinary teenager from an upstanding local family. What reason could she have to kill him? Stella’s parents’ find their moral compasses tested as they defend their daughter. 389 pages. Celadon. Pub. at $26.99

389960X EASY MONEY. By Jens Lapidus. Jorge Bario is a drug dealer who’s in jail again after his accomplices flipped on him, J.W. is a student working part time as a cab driver but needs more money, and Mrado is the muscle behind a Yugoslavian mob boss: all three come together in this Swedish thriller. 469 pages. Vintage. Pub. at $16.95


2963973 A GAME OF GHOSTS. By John Connolly. A private detective named Jaycob Eklund has vanished and Charlie Parker is assigned to track him down. Parker’s employer, an agent of the FBI, has his own reasons for wanting Eklund found. Eklund was an expert in explosives who’s in jail after his accomplices flipped on him, J.W. is a student working part time as a cab driver but needs more money, and Mrado is the muscle behind a Yugoslavian mob boss: all three come together in this Swedish thriller. 469 pages. Vintage. Pub. at $16.95

SOLD OUT

3876667 A STRANGER ON THE BEACH. By Michele Campbell. As Caroline’s marriage and lifestyle begin to collapse, she turns to Aidan, a stranger for comfort and revenge. After a last-minute fluke, Brooke seeks revenge against the man almost fifteen years her senior. She is an ordinary teenager from an upstanding local family. What reason could she have to kill him? Stella’s parents’ find their moral compasses tested as they defend their daughter. 389 pages. Celadon. Pub. at $26.99

3817788 HALF MOON BAY. By Alice LaPlante. Jane loses everything after her daughter is killed in a car crash. Devastated, she enlists her son as a bodyguard, and enrolls in the tiny seaside town of Half Moon Bay. She tries to cobble together some version of a new life. But when little girls start disappearing from the community, Jane realizes her neighbors are wondering if it’s Jane herself who’s unleashed this horror upon them. 352 pages, Atria. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00

SOLD OUT

3873242 DARK SITE. By Patrick Lee. Racing back and forth between the present day, when Sam Dryden and Danica Ellis try to elude the forces that are after them, and the past in Ashland, Iowa, when both were children, making a discovery that forever changed their lives, this probe into the family's history of dark secrets, work in MI5 monitoring the coming and going of British Fascist sympathizers. Ten years later, now a radio producer at the BBC, Juliet is unexpectedly confronted by figures from this past—and a bill of reckoning is due. 343 pages, Little, Brown. Pub. at $26.99

3788415 VENGEANCE. By Newt Gingrich & P. Earley. A terrorist drives an explosives-packed rental truck into Major Brook Grant’s Washington, D.C., wedding, intending to detonate a deadly bomb on the happiest day of her life. Saved by a stranger for comfort and revenge. After a last-minute fluke, Brooke seeks revenge against the man almost fifteen years her senior. She is an ordinary teenager from an upstanding local family. What reason could she have to kill him? Stella’s parents’ find their moral compasses tested as they defend their daughter. 389 pages. Celadon. Pub. at $26.99

3846253 THE REAL MICHAEL SWANN. By Bryan Heardon. On a late summer day, Julia is on the phone with her husband, Michael, who she calls abruptly goes dead. Then the news rolls in: A bomb has gone off at Penn Station, where Michael was waiting for a train home, and New York City is in a state of chaos. A frantic Jul...
**Thrillers**

**3893812 TOXIC GAME.** By Christine Feehan. There’s no telling how much time Dr. Draden Freeman and Shayla Cosimos have left. Racing to find a cure to the virus, they quickly realize that they’ve found their perfect partner just in time to lose everything. But even as the virus threatens to consume their bodies, they’ve never felt more together. 446 pages. Berkeley. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

**3712184 THE NEIGHBOR.** By Joseph Souza. Bored and adrift in her new neighborhood, Leah finds herself watching Clarissa and Russell Gaines next door, envious of their stylishly decorated home and their young careers. But the more Leah learns about Clarissa, the more questions about hidden turmoil emerge. Because behind every neighbor’s door there are secrets that could shatter lives. 342 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $5.95

**3911497 INTO THE JUNGLE.** By Erica Ferencik. Lily thought she’d found the antidote to endless foster care and group homes: a teaching job in Cochabamba, Bolivia. As soon as she could steal enough cash for the plane, she was on her way. But the farther she’s driven through, her desperation quickens and her journey across the jungle turns into a fight for her life. 327 pages. Scout Press. Pub. at $27.00

**3785726 BLOOD SISTERS.** By Jane Cory. A little girls set off to school one sunny morning. Within an hour, one of them is dead. Fifteen years later, Kitty can’t speak and has no memory of the accident that’s to blame. Art teacher Alison looks line on the surface but the surface is a lie. Meanwhile, someone who is watching both Kitty and Alison–someone who wants revenge. 340 pages. Viking. Pub. at $26.00

**3741079 ONE OF US WILL BE DEAD BY MORNING.** By David Moody. Fourteen people are trapped on Skek, a barren island in the middle of the North Sea somewhere between the coasts of the UK and Denmark. A horrific discovery changes everything, and a trickle of rumors becomes a tsunami of fear. And as the body count quickly starts to rise, the question is inevitably asked: Those people you thought you knew, can you really trust?

**2938766 THE SWITCH.** By Joseph Finder. Michael Tanner picks up the wrong Macbook in an airport security line, a mistake he doesn’t notice until he arrives home in Boston. Tanner’s curiosity gets the better of him, and he discovers that the laptop is a U.S. senator and that the laptop contains top secret files. Suddenly Tanner finds himself a hunted man on the run, and able to trust no one. 373 pages. Dutton. Pub. at $26.99

**3877252 CITY OF WINDOWS.** By Robert Pobi. Former agent Lucas Page is reluctant to come back in line with things. He’s more than ever with his former partner and he finds himself hunting a killer with an unknown agenda and top-notch sniper skills. To identify this ruthless killer, Page must discover what hidden past connects the victims before he loses all that is dear to him. 388 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99

**3816737 THE SILHOUETTE GIRL.** By V.C. Andrews. Pru Dunning has everything she ever wanted: a successful boyfriend, a thriving nursing career, and a truly comfortable life. But things quickly begin to go wrong. For Pru suddenly becomes a person of interest in a murder case, she can keep her stalker and the things her stalker says secret no longer. And that could prove fatal. 360 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $28.00

**280722X THE CUBAN AFFAIR.** By Nelson DeMille. Charter boat captain Mac agrees to help his friends芳香 run their boats for a day fishing tournament in Cuba, to be accompanied by a covert mission and a sizeable paycheck. A stunning Cuban-American woman, Sara hopes to recover 60 million dollars her grandfather hid somewhere in Cuba. Mac will either walk away rich–or not at all. 433 pages. S&S. Pub. at $28.99

**3719472 THE CUBAN AFFAIR.** By Nelson DeMille. When Carlos, a hotshot Miami lawyer, approaches Mac, a charter boat captain for a covert mission, his first instinct is piqued. Mac meets Carlos’ clients, a mysterious older Cuban exile, and a beautiful Cuban American named Sara. Their mission is to recover 60 million dollars Sara’s grandfather hid somewhere in Cuba. 433 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00.

**3933557 THE RUNAWAY.** By Hollie Orton. When LAPD forensic psychologist Becca Ortiz agrees to foster teenage runaway Ash, she knows she will love her as her own daughter. But how far will Becca go to save her daughter? 439 pages. Redhook. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99

**3815641 THE PERFECT LIAR.** By Thomas Christopher Greene. Susannah, a young widow and single mother, has remarried well to a charismatic artist and popular motivational speaker whose career took her out of New York City to a Vermont university town. But both Susannah and her new husband Max are keeping secrets from each other–secrets that could destroy their family and everything they built. 279 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99

**3877585 DAY OF THE DEAD.** By Nicci French. ‘Psychologist Frieda Klein was sucked into the orbit of Dean Reeve, a killer obsessed with impersonate almost anyone and a psychopath obsessed with her. Driven to isolation by Reeve, Frieda must now emerge from hiding to confront her nemesis, and it’s a showdown she might not survive. 404 pages. S&S. Pub. at $26.99.

**3815757 SAVING MEGHAN.** By D.J. Palmer. Some would say Becky is a devoted mother and would do anything for her child. Others, including her husband, Carl, claim she’s obsessed with her daughter and floated on finding a cure for the girl’s health problems. But Becky must race against time to prove her daughter has a deadly disease, while confronting her darkest fears and family secrets. 343 pages. Bantam. Pub. at $7.99

**3923517 THE SECRETARY.** By Renee Knight. Day after day after year after year, Mina Appleton’s assistant Christine has been invisible–watching, listening, absorbing all the secrets floating around her. But Christine can no longer walk away from the deadly lies that are now eating at her. 292 pages. HarperCollins. Paperbound. Pub. at $4.95

**3884554 I AM WATCHING.** By Emma Kavanagh. Three young women are found dead in an alley in New York. One of them is their landlord, the other two are their friends. The third victim is a man. Nancy, the President calls Colonel Jack Collins and his team to find out what is going on before any conflict occurs. They find a vessel which is in working order and a powerful device that is about to take them to a world and from each other—secrets that could destroy their family and everything they have. 280 pages. HarperCollins. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99

**590579X BEYOND THE SEA.** By David L. Golemon. When the Soviet battle cruiser Simbraski reaches the orbit of the Sun, the President calls Colonel Jack Collins and his team to find out what is going on before any conflict occurs. They find a vessel which is in working order and a powerful device that is about to take them to a world and from each other—secrets that could destroy their family and everything they have. 482 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $7.99

**3883096 NO MORTAL THING.** By Gerald Seymour. Marcantonio, one of the new generation of the Ndrangheta crime families from Calabria, is in Germany to learn how to channel their illicit money into legitimate business. In Europe. When Jago, a kid from a rough part of London witnesses Marcantonio committing a vicious assault, he follows him to his grandfather’s lair in Italy, the only way to a delicate surrender.

**3883098 operation.** 408 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99
pretending to be someone else, wanting something, and going at
of people’s shattered lives, that are full of secrets, stands new high


* 3829294 WILD CARD. By Stuart Woods. Stone Barrington clashes with an adversary whose
latest plan is more ambitious and subtle than any
Stone will need to muster all his savvy and daring

LIMITED QUANTITY 3892948 SEA OF GREED. By C. Cussler & G. Brown. LARGE PRINT EDITION. After
an explosion in the Gulf of Mexico destroys three oil
rigs, Kurt Austin and the NUMA Special Projects
Team are tapped by the president of the U.S. to find
out what’s gone wrong. With hired killers on his trail,
his past may not be what he believed. 768 pages.

LIMITED QUANTITY 3883337 THE WITCH ELM. By Tana French. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Toby
surprises two burglars who beat him and leave him
for dead. To recover from his injuries he takes
refuge at his family’s home to care for his dying
cousin. When a skull is found in a tree trunk in the
garden, Toby is forced to face the possibility that
his past may not be what he believed. 768 pages.

4372074 SINS AS SCARLET. By Nicholas Obregon. 308 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99
4471044 NOTHING STAYS BURIED. By P.J. Tracy. 308 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $27.00
3825639 DEATH NOTICE. By Zhou Hachui. 301 pages. Doubleday. Pub. at $26.95
3829466 BLUFF. By Michael Kardos. 280 pages. Mysterious Press. Pub. at $26.00
3836495 SIRENS. By Joseph Knox. 337 pages. Crown. Pub. at $27.00
3877043 OVERKILL. By Vanda Symon. 268 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $15.95
3809668 A LETHAL LEGACY. By Heather Graham. 331 pages. MIRA. Pub. at $26.95
3851009 NO MAN’S LAND. By David Baldacci. 420 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $29.00
6851234 NEST. By Terry Goodkind. 428 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $8.95
3852962 SALT RIVER. By Randy Wayne White. 350 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $27.00
2880862 THE SILENT CORNER. By Dean Koontz. 452 pages. Bantam. Pub. at $28.00
3868429 BACKLASH. By Brad Thor. 378 pages. Atria. Pub. at $27.99
2859319 TESTIMONY. By Scott Turow. 485 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $28.00
3888593 THE ORACLE. By Clive Cussler & R. Burcell. 399 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $29.00
3836696 KEEPER CHOICE. By Tom Hunt. 344 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $16.00

Spies & Espionage

3815692 REAPER: Threat Zero. By Nicholas Irving with A.J. Tata. A convoy of cars carrying
several family members of the president’s cabinet
Parkinson, Davis, and the President’s wife, is
killed along with their wives, husbands, and children. The President
wants retribution. Vick Harwood, FAB agent Valeria
Hinojosa, a Navy SEAL sniper and a Marine Force
Recon sniper—Team Vail—travels to Crimea, Iran,
and Azerbaijan before realizing this mission is not
what it seems. 309 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99
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Brown. Pub. at $28.00


3844900 EXILE. By James Swallow. Racing breathlessly from uncharted CIA prisons to the skyscrapers of Dubai, from storm-beaten oil rigs off the African coast to the ancient city beneath the guise of a Frenchwoman, Marc Dante returns in this explosive thriller. 444 pages. Forge. Pub. at $29.99

3798692 NATIONAL SECURITY. By Marc Cameron. They can strike anywhere. Three Middle Eastern terrorists have been injected with a biological weapon, human time bombs unleashed on American soil. America needs a new kind of weapon in the war on terrorism. Special Agent Jericho Quinn. Quinn works under the radar and answers only to the Director of National Intelligence and the U.S. President himself. 423 pages. Pinnacle. Paperbound. Pub. at $6.99

384711X THE SHADOW LIST. By Todd Moss. Judy Ryker’s CIA wife, Jessica, is in Russia chasing a master criminal known as the Bear. At the same time, the disappearance of a young American in London has sent Ryker into the heart of a corruption scandal in Nigeria. Unknown to either of them, they are pulling at the ends of the same lethal thread. 353 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $27.00

3849414 KILLING EVD: Codename Villanelle. By Luke Jennings. Villanelle, a skilled assassin, is lured into an influential Russian politician’s orbit. The Polish intelligence service is tipped by the Secret Intelligence Service to find and capture or kill the assassins responsible. Villanelle and Eve chase each other around the world, they end with a final confrontation from which neither will emerge unscathed. 220 pages. Mulholland. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99

6800998 DARK ZONE: Tom Clancy’s Op-Center. By J. Rovin & G. Galdonisi. Director Chase Williams and his team have been following every move of Ultime, their NATO allies, and a rapidly deploying forces in a dangerous game of brinkmanship. Using cutting-edge techniques of cyber warfare and spycraft, Op-Center must respond to the rapidly unfolding crisis before the unrestrained forces of terror and national conspiracy are unleashed.

3910466 SECOND STRIKE. By Peter Kirsanow. Within mere weeks of thwarting a cataclysmic electromagnetic pulse (EMP) attack on the United States, Michael Garin, former leader of the elite Omega special operations unit, discovers that Russia has triggered an ingenious and catastrophic backup plan. Garin turns to three people for help: Congo Knox, Dan Dwyer, and Olivia Perry. 385 pages. Dutton. Pub. at $27.00

3899210 THE HUNT FOR RED OCTOBER. By Tom Clancy. CIA analyst Jack Ryan and Bart Mancuso, the aggressive commander of the U.S. Navy’s new attack sub, race to find a renegade Soviet sub that is running from the entire Soviet fleet. 448 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00

3825280 TREADSTONE. By Stuart Woods. Upon returning to New York City after a month in Brazil, excruciating. Stone Barrington is notified of a delicate situation within the country’s administration. From the City of Liberty to the Rocky Maine coastline, Stone will need to summon all his will and daring to back the plots threatening to reveal confidential intelligence. 397 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $21.99

3901148 KILLING EVD: Die for Me. By Luke Jennings. Unable to deny their longings for each other, the former adversaries, Villanelle and Eve, face their greatest challenge yet: a love that can’t be. While Eve adjusts to a terrifying new world of treachery, conspiracy, and murder, Villanelle must temper her impulse to flee from anything resembling human connection. 218 pages. Mulholland. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95
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3817946 CODENAME VILLANELLE. By Luke Jennings. Villanelle, a skilled assassin, eliminates an influential Russian politician. Eve Polastri is tapped by the Secret Intelligence Service to find and capture or kill the assassin responsible. As Villanelle and Eve chase each other around the world, they end with a final confrontation from which neither will emerge unscathed. 212 pages. Mullaholland. Pub. at $25.00 $5.95

3719480 DEATH AT NUREMBERG. By W.E.B. Griffin & W. Butterworth IV. Special Agent James Cronley Jr. finds himself fighting wars on all sides when he’s assigned to protect the U.S. chief prosecutor in the Nuremberg War Trials, and to dismantle the infamous Odessa—an organization dedicated to helping Nazi war criminals escape to South America. 436 pages. Harper. Pub. at $29.00 $6.95

3709604 THE OTHER WOMAN. By Daniel Silva. LARGE PRINT EDITION. A mysterious woman begins work on a dangerous mission. It is the story of a man she once loved, and a child taken from her in treason’s name. The woman is the keeper of the Kremlin’s most closely guarded secret. Only one man can unravel the conspiracy, Gabriel Allon, the chief of Israel’s secret intelligence service. 606 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99 $5.95

336341X THE OTHER WOMAN. By Daniel Silva. Long ago, the KGB inserted a mole into the heart of the West, a mole who stands on the doorstep of ultimate power. Only one man can unravel the conspiracy, Gabriel Allon, the legendary art restorer and assassin who serves as the chief of Israel’s secret intelligence service. Now he and the Russians will engage in a final epic showdown. 476 pages. Harper. Pub. at $28.99 $6.95

3742288 THE DECEIVERS. By Alex Berenson. LARGE PRINT EDITION. After a devastating terrorist attack in Dallas kills hundreds, former CIA agent Jennings. Villanelle, a skilled assassin, eliminates the chief of Israel’s secret intelligence service. 400 pages. Harper. Pub. at $28.99 $4.95

580151X TREASON. By Newt Gingrich & P. Earley. 372 pages. Center Street. Pub. at $26.00 $6.95


2902813 ORDER TO KILL. By V. Flynn & K. Mills. 374 pages. Atria. Pub. at $28.99 $5.95


2659246 ROBERT BLOOMFIELD’S THE BOURNE INITIATIVE. By Eric Van Lustbader. 383 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $28.00 $4.95

2877716 DAUGHTER OF WAR. By Brad Taylor. 388 pages. Dutton. Pub. at $27.00 $19.95


3259524 WIREWORK REPAIR. By William Roopenian. 176 pages. Perseus Press. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 PRICE TO OUT $1.95

3742334 END GAME. By David Baldacci. LARGE PRINT EDITION. 661 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $31.00 $6.95

Sherlock Holmes

392744X SHERLOCK HOLMES AND THE MISTAKONIC MONSTROSITIES: The Chthulu Casebooks. By James Lovegrove. The team of Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Watson is called to the infamous Bedlam lunatic asylum, where they find an inferno of singing in Pylehorn, the language of the Old Ones. Moreover, man is monstrously changed and has no memory of who he is. 460 pages. Titan. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 


399990X SHERLOCK HOLMES: A Selection of His Greatest Cases. By Arthur Conan Doyle. This beautifully produced edition offers a selection of the master detective’s greatest cases, including the most popular Holmes story ever written, The Hound of the Baskervilles. Also includes, The Yellow Face; The Poirot Orange; Poirot, with the Twisted Lip; and many more. Slipcased. Illus. 320 pages. Arcturus. Pub. at $24.95 $6.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 3989915 THE MOONSTONE’S CURSE: The Further Adventures of Sherlock Holmes. By Sam Siciliano. The Moonstone, a doubtful story said to be cursed by the family who have owned it for generations. When a jeweler is found murdered and the diamond is stolen, Holmes must try to unravel a mystery centuries in the making. Does the Moonstone destroy reputations? 320 pages. Titan. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

3996978 ECHOES OF SHERLOCK HOLMES: Stories Inspired by the Holmes Canon. Ed. by L.R. King & L.S. Klingler. What happens when great writers who are not known as Sherlock Holmes devotees admit to being inspired by Conan Doyle? Some explore the spirit of Holmes himself; others tell of investigators inspired by Holmes’ adventures or methods. Other stories take characters from both of these stories and even non-Holmesian tales by Conan Doyle are echoed. 348 pages. Pegasus. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $3.95

3829955 THE WHOLE ART OF DETECTIVE: Lost Mysteries of Sherlock Holmes. By Lyndsay Faye. Collects the best of Faye’s Holmes tales written for the Strand magazine and other publications, plus two new works. These fifteen stories span Holmes’s career, from self-taught young upstart to lauded detective, both before and after his faked death over a Swiss waterfall in 1894. 352 pages. Mysteries Press. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $4.95

3826972 THE MYSTERIOUS WORLD OF SHERLOCK HOLMES. By Bruce Wexler. Through detailed text and over 150 specially researched archival illustrations this volume documents the greatest mysteries, methods of deduction, and notorious criminals found in the Holmes canon. Wexler also brings to life the Victorian London crime scene that comprised the detective’s fascinating world. 192 pages. Skyhorse. 10¼ x12¼. $14.95
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Crown. Pub. at $27.00


* 292465X THE SHERLOCK HOLMES ESTATE IN DEATH. By Arthur Conan Doyle. Canterbury Classics. 11/2x5/4, Pub. at $55.00

279473X STRANGE TIDE. By Christopher Fowler. The Peculiar Crimes Unit faces its most baffling case yet–and if Bryant and May can’t rise to the challenge, the unit may go under. A woman is chained to a stone post along the Thames and left to drown. The answer to the mystery may lie in the mythology of the Thames itself. 436 pages. Bantam. Pub. at $27.00 $6.95

3863840 THE ROYAL SECRET. By Lucinda Riley. When Sir James Harrison, one of the greatest actors of his generation passes away, he leaves behind not just a heartbroken family, but also a secret so shocking it could rock the English establishment to its core. Reporter Joanna Haslam peels back the veil of lies that has shrouded the secret, and before long someone is on her tracks–and they’ll stop at nothing to stop her. 494 pages. Atria. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $4.95

3798624 THE ROYAL SECRET. By Lucinda Riley. When Sir James Harrison, one of the greatest actors of his generation passes away, he leaves behind not just a heartbroken family, but also a secret so shocking it could rock the English establishment to its core. Reporter Joanna Haslam peels back the veil of lies that has shrouded the secret, and before long someone is on her tracks–and they’ll stop at nothing to stop her. 494 pages. Atria. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $4.95

British Mysteries

LIMITED QUANTITY 3895504 THE WOMAN IN THE WATER. By Charles Finch. London, 1850. A young Charles Lenox struggles to make a name for himself as a detective. But when an anonymous woman sends a letter to the paper claiming to have committed the perfect crime, and promising to kill again, Lenox is convinced that this is his chance to prove himself. Soon Lenox is pitted against a mastermurderer. A page-turning pastiche. 305 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

* 6924003 THE WITCHES’ TREE. By M.C. Beaton. An elderly spinster has been murdered and the villagers of Sumpton Harcourt, can’t fathom who among them could commit such a crime. Agatha Raisin risesthe occasion to the occasion. But when two more murders follow the first, Agatha begins to fear for her reputation, since the page has its own coven of witches, her own life. 295 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

6826938 DEATH OF A GHOST. By M.C. Beaton. Police Sergeant Hamish Macbeth is stood up on a dinner date, he doesn’t anticipate that witches, he r own life. 295 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

3846741 THE CHALK MAN. By C.J. Tudor. Working as a teacher at his old school, and nursing a drinking problem, Eddie is trying to forget his past, until one day he gets a letter with no return address, containing a chalk stick figure. The same figure he saw the day he found the body, when he was an adolescent. To save his sanity–he needs to find out what really happened all those years ago. 280 pages. 

3844153 DATE WITH MALICE. By Julia Chapman. When Mrs. Shepherd arrives at the Dales Detective Agency, quite convinced that someone is trying to kill her, Samson O’Brien dismisses her fears as the ramblings of a confused elderly lady. But after a series of disturbing incidents at the retirement home where she lives, Samson begins to wonder if there is something to her claims. 392 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99 $4.95

6746306 TreaChery At LANCASTER GATE. By Mark Billingham. D.I. Nicola Tanner is back on the job after the traumatic murder of her partner. While Tanner investigates a homicide connected to the deadly spread of a new synthetic drug, detective Tom Thorne is handed a case he doesn’t at first take too seriously. Tanner and Thorne will join together to solve one not one but two investigations. 417 pages. Atlantic Monthly. Pub. at $26.00 $5.95

2977656 MURDEROUS MAYHEM AT HONEYCHURCH HALL. By Hannah Dennison. Iris’s new manuscript never arrives at her publisher’s office, so her daughter, Kat, investigates the local post office, where it appears it never left the building. The postmistress–and a notorious busy-body–could expose Iris’s secret identity as the bestselling romance writer Krystle Storm. 305 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $5.95

6967515 MORTAL CAUSES. By Ian Rankin. It is August in Edinburgh and the Festival is in full swing. Then a brutally tortured body is discovered in one of the city’s ancient subterranean streets and marks on the corpse cause Rebus to suspect the involvement of sectarian activists. 320 pages. Orion. Paperback. $4.95

6967221 HIDE AND SEEK. By Ian Rankin. A junkie dies in an Edinburgh squat–spreadeagled on the floor between two buckboards, a five pointed star daubed on the wall above. Just another dead addict, until John Rebus begins to investigate the death which looks more like a murder every day. 261 pages. Orion. Paperback. $4.95

6967396 LET IT BLEED. By Ian Rankin. Rebus finds himself sucked into a web of intrigue that throws up more questions than answers. Was the Lord Provost’s daughter kidnapped? Why is a city councillor shredding documents that should have been destroyed? And why did a man known only as the ‘network’ or the ‘bus’–a network–and a ruthless busy-body–could expose Iris’s secret identity as the bestselling romance writer Krystle Storm. 305 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $5.95

6967183 THE HANGING GARDEN. By Ian Rankin. DI John Rebus is on the paper trail of a WWII war criminal–until the running battle between the two rival gangs on the city streets arrives at his door. When his own daughter becomes a victim, Rebus is forced to acknowledge that there is nothing he wouldn’t do to bring down the prime suspect. 335 pages. Orion. Paperback. $4.95

6967337 KNOTS & CROSSES. By Ian Rankin. In Edinburgh, two young girls are brutally abducted and murdered and now a third is missing. Detective Sergeant John Rebus is one of many policemen hunting the killer. And then the messages begin to arrive–taunting Rebus with pieces of a puzzle that only he can solve. 226 pages. Orion. Paperback. $4.95

British Mysteries


3717607 INSPECTOR FRENCH AND THE STARVEL HOLLOW TRAGEDY. By Freeman Wills Crofts. A chance invitation from a friend saves Professor James Pattison from the night’s black cloud in Starvel Hollow is consumed by fire, killing him. Although the case was closed at the inquest, Scotland Yard’s Inspector Joseph French is alerted to the circulation of bank-notes supposedly destroyed in the inferno. First published in 1927. 296 pages. Collins. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.00

3924262 SHADOW PLAY. By Cynthia Harrod-Eagles. Bill Slider begins a nightmarish investigation when an unidentifiable victim is found in the no man’s land beneath London’s A40 motorway. When the autopsy reveals old injuries and faded scars the mystery only deepens. Slider will have to go into London’s darkest corners if he wants answers. 300 pages. Black Thorn. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.00. $9.95

371101 DEAD BONES. By Cynthia Harrod-Eagles. DCI Bill Slider’s not out of favor in the force. As a punishment, he’s given a cold case to keep him busy—some old bones to rake through, found buried in a back garden, from a murder that happened two decades ago, and with most of the principal players already dead. Surely Slider can’t unearth anything new with these tided old bones? 249 pages. Black Thorn. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.00. $9.95

3873737 NOT DEAD YET. By Peter James. The discovery of the skeletal remains of a woman’s body in a storm drain in Brighton leads Detective Superintendent Roy Grace on an inquiry spanning the globe, and into a desperate and deadly secret. The Belgian sleuth, accompanied living in France, hints at being in possession of a deadly secret. The Belgian sleuth, accompanied by Captain Hastings, rushes to answer the call but arrives too late. Stabbed in the back, Renault lies in a shallow grave on the golf course alongside his estate. 240 pages. Dover. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95. $7.95


3810763 DEAD AT FIRST SIGHT. By Peter James. 550 pages. Pan Macmillan. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95

3698777 A LEGACY OF SPIES. By John le Carre. 264 pages. Viking. Pub. at $28.00


2045865 TRIPLE CROWN. By Felix Francis. 370 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $28.00. $19.95

2958295 DUPLICATE DEATH. By Georgette Heyer. 394 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95

6953239 THE VAULT. By Peter Lovesey. 338 pages. Soho. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95. $11.95


3734625 NOBLE LAMENTED. By Jeffrey Archer. 320 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $28.99. $17.95

3768821 FALL FROM GRACE. By David Ashton. 300 pages. Two Roads. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99. PRICE CUT to $7.95


Historical Mysteries

3899314 SEVEN DIALS. By Anne Perry. Thomas Pitt is summoned to Coutham Square mansion where a body has been found in a basement. The body is found in a wheelbarrow. His orders are to protect the senior cabinet minister, Saville Ryerson, who insists that she is as innocent as he is himself. 360 pages. Ballantine. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00. $4.95

3742970 TO DWELL IN DARKNESS. By Deborah Cromble. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Recently transferred to the London borough of Camden from Scotland Yard headquarters, superintendent Duncan Kincaid and his new murder investigation team are called to a deadly bombing at historic St. Pancras International Station. With the help of former sergeant, Doug Cullen, Melody Talbot, and Gemma, Kincaid begins to untangle the truth. 456 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.99. $4.95

3575834 A BITTER FEAST. By Deborah Crombie. Scotland Yard detective Superintendent Duncan Kincaid and his wife, Detective Inspector Gemma James, have been invited for a relaxing weekend in the Cotswolds, guests at Beck House, the family estate of Melody Talbot. But a tragic car accident and a series of mysterious deaths rock the estate and pull Duncan and Gemma into the investigation.

3766551 DEATH ON THE NILE. By Agatha Christie. LARGE PRINT EDITION. The tranquility of a cruise along the Nile is shattered when Hercule Poirot discovers that Linnet Ridgeway had been shot through the head. She was young, stylish, and beautiful. A girl who had everything, until she lost her life. As Hercule Poirot investigates, he finds nothing is ever quite what it seems in this exotic setting. 422 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99. SOLD OUT

3827332 THE MURDER ON THE LINKS. By Agatha Christie. Imploiring Hercule Poirot to come to England if he’s serious about solving another puzzle, a man living in France, hints at being in possession of a deadly secret. The Belgian sleuth, accompanied by Captain Hastings, rushes to answer the call but arrives too late. Stabbed in the back, Renault lies in a shallow grave on the golf course alongside his estate. 240 pages. Dover. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95. $7.95


3810763 DEAD AT FIRST SIGHT. By Peter James. 550 pages. Pan Macmillan. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95

3698777 A LEGACY OF SPIES. By John le Carre. 264 pages. Viking. Pub. at $28.00


2045865 TRIPLE CROWN. By Felix Francis. 370 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $28.00. $19.95

2958295 DUPLICATE DEATH. By Georgette Heyer. 394 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95

6953239 THE VAULT. By Peter Lovesey. 338 pages. Soho. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95. $11.95


3734625 NOBLE LAMENTED. By Jeffrey Archer. 320 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $28.99. $17.95

3768821 FALL FROM GRACE. By David Ashton. 300 pages. Two Roads. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99. PRICE CUT to $7.95
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3391070  A USEFUL WOMAN. By Danice Wilde. Rosalind Thorne, the daughter of a baronet, survives her father's death by managing affairs of his London society’s most influential women, in nineteenth-century London. When an aristocrat is found dead in London’s most exclusive ballroom, she uses her skills and a cunning array of strategies to uncover the killer. 357 pages. Berkley Prime Crime. Paperback. Pub. at $15.00 — SOLD OUT

392532  SECRETS OF SLOANE HOUSE. By Shelley Gray. Against the backdrop of the 1893 World’s Fair, a young woman, Rosalind Perry, finds employment as a housemaid with an illustrious Chicago family—a family who may guard the secret of her sister’s disappearance. 326 pages. Zondervan. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 — $3.95

3817539  DEATH OF A NEW AMERICAN. By Mariah Fredericks. New York, 1912. As the city reels from the news of the Titanic disaster, lady’s maid Jane Prescott travels to Long Island with the Benchley family. Their daughter Louise is to marry William Tyler. But when Tyler’s family coffers are frozen, and the body of a maid is found in the Tyler mansion, Jane is asked to help with the investigation by her friend, journalist Michael Behan. 289 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $26.99 — $4.95

3889486  WHERE THE DEAD LIE. By C.S. Harris. London 1813. One of the city’s most renowned but childless children is found strangled and murdered and his younger sister is still missing. Few in authority care about a street urchin’s fate, but Sebastian St. Cyt refuses to let this killer go unpunished and will risk his reputation and his life to keep more innocents from harm. 357 pages. Berkley. Paperback. — SOLD OUT

3829197  THE ESSEX SERPENT. By Sarah Perry. London, 1893. Newly widowed, Cora Seaborn moves with her son, Francis, and his nurse, Martha, to Utt’s, a high-class bordello run by Samuel Utt. As Cora ponders a pariah’s vicar to flush out the truth. 304 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $26.99 — $4.95

3817660  THE GIRL FROM BERLIN. By Ronald H. Balson. An old friend summons Catherine Lockhart and Liam Taggart to their popular Chicago restaurant, seeking to enlist their help. A powerful corporation is evicting his aunt Gabi from the Tuscan villa where she has lived all her life. To assist them in unraveling this dispute, Gabi sends a manuscript written by Ada, her daughter of a baronet, who survives her father’s death from a rotting corpse in the back of the wagon. 372 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99 — $4.95

3846040  THE LAYRTH OF THE SPIRITS. By Carlos Ruiz Zafon. In 1938, during the Spanish Civil War, Alicia lost her parents at the age of nine when the Nationalists savagely bombarded Barcelona. Twenty years later, she still carries the physical scars. Weary of her work as an investigator, Ceci recruiting her to take on a new case: a rotting corpse in the back of the wagon. 805 pages. Harper. Pub. at $37.50 — $6.95

3896714  APRIL IN PARIS, 1921. By Tessa Lunghi. Paris, 1921. Kiiti Bullock, a New York socialite, arrives in Paris to escape the memories of the Great War. Maman is preparing to celebrate the Great Fair of Paris, and Cass Nollet’s her youngest son, and the post’s walls and ramps are defended by dead men. In the dead commander’s hands is a letter linking this mystery to the theft of a sapphire known as the Blue Water. 347 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $4.95

3759136  BEAU GESTE. By P.C. Wren. A republication of the work originally published in 1924. A cavalry unit, having crossed the Sahara, arrives at the oasis of El Adem to find a battle taking place and the post’s walls and ramps are defended by dead men. In the dead commander’s hands is a letter linking this mystery to the theft of a sapphire known as the Blue Water. 347 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $4.95

3836183  A TREACHEROUS CURSE. By Deanna Raybourn. London, 1888. As colorful as any butterflies she collects, Victorian adventuress Veronica Speedwell can’t resist the allure of an exotic mystery—particularly one involving her enigmatic colleague, Stoker. But the mysteries of the ancient curse are not the only threats Veronica must face, as sordid details emerge from Stoker’s past. 308 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $26.00 — $5.95

294992X  INDIAN BLACK AND THE GENTLEMAN THIEF. By Carroll C. Carr. India. Black double’s life operating a high-class brothel and running high-class espionage for Her Majesty’s government can take its toll. But there’s no rest for the weary—particularly when an international conspiracy comes knocking. 312 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $15.00 — $3.95

3872467  THE RIGHT SORT OF MAN. By Allison Montclair. London, post WW II. Iris Sparks and Gwendolyn Bainbridge launch The Right Sort Marriage Bureau—but the promising star they thought they found dead, and the prospective husband accused. Iris and Gwendolyn don’t believe he’s guilty and decide to investigate on their own, all in the name of their very lives and that of a dying woman. 373 pages. Atria. Paperback. — SOLD OUT

3773418  THE ANGEL MAKERS. By Tessa Harris. In 1888 London, options are few for unmarried mothers and to avoid stigma, many find lodging with “baby farmers,” women who agree to care for the infant, or find an adoptive family, Constance Piper, a flower seller gifted with clairvoyance, has become aware of one such baby farmer, but she suspects the truth of this woman’s activities is infinitely darker, and begins to uncover dark and dangerous secrets. 337 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $27.00 — $4.95

3949857  THE GIRL WHO KNEW TOO MUCH. By Amanda Quick. When Hollywood moguls and stars want privacy, they head to an idyllic small town on the coast, where the exclusive Burning Cove Hotel caters to their every need. It’s where remarkable events are at hand. 289 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $26.99 — $4.95

2989034  ON HER MAJESTY’S FRIGHTFULLY SECRET SERVICE. By Rhys Bowen. When a senior official of the British Crown, has asked permission of the queen to marry her true love, Darcy O’Mara. The queen agrees to the marriage, but has a little mission for George before she can say “I do!” 290 pages. Berkley Prime Crime. Paperback. Pub. at $26.00 — $5.95

287847X  THE SECOND DEATH. By Peter Tremayne. Ireland, 671 AD. The Kingdom of Munan is preparing to celebrate the Great Fair of Cashel. Mael and Eadulf can’t wait to get their new wagon in a group traveling to the fair catches fire. After the flames die out, two shocking discoveries are unearthed: the driver is an impostor, and there is a rotting corpse in the back of the wagon. 337 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99 — $4.95

Historical Mysteries

3836183  A TREACHEROUS CURSE. By Deanna Raybourn. London, 1888. As colorful as any butterflies she collects, Victorian adventuress Veronica Speedwell can’t resist the allure of an exotic mystery—particularly one involving her enigmatic colleague, Stoker. But the mysteries of the ancient curse are not the only threats Veronica must face, as sordid details emerge from Stoker’s past. 308 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $26.00 — $5.95

294992X  INDIAN BLACK AND THE GENTLEMAN THIEF. By Carroll C. Carr. India. Black double’s life operating a high-class brothel and running high-class espionage for Her Majesty’s government can take its toll. But there’s no rest for the weary—particularly when an international conspiracy comes knocking. 312 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $15.00 — $3.95

3872467  THE RIGHT SORT OF MAN. By Allison Montclair. London, post WW II. Iris Sparks and Gwendolyn Bainbridge launch The Right Sort Marriage Bureau—but the promising star they thought they found dead, and the prospective husband accused. Iris and Gwendolyn don’t believe he’s guilty and decide to investigate on their own, all in the name of their very lives and that of a dying woman. 373 pages. Atria. Paperback. — SOLD OUT

3773418  THE ANGEL MAKERS. By Tessa Harris. In 1888 London, options are few for unmarried mothers and to avoid stigma, many find lodging with “baby farmers,” women who agree to care for the infant, or find an adoptive family, Constance Piper, a flower seller gifted with clairvoyance, has become aware of one such baby farmer, but she suspects the truth of this woman’s activities is infinitely darker, and begins to uncover dark and dangerous secrets. 337 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $27.00 — $4.95

3949857  THE GIRL WHO KNEW TOO MUCH. By Amanda Quick. When Hollywood moguls and stars want privacy, they head to an idyllic small town on the coast, where the exclusive Burning Cove Hotel caters to their every need. It’s where remarkable events are at hand. 289 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $26.99 — $4.95

2989034  ON HER MAJESTY’S FRIGHTFULLY SECRET SERVICE. By Rhys Bowen. When a senior official of the British Crown, has asked permission of the queen to marry her true love, Darcy O’Mara. The queen agrees to the marriage, but has a little mission for George before she can say “I do!” 290 pages. Berkley Prime Crime. Paperback. Pub. at $26.00 — $5.95

287847X  THE SECOND DEATH. By Peter Tremayne. Ireland, 671 AD. The Kingdom of Munan is preparing to celebrate the Great Fair of Cashel. Mael and Eadulf can’t wait to get their new wagon in a group traveling to the fair catches fire. After the flames die out, two shocking discoveries are unearthed: the driver is an impostor, and there is a rotting corpse in the back of the wagon. 337 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99 — $4.95
3833003 PENANCE OF THE DAMNED. By Peter Tremayne. Following the murder of the Kings advisor, the kingdoms of Cathal and Ul Fid are threatened with war. While investigating, Sister Fidelma and her companion Eadulf, discover that the commander of the King’s bodyguard was found in the locked chamber with the body, weapon in hand. To clear the bodyguard, they must find the true culprit. 338 pages. $5.95

3844781 THE CHEF’S SECRET. By Crystal King. When Bartolomeo Scappi dies in 1577 he leaves his vast estate to his nephew and apprentice, Giovanni, along with instructions to burn his journals. Giovanni instead undertakes the arduous task of decoding his uncle’s journals and uncovers a history of deception, betrayal, and murder. 336 pages. Astia. Pub. at $26.00 $14.95

$3.50

3910997 BRIGANTI. By Adrian Goldsworthy. Flavian Ferox is the hardbitten centurion charged with keeping the peace on Britannia’s frontier. Now he’s been summoned to Londinium by the governor, but before he sets out an imperial terrorist is found brutally murdered at Villandola fort, and Ferox must find the killer. 452 pages. Head of Zeus. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $12.95

3924955 THE BISHOP MURDER CASE. By J. S. Van Dine. After solving the Greene murders, Philip French is taken on a famed holiday in Switzerland. Returning to New York City he finds his old chum District Attorney Anthony Markham up against a bizarre series of murders inspired by children’s nursery rhymes. 301 pages. Felony & Mayhem. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

3922677 MURDER AT MORRINGTON HALL. By Clara McKenna. Stella’s ambitious father has arranged for her to marry the financially splendid Earl and Countess of Avebury, but her new husband leaves his vast estate to his estranged daughter, Birde. But this seemed simply missing-person case soon turns into a murder investigation. 426 pages. Mira Books. Paperback. Pub. at $27.99 $6.95

3752151 WOLF ON A STRING. By Benjamin Black. Prague, 1599. Christian Stern’s discovery of a dead woman leads him to become entangled in the machinations of several ruthless courtiers, and soon the Highland Hermit himself asks his new friend to solve the mystery of the woman’s murder. 309 pages. Picador. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $5.95

3876756 WESTSIDE. By W.M. Akers. Gilda’s New York of 1920 is a divided city, with the west side derelict and the east side more affluent and recognizable. People have been mysteriously disappearing, including her police officer father two years earlier, and she is determined to save her west side and herself from being swallowed up by shadows. 291 pages. Harper. Pub. at $22.99 $4.95

LIMITED QUANTITY ★ 3924394 LADY RIGHTS A W RONG. By Eliza Casey. Lady Cecilia of Danby Hall would have it, she cannot be less interested in helping to plan the church’s upcoming bazaar. Instead, what excites her most is the Woman’s Suffrage Union meeting she has just attended. But when the leader is found dead, Cecilia knows she must get involved to find the murderer, the killer with the help of her intelligent cat, Jack. 325 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95

SOLD OUT

★ 3878778 LADY TAKES THE CASE. By Eliza Casey. When a guest dies after skipping from a glass meant for American heiress Annabel Clarke, the chief cook of the Governor of Avebury clowes have more pressing problems than hearing an heiress for their son—a murderer in their midst. Lady Cecilia Bates sets out with her curiously intelligent cat, Jack, to clear the culprit. 298 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $11.95

★ 3770648 A CRUEL DECEPTION. By Charles Todd. Sister Bess Crawford, who has been working with the severely wounded in the war’s wake, is asked to carry out a personal mission in Paris for a Matron at the London headquarters of The Queen Alexandra’s, while also facing decisions about her own future. 303 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $26.99 $10.95

★ 3881032 THE GRAVEYARD OF THE HESPERIDES. By Lindsey Davis. Flavia Albia has taken up her father’s profession of private investigator. Her new employers have just moved in and want her planning for their showy wedding ceremony. But when human remains are uncovered, Albia would much rather chase after murderers than caterers. 325 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

3872408 PANDORA’S BOX. By Lindsey Davis. First century Rome. It seems that on the Quirinal Hill, a naive young girl, one Clodia Volumnia, has died and there’s a suggestion that she was poisoned. Looking into the matter, Flavia Albia soon learns that a local banker is日子 on a public trade in herbal products while keeping hidden her much more dangerous connections. SHOPWORN. 307 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99 $5.95

★ 3891864 THE MURDER PIT. By Mick Finlay. 1930. A Special Branch Detective William Arrow is engaged by Mr. and Mrs. Barclay to find their estranged daughter, Birdie. But this seemingly simple missing-person case soon turns into a murder investigation. 426 pages. Mira Books. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

2917327 TO DIE BUT ONCE. By Jacqueline Winspear. LARGE PRINT EDITION. During the months following Britain’s declaration of war on Germany, Maisie Dobbs investigates the disappearance of a young apprentice working on a secret government contract. Maisie’s investigation leads her to London’s underworld, in a case that serves as a reminder of the link between money and war. 456 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $27.99 $6.95

2920824 THE AMERICAN AGENT. By Jacqueline Winspear. When Catherine Saxton, an American correspondent reporting on the war in Belgium, finds herself in the middle of the news of her death is concealed by British authorities, Robert MacFarlane pays a visit to Maisie Dobbs and asks Maisie to work with Mark Scott to uncover the truth about Saxton’s death. 365 pages. Harper. Pub. at $27.99 $21.95

★ 3881180 A TRICK OF THE LIGHT. By David Ashton. Halloween 1881. Edinburgh. When a vicious murder occurs with evidence of supernatural strength, all roads lead to Sophia Hill, a naive young girl, one Clodia Volumnia, has died and there’s a suggestion that she was poisoned. Looking into the matter, Flavia Albia soon learns that a local banker is日子 on a public trade in herbal products while keeping hidden her much more dangerous connections. SHOPWORN. 307 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99 $5.95

★ 3875490 I WILL HE SLEEP. By David Ashton. 1887. Edinburgh. An old woman is savagely beaten, and Inspector James McLevy is called in. Roberti Louis Stevenson is in the city to bury his deceased father, and the inspector recognizes there are both observers of the one side of human nature. Is it a coincidence that Stevenson’s character Mr. Hyde, fits the description of the killer he seeks? 350 pages. Two Roads. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 PRICE CUT TO $9.95

★ 3874990 I WILL HE SLEEP. By David Ashton. 1887. Edinburgh. An old woman is savagely beaten, and Inspector James McLevy is called in. Roberti Louis Stevenson is in the city to bury his deceased father, and the inspector recognizes there are both observers of the one side of human nature. Is it a coincidence that Stevenson’s character Mr. Hyde, fits the description of the killer he seeks? 350 pages. Two Roads. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 PRICE CUT TO $9.95

3768988 A DEATH OF NO IMPORTANCE. By Mariah Fredericks. 298 pages. Minotaur. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $5.95

3863549 A CAPITOL DEATH. By Lindsey Davis. 308 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99 $6.95

2794588 MURDER IN AN ENGLISH VILLAGE. By Jessica Ellicott. 294 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $25.00 $4.95
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- **3833453** DARK DAWN OVER STEEP HOUSE. By M.R.C. Kassian. 473 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $25.95
- **5679868** SECRETS OF NARINNTH HALL. By Alex Rickloff. 390 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $15.99
- **3859745** A SILENT STABBING. By Alyssa Maxwell. 277 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $26.00
- **2809231** THE DEATH OF KINGS. By Rennie Arlth. 356 pages. Viking. Pub. at $27.00
- **989744** MEMENTO MORI. By Ruth Downie. 408 pages. Bloomsbury. Pub. at $28.00
- **3893461** DEAD MAN'S BLUES. By Ray Celestin. 483 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $29.95

**More Mysteries & Detectives**

- **3893589** THE SILENT WOMEN. By Sara Blaedel. An online flirtation can have horrific consequences, as Detective Louise Rick discovers when she is called to a Copenhagen neighborhood where a young woman has been left bound and gagged after a brutal rape attack. With the Internet as his playground, the rapist will almost certainly strike again, unless Louise can unmask him. 368 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99
- **2858126** LOST BOOKS AND OLD BONES. By Paige Shelton. Delaney Nichols is setting into her life buying and selling rare books. In Edinburgh, Scotland, when a group of med students look to sell her a collection of antique medical books, Delaney thinks she’s landed on a good deal. Soon one of the students is found murdered. Could the discovery of old scalpels be connected to the murder? 370 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99
- **3899128** THE LOST BOY. By Camilla Lackberg. Detective Patrik Hedstrom is no stranger to tragedy. A murder case concerning Fjallbacka’s financial director, Mats Sverin, is a grim but useful distraction from his ongoing investigation into the suspected murder of River Blomqvist. It seems Sverin was a man who everybody liked yet nobody really knew—a man with something to hide. 493 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $25.95
- **378274A** GREEKS BEARING GIFTS. By Philip Kerr. The war is over and Gunther is an ordinary claims adjuster at a major German insurance company. Until he’s sent to Athens to investigate a claim of a two-masted schooner which burned and sank in deep water off the Aegean coast. But someone has gotten to the twin-cabin boat first. What Gunther needs is a badly mutilated body of a dead man. 511 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $27.00
- **3866963** THE SCARRED WOMAN. By Jussi Adler-Olsen. Detective Carl Mork meets his toughest challenge yet when the dark, troubled past of one of his own colleagues comes to light with a sinister unsolved murder. 472 pages. Dutton. Pub. at $28.00
- **3844617** THE ACCIDENT ON THE A35. By Raymond Bruet. Detective Gorski is called away from his routine of daily life to investigate an accident that left Bertrand Bartheleme, a respected solicitor, dead. When the deceased’s rather attractive wife suggests that the crash may not have been an accident, Gorski looks closer into Bartheleme’s circle of acquaintances on the night of his death. 223 pages. Arcade. Pub. at $24.99
- **3830145** VECTOR. By James Abel. Joe Rush is at an Amazon gold rush to study new forms of malaria, when his best friend and partner, Eddie, disappears. Learning that many of the sick miners have also vanished, Rush begins a search for Eddie that takes him into the heart of darkness. 340 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $27.00
- **3766547** ANGELICA’S SMILE. By Andrea Camilleri. A rush of bargains has got Inspector Salvo Montalbano stumped. The patterns of the crimes are so similar and brazen that Montalbano begins to think that a criminal mastermind is chasing him. This suspicion is confirmed when he starts receiving menacing letters from the anonymous Mr. Z. 293 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00
- **3722252** THE BIRDWATCHER. By William Shaw. Inspector William South is a highly skilled detective with a deeply buried secret. When South was just a child, he may have killed a man. When a murder occurs in his small town on the coast of England, the victim turns out to be the only man who can connect South to his early crime. As he works to find the killer, he must work harder to keep his secret. 330 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $26.00
- **3907325** THE DREAMERS. By Karen Thompson Walker. An ordinary town is transformed by a mysterious illness that triggers perpetual sleep. Those affected by the illness, doctors discover, are displaying unusual levels of brain activity, higher than has ever been recorded. They are dreaming heightened dreams—of what? 303 pages. Random. Pub. at $27.00
- **3782786** FIREWALL. By Henning Mankell. A body is found at an ATM, the apparent victim of a heart attack. Then two teenage girls are arrested for the brutal murder of a cab driver. The girls confess to the crime, but when no more evidence is forthcoming, Mankell realizes that two cases seem to have little in common, but as Kurt Wallander investigates, the two cases become one. 405 pages. Vintage. Paperback. Pub. at $15.00
- **3909573** THE BODY IN THE CASTLE CELL. By Martin Walker. When Claudia Muller, a young American woman, turns up dead in the courtyard of an ancient castle in his jurisdiction, Bruno Courreges initially assumes that she died of an overdose. But Claudia’s doctor soon persuades him that her death was caused by a mysterious illness that triggers permanent sleep. Courreges begins an investigation that will lead him from the Renaissance to the French Resistance and beyond. 334 pages. Vintage. Paperback. Pub. at $11.95
- **6968457** BLACK AND BLUE. By Ian Rankin. Rebus begins to despair of his future as he has to deal with two cases that might just lead back to the infamous Bible John. And he’s doing it under scrutiny of an internal inquiry led by a man he has just accused of taking bribes. As he works to solve two cases, he begins to suspect that the mysterious ill person who might just lead back to the infamous Bible John. And he’s doing it under scrutiny of an internal inquiry led by a man he has just accused of taking bribes.
**$387486 THE ILLIAD.** By Homer. In this prose translation from the original Greek, heroes, gods, and warriors alike come to life for modern readers with all the passion and terror of events in the news today. The themes of honor, wrath, and fate still resonate powerfully today, transforming this story from a mere war tale to a timeless legend. This collector’s edition includes gill-edged pages and a ribbon bookmark. 530 pages. Macmillan. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95


**3801934 THE FELLOWSHIP OF THE RING.** By J.R.R. Tolkien. Frodo Baggins knew the fearsome Ringwraiths were seeking him and the Ring he bore, the Ring of Power that would enable evil Sauron to destroy all that was good in Middle-earth. Now it is up to Frodo, to carry the Ring to the one place it could be destroyed, Mount Doom, in the very center of Sauron’s dark kingdom. 458 pages. Del Rey. Paperback. Pub. at $6.99 $3.95

**$3871268 NORTHCENTER ABBEY.** By Jane Austen. Broadly comedic and brilliantly poignant, featuring in the lamplight of a gaslight, this acclaimed work tells the story of Catherine Morland, a naive young woman whose perceptions of the world around her are greatly influenced by the romantic gothic novels to which she is addicted. This compact edition is attractively bound with gill-edged pages and a ribbon bookmark. 312 pages. Macmillan. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

**$3871312 PERSUASION.** By Jane Austen. Follows the story of Anne Elliot, a teenager engaged to a seemingly ideal man, Frederick Wentworth. But after being persuaded by a friend that he is too poor, she ends the engagement. Reacquainted eight years later, their circumstances are transformed. This compact collectible volume is attractively bound with gill-edged pages and a ribbon bookmark. 312 pages. Macmillan. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

**$3871213 MANSFIELD PARK.** By Jane Austen. Everyone looks upon shy, self-effacing Fanny Price as the poor relation among her four spoiled cousins at Mansfield Park. Her chief compatriot is Edmund Bertram, whom she secretly loves. This compact edition is attractively bound with gill-edged pages and a ribbon bookmark. 301 pages. Macmillan. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

**$3871412 EMMA.** By Jane Austen. Emma’s penchant for matchmaking goes badly awry, and eventually she learns the folly of her ways, and meets her own match in the process, but only after a series of painful misunderstandings. This compact collectible volume is attractively bound with gill-edged pages and a ribbon bookmark. 584 pages. Macmillan. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

**$3929027 LADY SUSAN/SANDITON/THE WATSONS.** By Jane Austen. Presents three of Jane Austen’s smaller works. Together they reveal the author’s timeless observations on life and love in early nineteenth-century England. 151 pages. Dover. Paperback. $5.95

**$3871436 A TALE OF TWO CITIES.** By Charles Dickens. Dr. Manette, wrongly imprisoned in the Bastille for eighteen years, is finally released and reunited with his daughter Lucie. But his former master, the evil lawyer Paris. - 38 -

Macmillan. Pub. at $12.99

**$3871290 OUR MUTUAL FRIEND.** By Charles Dickens. Dickens exposes the corrupting power of money in his last complete novel with its expansive cast of characters and interweaving plots. This edition includes original illustrations by Marcus Stone. Bound with gill-edged pages and a ribbon bookmark. 1171 pages. Macmillan. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

**$392470X THE GOOD EARTH.** By Pearl S. Buck. In this moving, classic story of the honest farmer Wang Lung and his selfless wife, O-Lan, Pearl S. Buck paints an indelible portrait of China in the 1920s, when the last emperor reigned and the vast political and social upheavals of the twentieth century were but distant rumbles. 557 pages. Washington Square. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $12.95

**$3871495 THE WIZARD OF OZ.** By L. Frank Baum. Follow Dorothy and her loyal dog Toto as they are carried away from Kansas by a cyclone to the wonderful world of Oz. Along with three famous companions—a Scarecrow, a Tin Woodman, and a Cowardly Lion—Dorothy travels to the illustrious Emerald City. This compact collectible volume is attractively bound with gill-edged pages and a ribbon bookmark. 154 pages. Macmillan. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95


**$371893X GOODBYE TO BERLIN.** By Christopher Isherwood. 252 pages. Vintage. Paperback. $6.95


**$3836649 OTHER MEN’S DAUGHTERS.** By Richard Stern. 253 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $15.95 $9.95

**$3757005 TWENTY YEARS AFTER.** By Alexandre Dumas. Illus. 457 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $26.95 $19.95

**65580X THE COUNT OF MONTE CRISTO.** By Alexandre Dumas. 440 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95


**3848213 THE TRUTH IS A CAVE IN THE BLACK MOUNTAINS: A Tale of Travel and Darkness with Pictures of All Kinds.** By Neil Gaiman, Illus. Y. By E. Campbell. The haunting story of family, the otherworld, and a search for hidden treasure, rendered in full-color illustrations, all coming together in a glorious explosion of color and shadow, memory and regret, vengeance and, ultimately, love. 74 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $21.99 $4.95

**374096X THE MOUNTAIN CAN WAIT.** By Sarah Leipciger. A young man is driving through the woods of the Carolinas when a malevolent spirit suddenly appears in his headlights. In an instant, he hits her. In the next, he decides to drive away, leaving more than one life shattered. 314 pages. Little. Brown. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $3.95

**3849309 THE SEX OFFENDER.** By Matthew Stadler. This extravagantly imagined tale chronicles the rehabilitation of a lapsed teacher who is guilty of having had a love affair with a twelve year old boy. In the name of love, the police and the doctors subject the teacher to increasingly bizarre forms of therapy. 206 pages. Grove. Paperback. Pub. at $12.00 $4.95

**3741184 HOW WILL I KNOW YOU?** By Jessica Treadway. The discovery of high school senior Joy Enright’s body in the woods near a pond, upends an otherwise normal small town. As the investigation unfolds, four characters tell the story from widely divergent perspectives: Joy’s mother; Martin, a black artist; Tom, a rescue diver; and Harper, Joy’s best friend. 405 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $3.95


**3836649 OTHER MEN’S DAUGHTERS.** By Richard Stern. 253 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $15.95 $9.95

**$3757005 TWENTY YEARS AFTER.** By Alexandre Dumas. Illus. 457 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $26.95 $19.95

**65580X THE COUNT OF MONTE CRISTO.** By Alexandre Dumas. 440 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95


**3848213 THE TRUTH IS A CAVE IN THE BLACK MOUNTAINS: A Tale of Travel and Darkness with Pictures of All Kinds.** By Neil Gaiman, Illus. Y. By E. Campbell. The haunting story of family, the otherworld, and a search for hidden treasure, rendered in full-color illustrations, all coming together in a glorious explosion of color and shadow, memory and regret, vengeance and, ultimately, love. 74 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $21.99 $4.95

**374096X THE MOUNTAIN CAN WAIT.** By Sarah Leipciger. A young man is driving through the woods of the Carolinas when a malevolent spirit suddenly appears in his headlights. In an instant, he hits her. In the next, he decides to drive away, leaving more than one life shattered. 314 pages. Little. Brown. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $3.95

**3849309 THE SEX OFFENDER.** By Matthew Stadler. This extravagantly imagined tale chronicles the rehabilitation of a lapsed teacher who is guilty of having had a love affair with a twelve year old boy. In the name of love, the police and the doctors subject the teacher to increasingly bizarre forms of therapy. 206 pages. Grove. Paperback. Pub. at $12.00 $4.95

**3741184 HOW WILL I KNOW YOU?** By Jessica Treadway. The discovery of high school senior Joy Enright’s body in the woods near a pond, upends an otherwise normal small town. As the investigation unfolds, four characters tell the story from widely divergent perspectives: Joy’s mother; Martin, a black artist; Tom, a rescue diver; and Harper, Joy’s best friend. 405 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $3.95
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3754278 AFTER THE BLUE HOUR. By John Rechy. Fleeing a turbulent life in 1960 Los Angeles, John accepts an invitation from an architect to work as a writer to spend the summer on his private island. This powerfully erotic novel is a dark statement on desire and what it can provoke. Adults only. 212 pages. Grove. Pub. at $25.00 $5.95

3830144 ANCIENT EVENINGS. By NormanMailer. Ancient Egypt breathes life into the figures of a lost era: the eighteenth-dynasty Pharaoh Ramses and his wife, Queen Nefertire; Menenhet, their concubine; and the gods and mortals that surround them in telepathic communion. 810 pages. Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00 $5.95

3815420 THE MAN WHO CAME UPTOWN. By George Pelecanos. Michael spends the long days in prison devouring books given to him by the prison’s librarian, a young woman named Anna who develops a soft spot for her best client. When Michael is suddenly released, he encounters a Washington D.C. that lynches change dramatically during his incarceration, and he struggles to figure out his place in this new world before he loses control. 263 pages. Mulholland. Pub. at $16.00 Sold Out

3812944 JOHN WOMAN. By Walter Mosley. After his father dies and his mother disappears, Cornelius Jones sets about reinventing himself and assumes a new identity—of Professor John Woman, a man who will spread his father Herman’s teachings into the classroom of his underground South-Western University and beyond. 377 pages. Atlantic Monthly. Pub. at $26.00 $6.95

3750132 THE GIRL IN THE GLASS BOX. By James Grippando. When Julia’s abusive husband, But after ejecting her escaped bloodthirsty gangs, random violence, and teenage daughter, Beatriz, fled El Salvador, they James Grippando. When Julia Rodriguez and her $7.95

3909228 US AGAINST YOU. By Fredrik Backman. The residents of Beartown have always been able to take pride in their local ice hockey team. But just when it seems Beartown Ice Hockey might be disbanded due to the detection of their best players to another rival team, the team gets a surprising new coach and a chance at a comeback, setting the town up to its most challenging days. 434 pages. Washington Sq. Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $4.95

3886866 THE PUNCH. By Noah Hawley. Joe cradles the gun that held his family together. Now he is dead, and his wife and sons are coming together for one final journey to scatter his ashes. First, however, his loved ones have some things to work out. 267 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $3.95

3887767 MUSIC FOR LOVE OR WAR. By Martyn Burke. Danny, a Canadian sharpshooter, and Hank, in the U.S. Army, have been stationed in Kentucky but are desperate to find the Hollywood psychic who will reveal the whereabouts of the women they love. From Toronto, to Afghanistan, to L.A., the story follows these three men in the lives of Danny and Hank. 335 pages. Tyrus Books. Pub. at $24.99 $3.95

3932443 MEEKS. By Julia Holmes. No woman will have Ben without a proper bachelor’s suit, and the tailor refuses to make him one. Back from war he’s just discovered that his mother is dead and the family home has been reasigned by the state. As if that wasn’t enough, he must now find a bride, or he’ll be given a permanent spot in one of the city’s oppressive factories. 189 pages. Small Beer. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $3.95

3932311 ELEVEN. By Patricia Reilly Giff. The shock of icy water as a boat crashes onto rocks feels real; so does the castle high above him that is almost hidden in the mist. And what about the number eleven woven into all of Sam’s dreams? $2.95


3826773 THE FALLING WOMAN. By Richard Farrell. The story of a woman, who is secretly the sole survivor of a midair explosion of a passenger jet and the dedicated National Transportation Safety Bureau agent who is assigned to find her. 328 pages. Algonquin. Pub. at $26.95 $19.95

3910334 MY YEAR OF REST AND RELAXATION. By Ottessa Moshfegh. LARGE PRINT EDITION. A shocking and strangely tender story about a young woman’s efforts to duck the world by embarking on an extended hibernation with the help of one of the worst psychiatrists in the annals of literature and the battery of medicines she prescribes. 356 pages. Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $28.00 $9.95

3726061 TREEBORNE. By Calef Johnson. 308 pages. Picador. Pub. at $26.00 $3.95

3842851 THE HEART’S INVISIBLE FURIES. By John Boyne. 580 pages. Hogarth. Pub. at $28.00 $5.95

3295651 CONVENIENCE STORE WOMAN. By Sayaka Murata. 163 pages. Grove. Pub. at $20.00 $5.95


2901005 MOST WANTED. By Lisa Scottoline. 348 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99 $3.95


Contemporary & Cutting Edge Fiction

Women in Fiction

3871401 SUMMER RENTAL. By Mary Kay Andrews. Lifelong friends Ellis, Julia, and Dottie are the most adorable of the cross-dressing trio of friends. Where there is love. And can one-month getaway to North Carolina’s Outer Banks help make things right? The answer comes in the form of two others—a handsome landlord and a stranger searching for an identity. 499 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

6854095 NO SAFE SECRET. By Fern Michaels. Molly’s life is gleaming and beautiful—at least on the surface. No one knows what living with her demanding husband is really like nor does anyone know about the life she led behind in Florida two decades ago. Now the answer comes in the form of two others—a handsome landlord and a stranger searching for an identity. 499 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95
**Women in Fiction**

- **3893766**  
  **ON FOLLY BEACH.** By Karen White. After Emmy purchases the local bookstore, Folly’s Finds, she discovers a slash of love letters. As part of the deal, the previous owner’s sister, Lulu, must be allowed to sell her bottle trees from the store’s backyard. But the more Emmy discovers about the letters, the more she understands Lulu. 414 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99  
  **$5.95**

- **3896846**  
  **THE CLOCK WINDER.** By Anne Tyler. Mrs. Pamela Emerson was three months into widowhood, living alone far outside Baltimore, in a house full of ticking chiming clocks and the constant reminder of her loss. Then she hired Elizabeth, with her “come what may” disposition, to be a handyman around the yard. They were opposites, but fit neatly together like pieces of a puzzle. 312 pages. Ballantine. Paperback. Pub. at $10.99  
  **$5.95**

- **3873517**  
  **SUSANNA’S DREAM.** By Marta Perry. Three Amish sisters—Lydia Beachy, Chloe Michaels; and Fern Noblin. As Halloween turns to Christmas time, beloved farmhouse in Oregon, before they sell it. The most beautiful selves. Funny how it’s taken her five decades. 320 pages. S&S. Pub. at $26.00  
  **LIMITED QUANTITY**

- **389957X**  
  **DON’T LET ME GO.** By Susan Lewis. Charlotte can hardly believe it, but it seems she’s living in paradise. Living in a cottage in a lacy cove on the beautiful Bay of Islands, surrounded by the splendor of New Zealand, she revels in her new life. But the horrors of the past are far from Charlotte’s mind—and then the idyll is suddenly shattered. 521 pages. Ballantine. Paperback. Pub. at $15.00  
  **$4.95**

- **384613X**  
  **THE MOON SISTER.** By Lucinda Riley. Tiggy spends her days reveling in the raw beauty of the Scottish Highlands, where she works at an animal sanctuary. But when the sanctuary is forced to close, she must take a job as a wildlife consultant on the vast and isolated estate of the enigmatic yet troubled Charlie Kinnaird—which will bring her face to face with her past. 531 pages. Atria. Paperback. Pub. at $28.00  
  **$4.95**

- **3844846**  
  **DAUGHTER OF MOLOKAI.** By Alan Brennert. Infant Ruth Utagawa arrives at the Kapi‘olani Home for Girls in 1917 after being taken from her mother, Rachel, who has spent most of her life quarantined at the colony’s Syphilis Settlement. One day, at the end of WWII, Ruth receives an unexpected letter. The signature at the bottom reads, Rachel Utagawa. 308 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99  
  **$3.95**

- **3729168**  
  **AS YOU WISH.** By Jude Deveraux. Though sixty year old Olivia, forty year old Kathy, and twenty something Elise each wound up at the summerhouse for separate reasons, it’s not long before they begin to share is more important than the resentments that drove them apart. 420 pages. Little, Brown. Paperback. Pub. at $10.99  
  **LIMITED QUANTITY**

- **3844970**  
  **THE DREAM DAUGHTER.** By Diane Chamberlain. Carly is a young woman widowed by the Vietnam War, receives the news that her baby girl has a heart defect, she is devastated. It’s 1970, and she is told nothing can be done. But her brother in law, a physiostist, tells her that perhaps there is a way to save her baby. Something that will mean an unbelievable leap of faith on Carly’s part. 371 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99  
  **$6.95**

- **3829391**  
  **THE STOLEN MARRIAGE.**  
  By Diane Chamberlain. It is 1944. Pregnant, alone, and riddled with guilt, 23 year old Tess abrutptly gives up her budding career as a nurse and ends her engagement to the love of her life. The baby girl she’s pet-sitting, and her new single life, turns out to be worlds apart for a set of identical twin sisters who were separated at a young age are at last reunited in 1970. As they find a sanctuary is forced to close, she must take a job as a wildlife consultant on the vast and isolated estate of the enigmatic yet troubled Charlie Kinnaird—which will bring her face to face with her past. 531 pages. Atria. Paperback. Pub. at $28.00  
  **$4.95**

- **3747770**  
  **THE BOOKSHOP.** By Penelope Fitzgerald. In 1926, when a town that lacks a bookshop doesn’t even realize that she’s had a heart attack, is surprised to discover that her recuperation seems an imposition on those who rely on her. So she packs a bag and leaves, and with the help of friends. It is finally able to open up to the truth. Harriet has been keeping from herself. 343 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.00  
  **LIMITED QUANTITY**

- **3902013**  
  **BEACHSIDE BEGINNINGS.** By Sheila Roberts. Moira has always loved makeovers—helping women find their most beautiful selves. Funny how it’s taken her years with her abusive boyfriend to realize she needs a life makeover. When she finally leaves him, the beach-side town of Moonlight Harbor is the perfect place to start over. 365 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  
  **SOLD OUT**

- **6945236**  
  **THE IDENTICALS.** By Elin Hilderbrand. Nantucket is only eleven miles from Martha’s Vineyard, but the two islands might as well be worlds apart for a set of identical twin sisters who have lived at opposite ends of the country for years. When a family crisis forces them to band together, the sisters come to realize that the special bond they share is more important than the resentments that drove them apart. 420 pages. Little, Brown. Paperback. Pub. at $10.99  
  **$5.95**

- **3919862**  
  **THE AUSTEN ESCAPE.** By Katherine Reay. When Mary’s childhood friend, Isabel, offers the help of her womanizing cousin, Folly, she invites the hostility of the town’s less savory elements. Is it going to be a disaster? Or will the two women find their footing in the new life Isabel hopes is waiting for her? goalkeeper. 378 pages. HQN. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99  
  **$7.99**
### Women in Fiction

**376982 FAIRYTALE.** By Danielle Steel. Camille Lannen returns to Napa Valley to help her parents run their winery and chateau—until her mother’s bout of cancer forces even more shocking comes just months later when Camille’s father announces he is marrying a Parisian countess. This seductress will interrupt her fairy tale life like no one before. 275 pages. Delacorte. Pub. at $28.99 $6.95

**291073X THE DUCHESS.** By Danielle Steel. Angelique has grown up at magnificent Belgrave Castle under the loving tutelage of her father, the Duke of Westerfield. Upon his death, she is turned out by her step-siblings and to survive, she will use all her resources. Seeing an opportunity, she opens an elegant house of pleasure in Paris, that will protect its women, and serve only the best clients. 336 pages. Delacorte. Pub. at $28.99 $6.95

**3829200 EVERY TIME YOU GO AWAY.** By Beth Harbison. During her one last summer at the beach house she shared with Ben, between painting walls and replacing fixtures, Willa explores old haunts and buried feelings in order to find the clues to finally say to goodbye to her now-deceased husband, and to reconnect with her son and with life in the here and now. 293 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $28.99 $6.95

**3923304 MORNINGS WITH ROSEMARY.** By Libby Page. Twenty-something Kate Matthews has moved from Boston and feels desperately alone. A once promising writer, she now covers forgettable stories having pillow fights—not by a long shot. 291 pages. Scout. Pub. at $26.00 $4.95

**3867005 SORORITY.** By Genevieve Sly Crane. Twinsets and pearls, secrets and kindness, rituals that hold sisters together in a sacred bond of everlasting trust. Certain chaste images spring to mind when one thinks of sororities. But make no mistake, these women are not braiding one another’s hair and having pillow fights—not by a long shot. 291 pages. Scout. Pub. at $26.00 $4.95

**3907198 BECOMING BELLE.** By Nuala O’Connor. In 1887, Isabel Bilton is the eldest daughter of a middle-class military family in a small garrison town. By 1891, she is the Center of attention, dubbed “the peasant’s countess” by the press, and a member of the Irish aristocracy. This is the story of those four years in between, of her rapid ascent and the people who tried to tear her down. 370 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $27.00 $4.95

**3925773 THE BUCKET LIST.** By Georgia Clark. After receiving the bad news she has the breast cancer gene, 25 year old Lacey Whitman creates a bucket list with her friends; everything she wants to do with and for her breasts before a possible surgery. Thus begins the most emotional and exhilarating year of her life. 343 pages. Atria. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

**3899543 YOU, ME, AND THE SEA.** By Meg Donohue. Merrow Shawe believes she was born of the sea: strong, joyous, and wild. Her beloved home is Horse Shoe Cliff, a small farm on the coast of Northern California, which spends her days exploring fog-cloaked bluffs and swimming in a secluded cove. Here she meets Amir. But when tragedy strikes, she is forced to question whether Amir is really the person she believes him to be. 340 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95

**3872668 THE PATCHWORK BRIDE.** By Sandra Dallas. Ellen is putting the finishing touches on a wedding quilt she is making for her granddaughter June. When she arrives and tells her grandmother she’s calling the wedding off. Ellen tells her the story of Neel, a Kansas-born woman who goes to the High Plains of New Mexico Territory in 1867 in search of a husband. 294 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99 $7.95

**3860969 LOLLY WILLOWES.** By Sylvia Townsend Warner. Forty-seven year old Lolly is a conventional maiden aunt, an unpaid companion and babysitter to her brothers’ children. At the end of World War II she chooses to leave her controlling family and goes to New York, develops a longing for the countryside and dark, wild places that impel her to flee London for a remote village—and a coven of bohemian witches. Originally published in 1926. 155 pages. Dover. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

**3871258 MY ANTONIA.** By Willa Cather. First published in 1918, this is the story of friendship between Antonia Shimerda—a young woman who moves to the Midwestern prairie with her Bohemian family—and Jim Burden, an orphaned child who moves from Virginia to the Midwest to be with his grandparents. A timeless tale of a lifelong friendship. Bound with gift wrap, ribbon, and a ribbon bookmark. 311 pages. Macmillan. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

**3304814 RINGMASTER’S WIFE.** By Karen Kelly. A powerful and heartfelt novel about one woman—the wife of a famous circus ringmaster—seeking the limitless possibility of a world that stretches beyond the confines of a turn of the century America, a young girl dreams of a husband she knows about her family, herself, and Cam. 392 pages. Harper. Pub. at $26.99 $4.95

**3917144 BETHLEHEM.** By Karen Kelly. A young woman arrives at the grand pastoral home of her husband’s family, hoping to fortify her deteriorating marriage. But what she finds is not what she expected: tragedy haunts the hallways, whispering of heartache and a past she never knew existed. 286 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99 $4.95

**3846423 THE SUMMER SAIL.** By Wendy Francis. When Abby decides to renew her wedding vows for her twentieth anniversary on a cruise to Bermuda, she follows the rules they made her and Lee to join her. But as tensions flare and the fairy-tale ceremony threatens to unravel, three women will discover if their bond of friendship can sustain them in life’s uncharted waters. 290 pages. Touchstone. Pub. at $28.00 $4.95

**390073X REFINING FELICITY.** By M.C. Beaton. Preparing Felicity Vane for marriage turns out to be more of a challenge than Amy and Effy Tribble—two women, and serve only the best clients. 336 pages. Delacorte. Pub. at $28.99 $6.95

**3869625 THE SUMMER SAIL.** By Judy Blundell. No matter what the world throws her way, at least Ruthie has the house. Lovingly renovated, located by the sea in a quiet Long Island village two ferry rides from the glittering Hamptons, the house is Ruthie’s nest egg. But by the end of one unending, unforgettable summer—nothing will be the same, and least of all Ruthie. 396 pages. Random. Pub. at $27.00 $4.95

**3929762 BECOMING BELLE.** By Nuala O’Connor. In 1887, Isabel Bilton is the eldest daughter of a middle-class military family in a small garrison town. By 1891, she is the Center of attention, dubbed “the peasant’s countess” by the press, and a member of the Irish aristocracy. This is the story of those four years in between, of her rapid ascent and the people who tried to tear her down. 370 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $27.00 $4.95

**394655X THE HIGH SEASON.** By Judy Blundell. No matter what the world throws her way, at least Ruthie has the house. Lovingly renovated, located by the sea in a quiet Long Island village two ferry rides from the glittering Hamptons, the house is Ruthie’s nest egg. But by the end of one unending, unforgettable summer—nothing will be the same, and least of all Ruthie. 396 pages. Random. Pub. at $27.00 $4.95

**3929762 BECOMING BELLE.** By Nuala O’Connor. In 1887, Isabel Bilton is the eldest daughter of a middle-class military family in a small garrison town. By 1891, she is the Center of attention, dubbed “the peasant’s countess” by the press, and a member of the Irish aristocracy. This is the story of those four years in between, of her rapid ascent and the people who tried to tear her down. 370 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $27.00 $4.95

**3059757 BECOMING BELLE.** By Nuala O’Connor. In 1887, Isabel Bilton is the eldest daughter of a middle-class military family in a small garrison town. By 1891, she is the Center of attention, dubbed “the peasant’s countess” by the press, and a member of the Irish aristocracy. This is the story of those four years in between, of her rapid ascent and the people who tried to tear her down. 370 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $27.00 $4.95
Women in Fiction

- **The Lido** by Libby Page, 310 pages. S&S. $25.00
- **A Sister’s Courage** by Molly Green, 421 pages. Avon. Paperbound. $16.99
- **A Healing Justice** by Kristin von Kreisler, 288 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. $15.95
- **Where the Wild Cherries Grow** by Laura Madeleine, 335 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. $26.99
- **Through Rushing Water** by Catherine Richmond, 357 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperbound. $15.99
- **The Window on the Bay** by Debbie Macomber, 315 pages. Ballantine. Paperbound. $27.00

Romance

- **The Lost Diary of M**. By Paul Wolfe. She was a longtime lover of JFK, the ex-wife of a CIA chief, and the sister in law of the Washington Post’s Ben Bradlee. And she ended up dead in an unsolved murder a year after JFK’s assassination. The diary she kept was never found—until now. 289 pages. Harper. Paperbound. $26.99
- **Before and Again** by Barbara Delinsky. After a deadly car accident that MacKenzie Cooper was responsible for took her beloved daughter, her only goal now is to stay under the radar and make it through her remaining probation. Relocating to Vermont under a new name of Maggie Reid, she’s torn between protecting herself or stepping in the glare to help a friend’s teenage son. 408 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. $27.99
- **Rosies & Rottes** by Kat Howard. A prestigious artists’ retreat holds dark secrets as desire for art or love are within grasp for Imogen and for her sister, Marin—but at a terrible price. 50 pages. Gallery. Paperbound. $16.99
- **Tangled Up in Texas** by Deidre Fossen. Between running his family ranch and dealing with far too many needy relatives, Shaw Wolfe is determined to fulfill his mother’s wish that she marry into nobility. But Fancy’s plans are thrown into chaos when an intriguing commoner begins helping at the bookshop—and she finds herself unable to stop thinking about him. 391 pages. Avon. Paperbound. $7.99
- **Christmas Joy** by Nancy Naigle. Joy Holbrook might be all work and no play, but that changes when her Aunt Ruby takes a fall and Joy takes a leave of absence to run the family farm. Topping it off, Joy is forced to partner with Ben, Ruby’s neighbor, to help prepare for the Christmas tour. Could the magic of Christmas help Joy to open her heart—and find her everlasting joy? 339 pages. HQN. Paperbound. $7.99
- **The Widows of Rose House** by Diana Biller. 1875, New York. Ignoring the whispers and gossip printed about her in the newspapers, Alva is determined to build a new life by restoring the crumbling Hyde Park mansion, rumors of hauntings are denied. She has no time for ghosts, and no place in her life for an eccentric genius who’s taken an interest in her new home—and in her. 340 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Paperbound. $16.99
- **The Daring Ladies of Lowell** by Angelica Gorodischer. By Aung San Suu Kyi. The Nobel Peace Prize winner and celebrated political activist tells her story from her earliest childhood until her time in prison. 330 pages. Harper. $27.99
- **Breaking the Silence of the Heart** by Barbara Delinsky. In just seven watershed days, the lives of two women and a little girl will be forever changed for the better. 372 pages. Avon. Paperbound. $15.99
- **The Window on the Bay** by Debra Macomber. 315 pages. Ballantine. Paperbound. $27.00
- **The Christmas Tour** by Donna VanLiere. 328 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. $16.99
- **Heart and Soul** by Maeve Binchy. 432 pages. Anchor. Paperbound. $14.95
- **Where the Wild Cherries Grow** by Laura Madeleine. 335 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. $26.99
- **Through Rushing Water** by Catherine Richmond. 357 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperbound. $15.99

- **I love a good romance novel.**
Romance

★3890155 THE HIGHLAND ROGUE. By Amy Jarecki. After a vicious attack on his ship, Sir Kennan Cameron washes ashore on a deserted Scottish island, nearly dead. But he soon finds he’s not as alone as he thought. Kennan knows he can’t stay on the island, but neither can he leave the brave and bonny lass who has nursed him back to health. When he is from a rival clan, 346 pages. Forever. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

★3916030 SAY YES TO THE DUKE. By Eloisa James. Devin Lucas Agustus Elstan, Duke of Wynter, will stop at nothing to marry Viola Astley, including marrying a woman whom he believes to be a modern woman, without a past. But Viola knows he’s no saint, but he’s used to conquest and he’s determined to win Viola’s untruthy heart. 386 pages. Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

★3793005 THE HOPE. By Patricia Davids. Widow Ruth Mast wants nothing to do with the handsome man from her past who just returned to Cedar Grove. Ruth learned the hard way that Owen’s restlessness always causes trouble. But when a little Amish girl appears on Owen’s porch, lost and afraid, Ruth can see no choice but to help the neglected child. But Owen ever causes heartbeat. 376 pages. HQN. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

★3897581 MY KIND OF CHRISTMAS. By Janet Dailey. Returning to Branding Iron, Texas, is Travis Morgan’s last resort, and celebrating Christmas is the last thing on his mind. With Branding Iron’s legendary Santa Marling and stubborn May Bell Delaney determined to find a replacement, it’s hard for Travis to escape it. When Maggie’s no-nonsense facade slips, it seems this holiday season could be the one that heals them both. 282 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

★3885990 REFUGE COVE. By Janet Dailey. Emma came to Alaska on the promise of marriage, only to find herself on the run from the would-be husband. The last thing John Wolf expects is to feel so much for the vulnerable woman he has rescued from the wilderness. But sharing his wilderness home with Emma means allowing her to see his sorrow—and risking everything to keep her safe. 291 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

★3909111 HOW TO CATCH AN ERRANT EARL. By Amy Rose Bennett. Dubbed the Errant Earl by the London gossip, when he meets the handso me Sam Conacher has been content to wallow in his own world, and isn’t sure he’ll ever find a wife. But Maddie has no chance to do this now that she’s determined to find a replacement, it’s hard for Travis to escape it. When Maggie’s no-nonsense facade slips, it seems this holiday season could be the one that heals them both. 282 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

★3897583 THE PROMISED AMISH BRIDE/AMISH HIS AMISH CHOICE. By M. Perry & L. Bale. Novels. In The Promised Amish Bride, Aaron King returns to his Amish community after losing his job at the English world, and realizes he’s desperate to stay. In His Amish Choice, Eli casts aside his fiancée, Lizzie, and his Amish faith to pursue an English education. But now he’s back, and ready to build a family with Lizzie. 429 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95


★3738942 RUNAWAY AMISH BRIDE/HER AMISH CHOICE. By V. Dailey and M. Perry. Novels. In Runaway Amish Bride, widower Jakob Fisher isn’t interested in remarrying, even to pretty Amish beauty Mattie Fisher. But when Gabriel and Arabella find that they are not who she was then. But she is certain that clearing the debris in an old house can lead to some clean-up in their lives. As the house gets a second chance, so does their relationship. Now all they have to do is open their hearts. 338 pages. Pocket. Paperbound. Pub. at $5.95 $4.95

★3755769 FROM ALASKA WITH LOVE. By Ally James. Master Gabe Randall is everything Sara Ryan wants but nothing she feels she deserves. A modern-day spinster, Sara hides behind family obligations and the safe, quiet life she’s resigned herself to. But Gabe has one chance to convince Sara, that the woman he’s ever looked for, to take a risk on a life with him in Alaska. 294 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

★3750124 A CROOKED COUNTRY CHRISTMAS. By Linda Lael Miller. Christmas in Montana, 1910. For widowed rancher Lincoln Creed, the holiday season holds a harsh reminder of what has been. His ranch has fallen on hard times, and he must find his little daughter Gracie a governess. Schoolteacher Juliana has no desire to get married. Yet when she meets the handsome rancher, she can see no choice but to marry him. 412 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95


★3903995 SINISTER INTENTIONS. By Heather Graham. Back in Ireland for the first time since the mysterious death of her husband, Kit finds herself haunted by the unanswered questions from that night. Justin O’Niall, the man she can’t trust him. Kit must uncover the deadly truth that threatens her future. 427 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

★3844155 GIRL IN THE HUNT. By Rebel Wood. When a Неск dentist’s meddling, Abby’s eye to eye, until a nearby tragedy gives them a true glimpse into each other’s soul. 422 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.00 $12.99

★3795442 LORD HOLT TAKES A BRIDE. By Vivienne Lorret. Heiress Winifred Humphries refuses to marry the odious man her parents have chosen. She’ll marry for love or not at all! But how does a woman know a man truly loves her? Needing answers, she sets out to discover the marriage habits of London’s aristocrats. 367 pages. Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

★3877810 THE LOYAL ONE. By Sheila Shepard Gray. When Kate Sleury hires Harley Lambright to remodel her run down house into a bed and breakfast, she doesn’t do it to make a success. But they slowly discover that clearing the debris in an old house can lead to some cleanup in their lives. As the house gets a second chance, so does their relationship. Now all they have to do is open their hearts. 338 pages. Pocket. Paperbound. Pub. at $5.95 $4.95

★3875679 FROM ALASKA WITH LOVE. By Ally James. Master Gabe Randall is everything Sara Ryan wants but nothing she feels she deserves. A modern-day spinster, Sara hides behind family obligations and the safe, quiet life she’s resigned herself to. But Gabe has one chance to convince Sara, that the woman he’s ever looked for, to take a risk on a life with him in Alaska. 294 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

★3750124 A CROOKED COUNTRY CHRISTMAS. By Linda Lael Miller. Christmas in Montana, 1910. For widowed rancher Lincoln Creed, the holiday season holds a harsh reminder of what has been. His ranch has fallen on hard times, and he must find his little daughter Gracie a governess. Schoolteacher Juliana has no desire to get married. Yet when she meets the handsome rancher, she can see no choice but to marry him. 412 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

★3722589 RUNAWAY AMISH BRIDE/AMISH COUNTRY AMNESIA. By L. Bale & M. Carver. Novels. In Runaway Amish Bride, widower Jakob Fisher isn’t interested in remarrying, even to pretty Amish beauty Mattie Fisher. But when Gabriel and Arabella find that they are not who she was then. But she is certain that clearing the debris in an old house can lead to some clean-up in their lives. As the house gets a second chance, so does their relationship. Now all they have to do is open their hearts. 338 pages. Pocket. Paperbound. Pub. at $5.95 $4.95

**Romance**

- **385955X EVERY BIT A ROGUE.** By Adrienne Basso. Jon Bunwell, Viscount Kensington, knowsthe gossips say about him. They claim he’s been a deceptively bad-mant recluse ever since she jilted him at the altar. Painting and sketching have been Emma’s consolation since her own secret heartbreak. When Jon is accused of a crime, Emma finds her name for the sake. 327 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

- **$5.95**

- **3792811 RESTLESS HEARTS.** By J. Daniels. Blaze McClintock vowed to never go home again, until her estranged father is accused of murder. He’s not a good man, the outback Montana town knows that. But Blaze believes her father is innocent and she’ll do anything to prove it, even ask Jake Horn the one man who broke her heart, for help, and the only man in town who’s on her side. 376 pages. Harlequin. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

- **$5.95**

- **3841227 RETURN TO STAR VALLEY.** By RaeAnne Thayne. Ten years ago, Cassidy Harte stood at the altar waiting for Zach Slater. When he didn’t show up she swore never to get involved with a man again. Now Zach is back and Cassidy is not about to let this heart breaker back into her life. But Zach is determined to win a second chance and Cassidy’s love. 427 pages. Harlequin. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

- **SOLD OUT**

- **2888674 DELICIOUSLY SINFUL.** By Lilli Feisty. From the moment Nick Avalon roars into town in his Harley, he makes restaurant owner Red Devil the cornerstone of his world. Now he’s taken over her kitchen as the new chef, he’s taken over her heart. When Jon is accused of a crime, Emmas heartbreak. When Jon is accused of a crime, Emmas dejected, half-mad recluse ever since he was jilted. But Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $5.99

- **$5.95**

- **3793087 ALL FIRED UP.** By Lori Foster. Charlotte has always wanted a certain kind of man and boys need not apply. But when her car leaves her stranded, and a mysterious stranger with a protective streak comes to her rescue, she can’t deny how drawn she is to him. In town searching for family he’s never met, Mitch is everything she never thought she wanted. 376 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

- **SOLD OUT**

- **2977052 TWO SINFUL SECRETS.** By Laurel McKay. Banished from her home, Lady Sophia Huntington dreams of the day she can finally win her father’s forgiveness and return to London. Until the superior appearance of a suitor from the envious St. Claire family, Dominick, threatens to reveal her darkest secrets. 370 pages. Forever. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

- **$3.95**

- **385860X ENGAGED TO THE EARL.** By Lisa Berne. Gwendolyn is sure she’s betrothed to the most wonderful man in the world. But then, shockingly, Christopher Beck shows up. Nobody has heard from him in years, and not only is he very much alive, he’s also slyly attractive. Which wouldn’t be a problem except for the fact that she’s, well, promised to another. 370 pages. Avon. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

- **$5.95**


- **$3.95**

- **2977133 WHAT A ROGUE DESIRES.** By Caroline Linden. A street orphan, Vivian has grown up a pickpocket. Now she and her brother have reluctantly graduated to highway robbery. And to make matters worse, he has become their victim—until he tracks her down and makes her his prisoner. Now David and Vivian are playing a dangerous game—in which forbidden love is a wild card. 315 pages.

- **Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $5.99**

- **$3.95**

- **388456X PIVOT.** By Kat Martin et al. As girls, Meriwether Jones, Melanie Cassidy, and Michelle Peach bonded over broken homes and growing up in foster care. Now, they’re fighting for their lives, and their children, and the Amish man she loves. In three of your favorite Amish authors: Beth Wiseman; and Amy Clipston; and Lisa Webber. The Christmas Cat by Amy Clipston; and Snow Angels by Kerin Irvin. Zondervan. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

- **$3.95**


- **$3.95**

- **3738841 AN AMISH CHRISTMAS LOVE.** By Beth Wiseman et al. Novellas. A charming collection of sweet holiday stories, each celebrating love in all its forms, from three of your favorite Amish authors: Beth Wiseman; The Christmas Cat by Amy Clipston; and Snow Angels by Kerin Irvin. Zondervan. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

- **$3.95**

- **6910408 AN AMISH HOPE.** By Beth Wiseman et al. Novellas. In A Choice To Forgive, Daniel disappeared long-ago and Lydia built a life with his brother. Now a widow, Daniel has reappeared. In Always His Providence, Rosa has one month to pay her delinquent taxes. Can Rosa accept the kindness of a neighbor? In A Gift for Anne Marie, when Anne Marie’s mother remarries in another state, Anna Marie and Nathaniel’s future together looks doomed. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $7.95

- **$3.95**

- **5811158 SIGNS OF ATTRACTION.** By Laura Brown. He’s unlike anyone I’ve ever known. As much as those hands sign, felt them sparking on me, I knew: impeccable could be perfect. Reed makes me feel things I’ve never felt. He sees me like no one else has, and I’m falling harder and harder. Can she accept the kindness of a neighbor? In A Gift for Anne Marie, when Anne Marie’s mother remarries in another state, Anna Marie and Nathaniel’s future together looks doomed. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $7.95

- **$3.95**

- **3698459 SWIFT HORSE.** By Cassie Edwards. Marsha Eveland’s brother announces his plans to marry the sister of the Creek chief Swift Horse. Marsha meets Swift Horse’s protection, but its also an even stronger, unlamed feeling that keeps her near him. Wilder still is Marsha’s growing desire to ride alongside his passionate spirit, into the unknown country of her fearless heart. 277 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

- **SOLD OUT**

- **3770435 THE DUKE’S STOLEN BRIDE.** By Sophie Jordan. When Marian Langley is blackmailed into an engagement by a man she despises, Nathaniel, Duke of Warrington, impulsively steals her away. Though he never intended to take a wife, he can’t tolerate the idea of Marianne forfeiting her freedom to another, yet he’s unsure he can give her what she demands—a real marriage. 355 pages. Avon. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

- **$3.95**

- **3990425 THE VIRGIN AND THE ROGUE.** By Sophie Jordan. Sophie longs to light a fire in her heart. But Angelys has always been a prudish middle sister, so her family is not surprised when she makes the safe choice and agrees to wed her childhood sweetheart. But when she finds herself under the weather and drinks a “healing” tonic, the potion proves to be the most maddening desire than betrothed to her, 351 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

- **$5.95**

- **3722562 COURTING HER SECRET HEART/HIS AMISH CHOICE.** By M. Davis & L. Bailey. Novels. In Courting Her Secret Heart, Deborah lives a double life as an Amish woman and a fashion model. But she must choose between the Englisher world of modeling, and the Amish man she loves. In His Amish Choice, when Lizzie’s fiancé cast her and his Amish faith aside, she vowed never to marry. But now he’s back. 426 pages. Love Inspired. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

- **$5.95**

- **See more titles at erhbc.com/834**
**380811 STARLIGHT BRIDGE.** By Debbie Mason. Hidden in Graystone Manor is a book containing all the dark secrets of Harmony Harbor, and Ava DiRossi is determined to find it. No one, especially her ex-husband Griffin, can ever discover what really tore her life apart all those years ago. But Griffin won't give her up without a fight, and he would do anything to bring back the sparkle to her brilliant green eyes. 336 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99.

**390146 PRIMROSE LANE.** By Debbie Mason. Olivia Davenport has finally gotten her life back together. She's left her painful past behind, started a new life in Harmony Harbor, and now town's most sought after event planner. When Olivia learns that she's the guardian of her ex's young daughter, she must reconcile her old life with her new one, leaving no time for her handsome neighbor. 318 pages. Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99.

**390147 A HERO COMES HOME.** By Sandra Hill. After being held prisoner for three years in an Afghan prison, Jake Dawson is finally going home—except everyone, including his wife and young sons, believed he was dead. Jake has changed since he left for the war, and now it's sure where he belongs. 372 pages. Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99.

**297679 SEDUCING THE HIGHLANDER.** By Michele Sinclair. Of the seven McTiernay brothers sworn to protect their Scottish Highlands, Craig is most willing to place duty before love—until he's enchanted by the last woman he expects. 392 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99.

**379414 DESIRING THE HIGHLANDER.** By Michele Sinclair. Sent off on a fool’s mission to retrieve something from the very Englishmen he’s sworn to protect, Scottish independence. But Ellonor intrigues him, and Cole’s heart may become vulnerable to love at last. 408 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99.

**391766 THE GIRL HE USED TO KNOW.** By Tracey Garvis Graves. A decade after their relationship was forced to end by tragedy, Jonathan and Amika are reunited by fate. The child they separately believed to be lost, Alex, is also Jonathan’s, but belonging to two different families, shared are instantly rekindled, but until they confront the fears and anxieties that drove them apart, their second chance will end before it truly begins. 291 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.99.

**383640 SAVE THE DATE.** By Mary Kay Andrews. When Brooke Trappnell spirals into a shocking crisis and her wedding is in jeopardy, up and coming floral designer Cara Kryzik must come to the rescue and in doing so, she learns what she really believes in. Is it love? Is it her own strength? 517 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99.

**38007X MY ONE AND ONLY COWBOY.** By A.J. Finn. Sam Callahan is too busy trying to keep his new guest ranch afloat to spend any time on a serious relationship. But when a gorgeous blond, Delaney Harper, shows up insisting she owns half the property, Sam realizes he’s got bigger problems than his claim on the land, she could also claim his heart. 639 pages. Forever. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99.

**374227 PARADISE RULES.** By Beth Kery. Lana grew up along Hawaii’s crystal blue shores, but for her, the picture-perfect paradise disguises the bitter truth of her escape from an abusive childhood. Being on her own at fourteen, she’s acquired a few emotional scars. Jason is every woman’s dream. While Lana would like to keep her distance, the passion is just too hot to ignore, even if Jason does make all the rules. Adults only. 326 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00.


**390135 THE PIRATE BRIDE.** By Kathleen Y Barbo. The last time New Orleans attorney Jean-Luc Valsont saw Maribel Cordoba, she was an eleven year old. But Jean-Luc has buried his past so deep, he’s sure that no one will find it, until a very grown up Maribel Cordoba arrives on his doorstep and threatens all he now holds dear. Will falling in love with Maribel cost Jean-Luc everything? 369 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99.

**2984172 A COUNTRY CHRISTMAS.** By Debbie Macomber. Novels. In Buffalo Valley, Vaughn Kyle visits Buffalo Valley, North Dakota in December looking for a place to settle. There he meets Carrie, and as they grow closer, Vaughn knows he’s destined to stay there. In Return To Promise, rancher Cal Pemberton recently separated from his wife, silver Fox, has found that reconciling in time for Christmas? 424 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00.

**2984342 TEXAS SKIES.** By Debbie Macomber. Novels. In Lonesome Cowboy, quiet Savannah Weston meets a disenchanted cowboy called Harper Smith, who’s a stranger in town, and doesn’t plan on staying long. But after meeting Savannah, he might change her life forever. In Texas Two-Step, Ellie Frazier and Glen Patterson feel their long-standing friendship begins to change over the holidays. 442 pages. MIRA. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99.

**2984210 NORTH TO ALASKA.** By Debbie Macomber. Novels. In That Wintry Feeling, Cathy has fallen in love with the grandeur of Alaska, and with a bush pilot named Grady who has custody of her young daughter. But their love is tested when Cathy helps Cathy forget and helps Grady find a future. In Borrowed Dreams, Carly seeks new challenges in Anchorage including widower Brad. Is it love or is Brad looking for a replacement wife? 424 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99.
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**SOLD OUT**

**3781607 AN AMISH HOMECOMING.** By Amy Clifton et al. Novellas. In No Place Like Home, Eva knows she should put the past behind her, but is she really ready to move into the future? When Love Returns, story of Sarah and Adam who face the truth of their past so can they reconcile first love? In What Love Built, Carolyn and Atlee face must face pain before they have the bright future God has planned. 313 pages. Zondervan. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00.


**390482 THE FRENCH WAR BRIDE.** By Robin Webb. Ninety three year old Amelie O’Connor receives an unexpected visitor, Kat Theriault, her ex-fiance of her late husband, Jack. Now Kat wants to find out how Amelie stole Jack’s heart. As Amelie recalls the dark days of the Nazi occupation of Paris, this tale reveals how history shapes the courses of our lives, better or worse. 470 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95.

**3890301 A FORGOTTEN PROMISE.** By Barbados. By Shelly Laurenston. Once a golden boy of her father St. John, Maribel Cordoba, she was an eleven year old. Forgive, but Wraps his heart around the world. Adapts violence to explosive as this. And now is with a bush pilot that no one will find it, until a very grown up Maribel Cordoba arrives on his doorstep and threatens all he now holds dear. Will falling in love with Maribel cost Jean-Luc everything? 245 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99.

**3806278 CHRISTMAS AT THE CHATEL.** By Anita Hughes. The day after Christmas, bridal fashion designer Felicity Grant and her top model Neil, are in. She's aware that the show and disappointments in their lives, what the girls need is a Christmas miracle in their lives. 274 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95.

**294558X BIG BAD BEARS.** By Shelly Laurenston. Rich and believing his luck. He’s wanted this tiny independent she-wolf from day one, but he never expected teamwork as explosive as this. And now is with a bush pilot, his young daughter. Being together, being a family, his last chance to show Dee what she needs isn’t some other guy’s face. Alpha male—hot, resourceful wolf who’ll always have her back in a fight, and between the sheets. 329 pages. Brava. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95.


**393917 A JOURNEY TO THE HEART.** By Beth Kery. Lana grew up along Hawaii’s crystal blue shores, but for her, the picture-perfect paradise disguises the bitter truth of her escape from an abusive childhood. Being on her own at fourteen, she’s acquired a few emotional scars. Jason is every woman’s dream. While Lana would like to keep her distance, the passion is just too hot to ignore, even if Jason does make all the rules. Adults only. 326 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00.

**393918 A JOURNEY TO THE HEART.** By Beth Kery. Lana grew up along Hawaii’s crystal blue shores, but for her, the picture-perfect paradise disguises the bitter truth of her escape from an abusive childhood. Being on her own at fourteen, she’s acquired a few emotional scars. Jason is every woman’s dream. While Lana would like to keep her distance, the passion is just too hot to ignore, even if Jason does make all the rules. Adults only. 326 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00.

**393919 A JOURNEY TO THE HEART.** By Beth Kery. Lana grew up along Hawaii’s crystal blue shores, but for her, the picture-perfect paradise disguises the bitter truth of her escape from an abusive childhood. Being on her own at fourteen, she’s acquired a few emotional scars. Jason is every woman’s dream. While Lana would like to keep her distance, the passion is just too hot to ignore, even if Jason does make all the rules. Adults only. 326 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00.
Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

★ 6571050 ALASKA SKIES. By Debbie Macomber. Like his brothers, Charles O’Halloran has a distrust of marriage in general, and of anyone related to Catherine Harmon Fletcher in particular. She’s the woman who tried to destroy his parents’ marriage. Too bad Lanni Caldwell, the only woman he’s ever really fallen for, is Catherine’s goddaughter. 339 pages. MIRA. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

$5.95

★ 2888726 THIS MATTER OF MARRIAGE. By Debbie Macomber. If Hallie is going to get married and start a family the way she wants to, she’s going to need a plan—and a man. Too bad she can’t just fall for the good-looking contractor, Steve. He’s definitely not her type. They are friends though, and sometimes friends become more. 376 pages. MIRA. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

★ 660851 Orchard Valley Brides. By Debbie Macomber. In Norah a cantankerous Texan named Rowdy Cassidy crashes his plane and now he is Norah’s patient. She’s never encountered a more difficult man, or a more irresistible one! In Lone Star Lovin’ Norah’s friend Sherry leaves Orchard Valley and heads to Texas, and she’s not in the mood for love. But if anyone can change her mind, it’s handsome rancher Cody Baimain. 376 pages. Mira Books. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

★ 6651042 ALASKA NIGHTS. By Debbie Macomber. Mitch Harris, friend of the O’Halloran brothers, is responsible for law and order in Hard Luck, Alaska. He’s also the widowed father of a little girl. It’s not long before seven-year-old Christivre decides that this new teacher, Bethany Ross, is the perfect candidate for wife and mom. 394 pages. Mira Books. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

★ 3766641 BEAUTIFUL SINNER. By, Sophie Jordan. If there’s a silver lining to the hell Cruz went through, it’s that losing his family teaching perspective. But after years locked up, Cruz is back home, facing the gossip, dodging reporters—and face to face with reporter Gabriella Ross. She wants a story and Cruz wants her. He’s learned to let people slip away, 395 pages. Avon. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

★ 3708535 FOR NOW AND FOREVER. By Diana Palmer. When Maggie Sterline causes an accident that changes Saxon Tremayne’s life forever, she’ll do anything to right her mistake. In Dallas Surfing City, Nick Scarletti sheds his love in the clouds. Not wanting forever with Jolana, Nick walks away, breaking her heart, until he resurfaces her in his Color Loving Life. 430 pages. HQN. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99

★ 3729222 MYSTERY MAN. By Diana Palmer. As a famous thriller writer, Janine Curtis traveled to Mexico to get inspiration, and keep an eye on her parents while they work at a new archaeological dig. Janine could care less what the brash single father next door thinks of her, but it’s hard to ignore how her knees buckle every time he rescues her. 393 pages. Harlequin. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

$5.95

★ 2828197 WYOMING LEGEND. By Diana Palmer. Romance Escaped can use a helping hand in figuring for his willful little girl, Janey. When Katrina offers her help, Micah can’t resist. The longer she spends with this gorgeous single dad, the more drawn she is to him and the family they could share. Convincing him she’s here for work only, with his new life, could go beyond her wildest dreams. 377 pages. Harlequin. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

$5.95

★ 296340X MERCENARY’S WOMAN. By Diana Palmer. Eb Scott is done being a mercenary. All this retired soldier of fortune wants is to finally have some peace and quiet. When schoolteacher, Bethy Shriver, remembers Lizzy as a bossy girl, and little seems to have changed. But Zack and Lizzy will overcome their differences and make this a Christmas his sister Clara will never forget. 292 pages. Realms. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99

$4.95

★ 6980988 ESCAPADE. By Diana Palmer. When her father dies, Amanda Todd inherits a nearly bankrupt newspaper. But controlling interests with the mysterious and handsome millionaire, Joshua Lawson. Sparks fly when she heads off to his Caribbean estate to show him how he can save the failing business. 378 pages. Harlequin. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

$3.95

★ 3770451 RANCHER’S WILD SECRET/ HOLD ME, COWBOY. By Maisey Yates, Novellas. In Rancher’s Wild Secret, Emerson Maxfield is the perfect hero for rancher Holden Jackson’s purposes. She’s engaged to a man solely to win her father’s approval, but now she must marry Holden to protect her family. In Hold Me, Cowboy, Sam McCormack has never met a more stubborn woman than Sadie. How can he prove to her that she’s wrong in her distrust of him? 345 pages. Avon. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

★ 2881438 THE DEATH WEARS KILTS. By Suzanne Enoch. Lady Charlotte Hanover has had her fill of hot-headed men, having lost her fiancé in an utterly unnecessary duel. But there is something solid and appealing about the brash Highlanders, Lord MacLawry, who’s as dangerous in the battlefield as in battle. 331 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

$3.95


★ 3739538 FLIRTING WITH FOREVER. By Molly Cannon. Frying is Theo Jacobson’s passion. Soothing aromas in the clouds, the nearest woman. But all that changes when he faces up to the wedding planner for his brother’s nuptials—Irene Cornwell—the very same woman who broke his heart without a backward glance years ago. 382 pages. Forever. Paperback. Pub. at $8.00

$3.95

★ 3721912 LEFT FOR DEAD. By Lisa Jackson. Novels. In Tears of Pride, Sheila is reeling from the aftermath of the devastating tragedy that claimed the life of her husband and destroyed the family’s winery. Sheila fears losing everything to Noah Wilder. In Devil’s Gambit, Tiffany’s horse farm was in trouble long before she met Zane, a breeder with a shady reputation. Though she doesn’t trust him, she’s drawn to him like a magnet. 336 pages. HQN. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

★ 3816214 LONE STALLION’S LADY. By Lisa Jackson. A passionate night with a lovely stranger results in a baby on the way for honorable oilman Trent Remington. Marriage seems to be the answer. Gina is carrying his child, but Trent must figure out what she’s hiding—and why she refuses to marry him! 226 pages. Harlequin. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

$5.95

★ 2976927 STROKE OF MIDNIGHT. By Olivia Drake, Alex has never forgotten Laura Falkner, or forgiven himself for letting her go. Laura is as lovely as ever, and her attempts at crime-solving are putting her in danger. The only way Alex can keep her safe is to marry her. But can this notorious rake convince Laura that he’s changing—and why should she marry him? 226 pages. Harlequin. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

$5.95

★ 3901564 CLARA’S WISH. By Beth Shriver. Zack is nothing like the man Lizzy dreams of, but for some reason her heart beats double time when he’s around. She remembers Lizzy as a bossy girl, and little seems to have changed. But Zack and Lizzy will overcome their differences and make this a Christmas his sister Clara will never forget. 292 pages. Realms. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99

$4.95
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**285497 THE DAY OF THE DUCHESS.** By Sarah Maclean. Malcolm Bevington, Duke of Haven, has lived the last three years in self-imposed solitude, paying the price for a mistake he can never reverse and a love he thought he lost forever. After years in exile, Seraphina, Duchess of Haven, returns to London with a single goal—to reclaim the life she left and find happiness, unencumbered by the man who broke her heart. 309 pages. Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.99

**$4.95**

**3885410 AN HEIRESS TO REMEMBER.** By Maya Rodale. Beatrice Goodwin left Manhattan a duchess and has returned a divorcee, ready to seize control of her fate and the struggling family business. But across the street from Goodwin’s Department Store, Wes Dalton’s Department store is doing a booming business, and he plans to buy Goodwin’s and put it out of business—until Beatrice’s return complicates matters. 358 pages. Good Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $6.99

**$9.95**

**3775720 A NANTUCKET WEDDING.** By Nancy Thayer. Wedding bells are ringing, a family is reunited, and new love is blooming—for better or worse—in this captivating story set against the gorgeous backdrop of the sun-swept island of Nantucket! 300 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $27.00

**$5.95**

**3811069 HOT WINTER NIGHTS.** By Jill Shalvis. Happy to get her first case, Molly Malone, office manager at Hunt Investigations, could really use a distraction from the fantasies she’s been having since spending the night with her very secret crush, Lucas Knight. Nothing happened, not that Lucas knows that, but Molly just wants to enjoy being a little naughty for once. 248 pages. Avon. Pub. at $26.99

**$4.95**

**2845806 SURRENDER TO THE HIGHLANDER.** By Lynsay Sands. Lady Edith Drummond owes her life to Niels Buchanan and his brothers. Waking after an illness to a castle overrun by rugged Highlanders is disconcerting, but so islearning that she’s slowly losing her love for handsome外科医生。Instead of committing to a life of self-imposed solitude and releasing anيتa from the husband she doesn’t love, his brother Conran. 371 pages. Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

**$5.95**

**2888750 THE WRONG HIGHLANDER.** By Lynsay Sands. Lady Evina Maclean has heard much about RORY Buchanan, the man she's never met. What she hasn’t heard is how good the brazen Highlander looks bathing in a waterfall. Only when she’s rendered Buchanan unconscious and dragged him back to her family’s castle to heal him, does the truth emerge—it’s not Rory she’s kidnapped, but his brother Conran. 371 pages. Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

**$5.95**

**3688348 A LADY IN DISGUISE.** By Lynsay Sands. Lord James promised to watch over his late friend’s sister, Lady Maggie Wentworth. Following her tragic death, he fell in love with her younger sister, emma—a beautiful, kind woman he’s determined to rescue from the wicked vågre. Lord James and Lady Maggie agree that Lumsden is the perfect home for the new family. But when Lord James’s past catches up with him, will Lady Maggie’s love be enough to save their future? 390 pages. Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

**$5.95**

**3909417 UNDER AN ALASKAN SKY.** By Jennifer Snow. Cassie is pretty sure she’s having a waking nightmare. Not only is her boyfriend’s gorgeous ex hoping to reclaim her family, but a new megastore is threatening the wilderness-adventure business she’s spent five years building. One thing’s for sure, Cassie never backs down from a fight! 380 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

**$5.95**

**3750078 AN ALASKAN CHRISTMAS.** By Jennifer Snow. If there’s one gift Erika Sheraton does not want for Christmas, it’s a vacation, but this workaholic surgeon has to be ordered to take time off. While she rehabilts patients in her snow-covered hospital suit and heads to Wild River, Alaska, where she reunites with Reed Reynolds, who works search and rescue. The guilt between their lives is wide, but it’s no match for a powerful love. 376 pages. HQN. Pub. at $7.99

**$5.95**

**3911136 AN AMERICAN MARRIAGE.** By Tayari Jones. Newlyweds Celestial and Roy are settling in to their new life together when they are suddenly ripped apart when Roy is arrested and sentenced to twelve years in prison for a crime Celestial knows he didn’t commit. She finds herself taking comfort with their best man. When Roy gets out she is faced with a soul-wrenching decision. 308 pages. Algonquin. Pub. at $26.95

**$5.95**

**3706642 CHRISTMAS IN DESTINY.** By Toni Blake. Candace had her trust broken once before. Yet something about Shane won’t let her go… even when he breaks her heart. By Christmas, he’ll be gone. Until then, she’s itching to stop playing nice and safe, and to try being a little naughty for once. But there’s no better place than Destiny, Ohio, for two lost souls to find the gift of sweet love. 336 pages. Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

**$5.95**

**3858804 AMISH CHRISTMAS ROMANCE COLLECTION: Three Novellas in One.** By Linda Byler. Novellas. In The Little Amish Matchmaker, Simon’s little brother tries to get Sherrill and her pretty Amish teacher together. The Christmas Visitor, newly widowed Ruth gets help from a handsome stranger. And in Mary’s Christmas Goodbye, Mary learns to open herself to the possibilities of love. 604 pages Good Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.49

**$9.95**

**5936512 THE LITTLE AMISH MATCHMAKER.** By Linda Byler. Simon can’t stop thinking about the pretty Amish teacher at the local one-room school. But he’s ignored the sparks between them since he’s so shy. So, in this heartwarming holiday tale, Simón’s friend and workaholic surgeon has to be ordered to take time off. While she rehabilts patients in her snow-covered hospital suit and heads to Wild River, Alaska, where she reunites with Reed Reynolds, who works search and rescue. The guilt between their lives is wide, but it’s no match for a powerful love. 376 pages. HQN. Pub. at $7.99

**$5.95**

**5921809 AN ALASKAN CHRISTMAS.** By Linda Byler. One moment, Ben Miller was high up in the rafters at the barn raising. In the next, his foot slipped, leaving his wife Ruth a widow and his six young children fatherless. As Christmas approaches, banana boxes full of food, treats, and money begin to appear on Ruth’s front porch. 187 pages. Good Books. Pub. at $14.95

**$4.95**

**381419X BIG DECISIONS.** By Linda Byler. Lizzie loves Stephen, but sometimes they disagree about everything, from their future to how to spend their Saturday afternoon. Lizzie also thinks Stephen should join the Amish church, but with so many questions about what will happen if she and Stephen marry, and whether she can really find happiness in her community— it’s time for Lizzie to make some very big decisions. 235 pages. Good Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95

**$4.95**

**3750191 A MACGREGOR CHRISTMAS.** By Nora Roberts. Novels. In Rebellion, it’s the winter of 1745 in Scotland, and the fiery daughter of the powerful MacGregor clan lars, despises Englishmen and all they stand for, especially her friend Brian. When the snow rages, Serena’s heart is melted. In In From the Cold, it’s 1776 in America, and injured minuteman Ian MacGregor is forced to take refuge with the widow Alanna Flynn. 410 pages. Silhouette Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99

**SOLD OUT**
**Romance**

***A Cowboy for Christmas***

By Sara Richardson. A Cowboy Christmas Festival complete with a sexy bachelor auction and a benefit rodeo. Dr. David McClellan's plan to help his friend rebuild after a fire. But to pull it off he has to get help from Ty Forrester, the irresistible bull rider. But Ty and Darla soon discover a precious little Christmas surprise that might mend their love story after all. 396 pages. Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

**$9.95**


***392075 MET HER MATCH***

By Jude Deveraux. As Nate starts to hear rumors about Terri, he’s confused. Knowing how smart, beautiful and strong she is, he's determined to discover the source of the gossip. Terri doesn’t want to revisit the past with Nate won’t stop until she’s sure the truth— even if the truth might be more than either of them can handle. 316 pages. MIRA. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

**$5.95**


***The Reluctant Rake***

By Jane Ashford. In The Reluctant Rake, Miss Julia Devere is surprised when she spies her fiancé in the arms of another woman. Unless she can beat this new rival, Julia stands to lose all she wants. In How to Beguile a Baron, Miss Susan Wyndham and Miss Marianne MacClain how up at the ball wearing the same gown and end up in the same bed, opposite each other. 441 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

**$5.95**


***375623 THE RELUCTANT RAKE***

By Hannah Howell. As wild as the North Country where she was raised, Saxon Honey Todd has sworn to avenge the murder of her twin brother, pursuing the man she believes to be the murderer: Botolf, a Young Rife who's a desperate enemy stalks them both. Saxon needs to fight for Botolf’s side—before she can surrender her heart completely to him. 381 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

**$7.55**


***392152 EVERY BREATH***

By Nicholas Sparks. When two strangers cross paths, their connection is as electric as it is unfathomable. But in the immersive event, university senior Sophia meets risk-taking Detective Martin Cadden and working at the lavish Regal Sol, her life changes for ever one.

**SOLD OUT**


***391997 TO THE SKY AND BACK***

By Karen Kingsbury. It was the beginning of a letter not meant for Ashley Baxter Blake, but somehow she finds herself drawn to it. And to the handsome stranger who left it tucked in a chain-link fence for Jenna. Now, this chance encounter leads Ashley to wonder if maybe she can help this man find the girl he can’t forget. 355 pages. Howard. Pub. at $23.99

**$17.95**


***3885416 TOUGH TALKING COWBOY***

By Jennifer Ryan. Ex-Army Ranger Drake McGrath has come home to Montana, locked in a battle with himself, lashing out at those who love him most—driving away his ex-fiance and alienating his family. But Adria Holloway sees beyond Drake’s tough talk to the raw pain beneath. They’ve been thrown together, but Adria has refused to allow herself to become too close. Drake can’t help but discover that this woman knows everything.

**$21.95**


***3885453 TOUGH TALKING COWBOY***

By Jennifer Ryan. Ex-Army Ranger Drake McGrath has come home to Montana, locked in a battle with himself, lashing out at those who love him most—driving away his ex-fiance and alienating his family. But Adria Holloway sees beyond Drake’s tough talk to the raw pain beneath. They’ve been thrown together, but Adria has refused to allow herself to become too close. Drake can’t help but discover that this woman knows everything.

**$9.95**


***3854922 A WINTER KISS ON ROCHESTER MEWS***

By Anne Darling. Star baker Mattie has hated Christmas ever since she had her heart broken on Christmas Eve. The only thing she hates more is the insufferable Tom, who has rubbed her the wrong way since she started running the tearoom next door to his bookshop. Can a book filled with full of romantic novels and a mistletoe kissing booth persuade two scrooges with Christmas—and each other? 419 pages. HarperCollins. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99

**$11.95**


***3921387 A DAUGHTER'S DREAM***

By Cathy Sharp. A few miles away, at a bull-riding event, university senior Sophia meets risk-taking Detective Martin Cadden and working at the lavish Regal Sol, her life changes for ever one.

**SOLD OUT**


***3937208 THE FARMER'S BRIDE***

By Kathleen Fuller. Martha Detweiler has a problem many Amish women her age would envy: she’s the only single woman in a community of young men and their hearts are competing for her favor. The resident matchmaker suggests Martha and the bishop’s son Seth pretend they are dating, so Martha and Seth promise to keep each other’s secrets, not realizing they are actually fighting for the same thing.

**SOLD OUT**


***3904655 UNBROKEN HEART***

By Kathleen Fuller. After an extended stint in a physical rehabilitation center, Joanna re-enters her Amish life. But nothing is the same, not even her feelings for Andrew. Joanna hears God whispering to her, *Be strong and courageous*, but she’s afraid that courage looks a lot like walking away from her dreams and into the plan of her Heavenly Father.

**SOLD OUT**


***3884415 SNOW FALLING***

By Jane Gloriana Villanueva. In 1902 Miami, Josephine Galene Valencia has big dreams. Engaged to Pinkerton Detective Matthew Mccadden and working at lavish Regal Sol, her life changes forever once a champagne fueled night with dashing hotelier Rake Solvino. Josephine must decide where her heart leads her, and as a dangerous criminal threatens all she holds dear, 236 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99

**$11.95**


***3937135 THE BISHOP'S SON***

By Kelly Irvin. Leia Lantz has been in love with Jesse Glick from the day she first saw him, but she can’t make sense of her feelings for him. Then there’s Will, Jesse’s cousin. He has been trying to keep his feelings for Leia a secret. When he suggests they meet, she can’t help but write back. Phoebe, too, looks forward to every one of Jonal’s letters. When he suggests they meet, she panics—she hasn’t been entirely truthful about her past. So when Jonal shows up at her door, everything is revealed. 326 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99

**SOLD OUT**


***3937110 THE BEKES' ROMANCE***

By Kelly Irvin. As both Deborah and Phineas throw themselves into their jobs. Barely stints in a physical rehabilitation center, Joanna re-enters her Amish life. But nothing is the same, not even her feelings for Andrew. Joanna hears God whispering to her, *Be strong and courageous*, but she’s afraid that courage looks a lot like walking away from her dreams and into the plan of her Heavenly Father.

**SOLD OUT**


***3937089 AN AMISH SUMMER***


**$3.95**
**Romance**

**2997452 THE LADY TRAVELERS GUIDE TO LARCENY WITH A DASHING STRANGER.** By Victoria Alexander. 538 pages. HQN. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99. **$3.95**

**3972740 LISTENING TO LOVE.** By Beth Wiseman. 304 pages. Zondervan. Pub. at $26.99. **$11.95**


**6948369 AN AMISH YEAR.** By Amy Clipston et al. 380 pages. Barbour Books. Paperbound. **SOLD OUT**


**Family Saga Novels**

**3917843 WINTER SOLSTICE.** By Elin Hilderbrand. Through the years, the Quinn family has called the Winter Street Inn home. It’s been too long since all the Quinns have gathered under the same roof. But as the snow falls, the Quinns are thankful to be together as they prepare for a special Nantucket reunion full of surprises, intrigue and upheaval. 296 pages. Atria. Pub. at $16.00. **$4.95**

**3889882 RETURN TO SULLIVANS ISLAND.** By Dorothea Benton Frank. Newly graduated from college, Beth must put all her grand ambitions on hold when the family elders elect her to house-sit the island Gamble, ghosts and all. But there is much about life and her family’s past that she does not yet understand and her simple plans begin unraveling with the intrusion of developer Max Mitchell. 406 pages. Avon. Pub. at $15.99. **$4.95**

**577506X LIGHT A PENNY CANDLE.** By Maeve Binchy. As a child, Elizabeth White was sent from her war-torn London home to the small Irish town of Kilgarret. It was there that she met her best friend Ailing. Together, they spent many carefree days and she believed they could defeat any conflict—but now they are about to find out if they were right. 582 pages. NAL. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00. **$4.95**

**3814327 CAPE COD.** By William Martin. The story of the Bigelow and Hilyard clans, from their story of the Bigelow and Hilyard clans, from their time when young Geoff Hilyard is on a dangerous mission to the present where Max Mitchell is about to propose to Libby. The web begins to unravel. But is the white lie? How many others are built into his story? 448 pages. HMH. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95. **$6.95**

**3750019 THE WHITE LIE.** By Andrea Gillies. White gathered to celebrate grandmother’s seventeenth birthday, someone in the Salter family breaks the silence. The web begins to unravel. But what is the white lie? How many others are built upon it? And how many lives have been shaped by the secrets? 448 pages. HMH. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. **$3.95**

**3907599 THE LAST BALLAD.** By Wiley Cash. Six days a week, Ella May makes the two-mile trek to town on her job on the twelve-hour shift at the mill. In 1929 North Carolina. On the night of an important Union rally, Ella May makes up her mind to join the movement—a decision that will have lasting consequences for all that she loves. 378 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $26.99. **$4.95**

**3711218 THE BAREFOOT CHILD.** By Cathy Sharp. When Lucy and her siblings, Josh and Kitty, are orphaned, they must fend for themselves. It’s a struggle to earn enough to keep food from the hearth or face ending up in the dreaded workhouse. With nowhere to turn, it isn’t long before they are separated. It falls to Lucy to be courageous if they are to be a family again. 330 pages. HarperCollins. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00. **$11.95**

**3925927 THE RAIN WATCHER.** By Tatiana de Rosnay. As the City of Light dims under relentless rain, the Seine bursts its banks and floods the city. This profound and intense story of love and redemption explores how a family reunites under tragic circumstances and how the present is inseparable from the past. 227 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99. **$4.95**

**3779564 CLAY’S QUILT.** By Silas House. After her mother is killed, four-year-old Clay Sizemore finds himself alone in a small Appalachian mining town. At first unsure of Free Creek, he slowly learns to love its residents, like Clay. Together they help Clay fashion a quilt of a life from what treasured pieces surround him. 292 pages. Ballantine. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00. **$4.95**


**LINUS QUANTITY 3907503 IN HIS FATHER’S FOOTSTEPS.** By Danielle Steel. LARGE PRINT EDITION. From their survival of the concentration camps in WWII to emigration to New York, Jakob and Emmanuelle build a legacy of family values, hard work, integrity, and success to pass on to their son Max. Having educated himself, to reconcile the powers he can wield with his own, and to discover the sacrifices he must make in order to follow in his father’s footsteps, 416 pages. Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $31.00. **SOLD OUT**

**3816079 BUDDENROOKS.** By Thomas Mann. 749 pages. Doire. Paperbound. **SOLD OUT**


**3806251 BY INVITATION ONLY.** By Dorothea Benton Frank. 390 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $27.99. **$6.95**

**3840247 THE STORMS OF WAR.** By Kate Williams. 514 pages. Pegasus. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.95. **$4.95**

**3767744 MILDRED PIERCE.** By James M. Cain. 298 pages. Vintage, Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95. **$3.95**

**3790282 AN IRISH COUNTRY PRACTICE.** By Patrick Taylor. 446 pages. Forge. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95. **SOLD OUT**

**Coming-Of-Age Novels**


**6045394 LAST BUS TO WISDOM.** By Ivan Doig. Donal Cameron is being raised by his grandmother. When Gram has to have surgery, Donal gets shipped to her sister Kate’s, who is bossy, opinionated, argumentative, and tyrannical. She heurges her good-natured husband, Herman the henpecked her good-natured husband, Herman the himself, to reconcile the powers he can wield with his own, and to discover the sacrifices he must make in order to follow in his father’s footsteps, 416 pages. Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $31.00. **SOLD OUT**


**6921000 THE BODY.** By Stephen King. Twelve-year-old Gordie Lachance and his three friends are on a quest to find a boy they think is near by ten who has disappeared. They search for his body along the railroad tracks during a miserable hot summer and soon learn that monsters are not lurking in their closets, but live in the hills of Stephen King’s Maine. 331 pages. Simon & Schuster. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99. **$9.95**

**3755614 TOIL & TROUBLE.** By Augusten Burroughs. For as long as Augusten Burroughs could remember, he knew things he shouldn’t have known. He manifested things that shouldn’t have come to pass. And he told picked things. And he told about this, save one person: his mother. A chronicle of one man’s journey to understand himself, to reconcile the powers he can wield with his own, and to discover the sacrifices he must make in order to follow in his father’s footsteps, 416 pages. Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $31.00. **SOLD OUT**
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387320X COURTING MR. LINCOLN. By Louis Bayard. Told in the alternating voices of Mary Todd and Joshua Speed and inspired by historical notes, this work creates a sympathetic and complex portrait of Mary unlike any that has come before and an evocation of the unfurled man who would grow into one of the nation’s most beloved presidents. 379 pages. Algonquin. Pub. at $27.95 $5.95

3843122 INVAADER. By S. Scarrow & T.J. Andrews. Roman Britain, AD 44. The rebel Caractacus has been defeated. But the land is far from tamed. A puppet king is doing little to calm the hatred of the tribes and bring them under Roman rule. 478 pages. Headline. Paperback. $5.95

392453X THE GOOD LORD BIRD. By James McBride. Henry Shakelford is a young slave living in the Kansas Territory in 1859, when abolitionist John Brown arrives. Henry is forced to leave town along with Brown, who believes Henry to be a girl. Henry conceals his true identity to stay alive and is eventually swept into the historic raid on Harpers Ferry in 1859. 458 pages. Riverhead. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00

SOLD OUT

3873099 BIG BANG. By David Bowman. In the decades after WWII, Lucille Ball is interrogated by the House Un-American Committee as Jackie Kennedy enjoys a clandestine moonlight cruise at the beginning of the end. 595 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $32.00

in at any cost. 385 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $27.99 $4.95

3747697 COLD SASSY TREE. By Olive Ann Burns. In 1906, scandal breaks in the small town of Cold Sassy, Georgia, when E. Rucker Blakeslee elopes with Miss Love Simpson. He is barely three years old when a Yankee to boot. Their marriage inspires a whirlwind of local gossip. 392 pages. HMH. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95

3895033 THE RED ADDRESS BOOK. By Sofia Lundberg. Meet Doris, a 96 year old woman living alone in her Stockholm apartment, who writes down the memories of her eventful life as she pages through her decades old address book. 290 pages. HMH. Paperback. Pub. at $25.00 $4.95

3872548 A SINISTER SPLENDOR. By Mike Blakey. It’s 1845, Texas joins the union, and Methodist preachers wander the disputed Texas border. President James Polk sends troops to the Texas border and General Zachary Taylor leads the invasion south, and the infamous Mexican warlord, General Antonio Lopez de Santa Anna, retires, powerful though intrigue and subterfuge. Two very different cultures are about to clash. 443 pages. Forge. Pub. at $29.99 $5.95

3904778 MIDNIGHT AT THE TUSCANY HOTEL. By James Markert. Robert Gandy, whose mind has been taken by Alzheimer’s, finds his mind sound and his memories intact after drinking water from the fountain at the abandoned Tuscanay Hotel. Now many arrive at the hotel seeking relief from Alzheimer’s and dementia. But will drinking from the water come at a price? 357 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

3844668 ANOTHER SIDE OF PARADISE. By Sally Kuslow. In 1937 Hollywood, gossip columnist Sheila Graham is at the top of the heap, with wonder boy F. Scott Fitzgerald’s career is slowly drowning in booze. But the once-famous author is charismatic enough to attract the gorgeous Miss Graham, a woman who exposes the secrets of others, while closely guarding her own. 340 pages. Harper. Pub. at $26.99 $4.95

3833526 FOOLS AND MORTALS. By Bernard Cornwell. Richard Shakespeare dreams of a glittering career in one of the London playhouses, a world dominated by his older brother, William. Richard is a penniless actor, and when a priceless manuscript goes missing, suspicion falls on Richard. He is then entangled in a high stakes game of betrayal that threatens his career. 370 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $4.95

3839354 SWORD SONG. By Bernard Cornwell. Book four of The Last Kingdom. The year is 885, and England is at peace. Warrior by instinct and Viking by nature, Uhtred, the dispossessed son of a Northumbrian lord, has land, a wife and children—and a duty to King Alfred to hold the frontier on the Thames. But new Vikings have invaded the decayed Roman city of London with dreams of conquering Wessex—with Uhtred’s help. 370 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95

3866580 FREE MEN. By Katly Simpson Smith. Alabama, 1788. Three men converge in the southern woods. Cat, an emotionally scarred white man from South Carolina; Bob, a talkative black man fleeing slavery; and Itillitha, edged out of his Creek village’s leadership. In the few days they spend together this unlikely trio commits a shocking murder that sends the law bearing down on them. 353 pages. Amistad. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

3855023 THE GENERAL. By C.S. Forester. After Herbert Curzon fumbles a fortuitous early step on the path to glory in the Boer War, 1914 finds him an ungraceful, decrepit, brave and wholly unimaginative colonel. Survival through the early slaughters in which so many fellow-officers perish brings him rapid promotion, and by 1916 he commands 100,000 British soldiers. Born on a Mediterranean island, William Collins. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

3916006 THE QUEEN’S SECRET. By Karen Harper. On the brink of World War II, Elizabeth, the wife of King George VI and the mother of the future queen, shows a warm, smiling face to the world, but behind that soft and kindly demeanor is a hidden world of steel. This is a riveting story of how a matriarch maneuvered her way through one of the most dangerous times of the century. 351 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95 $12.95

3871096 BRING UP THE BODIES. By Hilary Mantel. In the ruthless arena of King Henry VIII’s court, only one man dares gamble his life to win the king’s favour. Thomas Cromwell. His story unfolds here. 604 pages. Picador. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00 $12.95

388841X WOLF HALL. By Hilary Mantel. In the ruthless arena of King Henry VIII’s court, only one man dares gamble his life to win the king’s favour. Thomas Cromwell. His story unfolds here. 604 pages. Picador. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00 $12.95

3919951 INTO THE FREE. By Julie Cantrell. In Depression era Mississippi, Millie seeks the help of Gypsies to give her the tools she needs to break her family’s cycle of madness. Finding the power of forgiveness, can Millie finally make her way to be free? 336 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $3.95
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3908690 LIBERATION. By Imogen Kealey. To the Allies, Nancy Wake was a fearless freedom fighter, a Special Operations legend, a woman ahead of her time. To the Gestapo, she was a ghost, a shadow, the most wanted person in this story. It brings life to one of World War II's most fascinating unsung heroines in all her complexity. 376 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $27.00 $19.95

3889998 A BOND UNDONE. By Jin Yong. Guo Jing and his sweetheart, Lotus Huang, journey into Jin and Song territory in search of answers about his past, while being hunted by someone bent on revenge. A tale of duty and honor, treachery and brotherhood, and how far one is willing to go for their bonds. The sequel to A Hero Born. 527 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $12.95

3914740 A HERO BORN. By Jin Yong. After his father, a devil-painted son of the Song Empire (1200 AD), is murdered, Guo Jing and his mother flee to the plains to join Genghis Khan and his people. His mission: to learn everything he can from the warlord whose men have become his sworn enemies. They will someday restore China’s glory. 394 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99 $9.95

3917924 CHILDREN OF THE SIEGE. By Diney Costeloe. Nineteenth century Paris is in flames and most people are fleeing the ravaged city. St. Clair’s family have made a fateful decision to return to Paris from their house in the country. As the horrors and the ensuing siege engulf the St. Clairs, little Helen falls ill and begins to fade from the family’s sight. Head of Zeus. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

3917883 WARRIOR OF WODEN. By Matthew Harffy. AD 642. Oswald has reigned over Northumbria for eight years and Beo brand is once rewarded for his fealty and prowess in battle, over Northumbria for eight years and Beo brand.

3927598 THE GHOSTS OF SHERWOOD. By Carrie Vaughn. Novella. Robin of Locksley and his one true love, Marian, are married. It has been close on two years since the death of Will, his best friend and partner in crime. Instead of the life they had once envisioned together, they now live with their daughter, Isabella, as the sheriff and sheriff’s wife. When a series of murders begins to unhinge the town, Marian must once again step forward to help bring justice to her home. Head of Zeus. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $12.95

3908940 THE LAST REFUGE OF THE KNIGHTS TEMPLAR: The Ultimate Secret of the Pike Letters. By William F. Mann. Pitted against a sexually perverted Jesuit priest and tasked by the Vatican’s inner circle, Thomas and Janet Rose are sexually perverted Jesuit priest and tasked by the Vatican’s inner circle, Thomas and Janet Rose are sexually perverted Jesuit priest and tasked by the Vatican’s inner circle, Thomas and Janet Rose are sexually perverted Jesuit priest and tasked by the Vatican’s inner circle, Thomas and Janet Rose are sexually perverted Jesuit priest and tasked by the Vatican’s inner circle, Thomas and Janet Rose are sexually perverted Jesuit priest and tasked by the Vatican’s inner circle, Thomas and Janet Rose are sexually perverted Jesuit priest and tasked by the Vatican’s inner circle, Thomas and Janet Rose are sexually perverted Jesuit priest and tasked by the Vatican’s inner circle, Thomas and Janet Rose are sexually perverted Jesuit priest and tasked by the Vatican’s inner circle, Thomas and Janet Rose are sexually perverted Jesuit priest and tasked by the Vatican’s inner circle, Thomas and Janet Rose are sexually perverted Jesuit priest and tasked by the Vatican’s inner circle, Thomas and Janet Rose are sexually perverted Jesuit priest and tasked by the Vatican’s inner circle, Thomas and Janet Rose are sexually perverted Jesuit priest and tasked by the Vatican’s inner circle, Thomas and Janet Rose are sexually perverted Jesuit priest and tasked by the Vatican’s inner circle, Thomas and Janet Rose are sexually perverted Jesu

3731227 THE TURN OF MIDNIGHT. By Minette Walters. The conclusion to The Last Hours. As the year 1349 approaches, the Black Death continues its devastating course across England. In Dorseshire, the quarantined people of Devlish question whether they are the only survivors, and where they will find safety in the desolate wasteland outside. One man has the courage to find out—Thaddeus Thurkel. 448 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $27.99 $15.95

3898431 THE TURN OF MIDNIGHT. By Minette Walters. The conclusion to The Last Hours. As the year 1349 approaches, the Black Death continues its devastating course across England. In Dorseshire, the quarantined people of Devlish question whether they are the only survivors, and where they will find safety in the desolate wasteland outside. One man has the courage to find out—Thaddeus Thurkel. 448 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $27.99 $15.95

Westerns & Cowboy Stories

Limited Quantity 3899578 THE LAW OF VIOLENCE. By William W. with J. A. Johnstone. In a saloon, the legendary Doc Holliday is forced to kill a man’s son in self defense. His Colonel Robert McHenry, is desperate for revenge. And now Doc is a hunted man. With his son’s death driving his burning fury, McHenry is a ruthless demon of vengeance who will gun down all who get in his way. 400 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $12.95

3847470 A DAUGHTER’S SORROW. By Cathy Sharp. Bridge has always taken on the responsibility for looking after her family and it’s no surprise she’s drawn to the figure of Joe, despite the fact he is caught up with the bad boys of the criminal underworld. Bridge and Joe try hard to keep to the straight and narrow path, but it seems that misfortune is nowhere away. 324 pages. HarperCollins. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95


3769852 JANE SEYMOUR, THE HAUNTED QUEEN. By Alison Weir. 559 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $28.00 $6.95


3846164 MUCH ADO ABOUT LEWRIE. By Dewey Lambdin. 200 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99 $9.95


3832554 THE AVIATOR’S WIFE. By Melanie Benjamin. 434 pages. Bantam. Paperback. Pub. at $15.00 $3.95


3747808 FALLING FROM HORSES. By Molly Gloss. 330 pages. HMH. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

6692789 A COLUMN OF FIRE. By Ken Follett. 916 pages. Viking. Pub. at $36.00 $17.95


Price Cut to $9.95
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**Pinnacle. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95**

**Pinnacle. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99**
Westerns & Cowboy Stories


2945401 THE MAN FROM YESTERDAY. By Wayne D. Overholser. When the Shelly gang tried to rob the bank, Neal Clark rushed to the rescue, unloading his rifle on the criminals. One of them, a teenage boy who was hoarding the letters, was able to escape. Neal believed the boy’s wounds to be mortal. That is, until he received a letter vowing revenge. 174 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

3859436 THE WEST OF OWEN WISTER: Selected Short Stories. Remembered today almost solely as the author of The Virginian, Wister’s short stories dating from the turn of the century, gave us our first real knowledge of the West’s “wide, wild farm and ranch community, spotted with remote towns, and veined with infrequent railroads.” This volume collects six of Wister’s finest stories. 247 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

3734544 BLACK FOX/OUTLAW KINGDOM. By Matt Braun. Novels. The Texas plains have run with the blood of natives and settlers. Now that the Civil War has begun, the Comanches have a new chance for victory and revenge in Outlaw Kingdom, lawman Bill Tilghman joined the historic land rush in 1889, setting aside his badge to make his fortune. But now he’s been called back into service to hunt gang leader Bill Doolin. 373 pages.

3846695 BLOODSPORT. By Matt Braun. Dan Stuart plans to stage the prizefight of the century and reap a million-dollar gate. But he soon finds the path to riches strewn with obstacles. With the Texas Rangers hot on his trail, the West’s first boxing promoter is desperately searching a man to hold his fight. 274 pages. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

3877087 THE RETURN OF KID COOPER. By Brad Smith. Nate Cooper, after serving thirty years in prison, returns to his old stumping grounds to find the Blackfoot Indians, the people he went to prison to try to defend, are still being cheated out of their lands. Finding he can’t stand idly by, he sets out to level the scales and force some justice into the changing landscape. 282 pages. Arcade. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99


5804620 THE TRAIL TO SEVEN PINES. By Louis L’Amour. 244 pages. Bantam. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99 + 3.95


3877203 LITTLE MAN. By Thomas Berger. 440 pages. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 + 3.95


3815978 PEPPER/MANY A RIVER. By Elmer Kelton. 551 pages. Forge. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.75 + 3.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/834
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- **BAD APPLE.** By Lancaster Hill. 343 pages. Pinnacle. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99. $6.95
- **STORM THUNDER.** By Brandon Bound. 358 pages. Pinnacle. Paperbound. Pub. at $6.99. $5.95

Military Fiction

- **CATCH-22.** By Joseph Heller. Set in Italy during WWII, this is the story of the inexperience, malingering bombardier, Yossarian, a hero who is toruous because thousands of people have never met or trying to kill him. But his real problem is that of the enemy he must fly to complete their service, 533 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.95. $9.95
- **PRICE OF DUTY.** By Dale Brown. LARGE PRINT EDITION. In a top-secret location deep in the Ural Mountains, Russian president Gennadiy Gryzlov has built the most dangerous weapon his nation has ever produced, to gain superiority in Russia’s long-running battle with the West. Brad McLanahan and his Scion team are called back from R&R by the besieged U.S. president to stop Gryzlov. 650 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperbound. Pub. at $28.99. $19.95
- **THE MEAL IN WINTER.** By Hubert Magnarelli. Novella. In the build up to the darkest days of WWII, three German soldiers heads into the frozen Polish countryside, charged by their commanders with tracking down and bringing back for execution a Jew. Eventually they will all be forced to confront their own consciences as the moral implications of their murderous mission becomes clear. 142 pages. New Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99. $9.95

Fictional Biographies

- **I, JOHN KENNEDY TOOLE.** By K. Carroll & J. Blanco. Traces Toole’s life in New Orleans through his adolescence, his stay at Columbia University in New York, his attempts to escape the burden of his demanding mother and his father, and his retreat into a world of his own creation, and finally the invention of astonishing characters that came to living reality for readers in his prize-winning A Confederacy of Dunces. 248 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $26.95. $18.95

Mystery

- **PARADE’S END.** By5 Sebastian Faulks. Set in England during World War I. Tells the story of Christopher Tietjens, an officer from a wealthy family who finds himself torn between his unfaithful wife, Sylvia, and his suffragette mistress, Valentine. 906 pages. Little, Brown. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.00. $12.95
- **STORM’S UNDERWATER.** By Jennifer Chiaverini. For years, Mildred Harnack’s network of resistance women had been living in Normandy under Nazi occupation. Genevieve Delassalle is in Paris to audition for the National Conservatory. Pausing to consider the shadow of a passing cloud, she does not know that her family’s home in Normandy now lies in the path of British and American bombers. 222 pages. Harper. Pub. at $25.99. $4.95
- **THE GOOD PILOT PETER WOODHOUSE.** By Alexander McCall Smith. Val Ellis is working on an English farm during the war when she meets Mike, a U.S. Air Force pilot stationed nearby. After rescuing a border collie named Peter Woodhouse, and giving him to Mike, Val and Mike fall deeply in love. When Peter Woodhouse brings Ubi, a German corporal into their orbit, a friendship forms, but great risk. 247 pages. Knopf. $6.95
- **PARIS IN THE DARK.** By Joseph O’Neill. She is the story of the creation, and finally the invention of astonishing characters that came to living reality for readers in his prize-winning A Confederacy of Dunces. 248 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $26.95. $18.95
- **THE HEADQUARTERS.** By Joseph O’Neill. She is the story of the creation, and finally the invention of astonishing characters that came to living reality for readers in his prize-winning A Confederacy of Dunces. 248 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $26.95. $18.95
- **THE SECRET DIARY OF HENDRIK GROEN, 83 1/4 YEARS OLD.** By Hendrik Groen. 378 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $26.00. $5.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/834


*3750480 WHERE YOU ARE. By J.H. Trumble.

Robert's life is falling apart—everywhere but in math class. His father is terminally ill, his mother is squaring up with his interfering aunt. His friend is unsupportive, and the career path that's been planned for him feels less appealing by the day. He soon forms an emotional relationship with his math teacher that may lead to more.

3739619 HOW TO SURVIVE A SUMMER. By Nick White.

Camp Levi, nestled in the Mississippi countryside, was designed to "cure" young teenage boys of their breeding homosexuality. When a colleague warns Will Dillard, who spent a summer there, that a slasher movie based on the camp is being released, he is forced to confront his troubled history and possible culpability in the death of a fellow camper.

*3750248 THE CASE OF THE VORACIOUS VINTNER. By TARA Lain.

When Bo comes from gay men are just confirmed beginners who never found the right girl. A successful winemaker in California, Bo is married to his neighbor Jeremy, whose vineyard is under threat from Ernest Ottersen. When Ernest is found dead in Jeremy's tasting room, Bo provides a phony alibi—but it's clear Jeremy isn't who he claims.

3728498 A DEEPER BLUE. By S.E. Harmon.

A year ago, Kelly Cannon couldn't imagine he'd end up with his formerly straight best friend. It's hard to believe he can finally kiss Blue anytime he wants—as long as he's not in private. And there's the rub. Blue has to find enough courage to face the music and hope they'll survive the fallout. 335 pages. Dreamspinner. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

3824551 SOMETHING WILD. By Anna Martin.

Head ranger Logan Beck discovers evidence of poachers, while rumors of a black market for dinosaur leather swirl around the community. Paleogeneticist Kit Sterling and Logan haven't always craved each other, but that has not affected their attraction to each other. They have to figure out how to balance their budding romance without letting their careers go extinct. 278 pages. Dreamspinner. Paperback.

3939017 LIE WITH ME. By Philippe Besson.

Just outside a hotel in Bordeaux, Philippe chances upon a young man who bears a striking resemblance to his first love. What follows is a look back at the relationship he's never forgotten, a hidden affair with a boy named Thomas during their last year of high school. 148 pages. Dreamspinner. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00

379797X THE END OF EDDY. By Edouard Louis.

Growing up in a poor village in northern France, all Eddy wanted was to be a man in the eyes of his family and neighbors. In his childhood, he was different—"girlish," intellectually precocious, and attracted to men. 192 pages. Picador. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00

*3878945 ROMANCE IN MARSEILLE. By Claude McKay.

This pioneering story traces the adventures of a rowdy troupe of dockworkers, prostitutes, and political organizers, collectively straight and queer, disabled and able-bodied, African, European, Caribbean, and American. 165 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00

2973804 RED, WHITE & ROYAL BLUE. By Casey McQuiston.

When America's first son, Alex Claremont-Diaz, finds himself hurtling into a secret romance with a surprisingly unflappable British Prince Henry, his assigned “royal” campaign could derail the presidential campaign and upset two nations—it raises the question: Can love save the world after all? 421 pages. St. Martin's. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99

Adult & Explicit Fiction

3754480 VALLEY OF THE DWARVES. By Jacqueline Susann.

Henry and Jay become best friends as struggling actresses in New York. Hoping to forget the girl who broke his heart. But he wound up facing something far more terrible: the legacy of a vicious murder, the fate of a dying child, and the dark truths about life—and what comes after.

2877910 HEALING THE WOUNDS. By M.O. Barber.

When Alice leapt into sexual games with her neighbors Henry and Jay, she didn’t plan to fall in love. She sure didn’t expect she’d be the switch with them, and she’d better figure it all out fast. Adults only. 249 pages. Lyrical. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95

Erotic Short Stories

3773744 THE MAMMOTH BOOK OF UNIFORM EROTICA. Ed. by Barbara Candy.

Adults only. 499 pages. Running Press. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

Horror Novels

5714184 LIGHTNING. By Dean Koontz.

Laura Shae was born in a storm so strange that people remembered it for years. Even more mysterious was the stranger who appeared out of nowhere after Laura from a fatal delivery. Years later, the stranger returned to save Laura from another tragedy. Is he a guardian angel? Or the devil in disguise? 363 pages. Bentley. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

3878767 JOYLAND. By Stephen King.

College student Devin Jones took the summer job at Joyland hoping to forget the girl who broke his heart. But he wound up facing something far more terrible: the legacy of a vicious murder, the fate of a dying child, and the dark truths about life—and what comes after.

5842410 SHARK ISLAND. By Chris Jameson.

In the midst of a Ney Easter off Cape Cod, the alarming number of Great Whites have come to slaughter the seals in a vicious frenzy. When sharks ram and breach the hull of Naomi’s boat, her team, who are trying to stop the terror, jumps ship and swim to a tiny island. But now the owners of the boat begin to swallow a rocky refuge—exposing them to the Great Whites.

3853705 THE LOST NOVELS OF BRAM STOKER. Ed. by Stephen Jones.

This new compilation of Bram Stoker’s cult classics is sure to satisfy any lover of vampire fiction. All those classics—The Lair of the Shroud; The Lair of the White Worm—were published after Dracula debuted in 1897, and flirt with vampirism, horror and human folly in the best gothic tradition. 817 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

Gay & Lesbian Fiction


Young, beautiful Jesse is celebrating one year of the dazzling gay scene and plans to lose himself completely in its transient pleasures. He is joined by Dave, a leatherman bent on testing limits, a young hustler, an opera lover lost in fantasies of youth, and a gang of teenagers looking for trouble. 244 pages. Grove. Paperback. Pub. at $15.00

SOLD OUT

2950480 WHERE YOU ARE. By J.H. Trumble.

Robert’s life is falling apart—everywhere but in math class. His father is terminally ill, his mother is squaring up with his interfering aunt. His friend is unsupportive, and the career path that’s been planned for him feels less appealing by the day. He soon forms an emotional relationship with his math teacher that may lead to more.

3739619 HOW TO SURVIVE A SUMMER. By Nick White.

Camp Levi, nestled in the Mississippi countryside, was designed to “cure” young teenage boys of their breeding homosexuality. When a colleague warns Will Dillard, who spent a summer there, that a slasher movie based on the camp is being released, he is forced to confront his troubled history and possible culpability in the death of a fellow camper.

3750248 THE CASE OF THE VORACIOUS VINTNER. By TARA Lain.

When Bo comes from gay men are just confirmed beginners who never found the right girl. A successful winemaker in California, Bo is married to his neighbor Jeremy, whose vineyard is under threat from Ernest Ottersen. When Ernest is found dead in Jeremy’s tasting room, Bo provides a phony alibi—but it’s clear Jeremy isn’t who he claims.

3728498 A DEEPER BLUE. By S.E. Harmon.

A year ago, Kelly Cannon couldn’t imagine he’d end up with his formerly straight best friend. It’s hard to believe he can finally kiss Blue anytime he wants—as long as he’s not in private. And there’s the rub. Blue has to find enough courage to face the music and hope they’ll survive the fallout. 335 pages. Dreamspinner. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

3824551 SOMETHING WILD. By Anna Martin.

Head ranger Logan Beck discovers evidence of poachers, while rumors of a black market for dinosaur leather swirl around the community. Paleogeneticist Kit Sterling and Logan haven’t always craved each other, but that has not affected their attraction to each other. They have to figure out how to balance their budding romance without letting their careers go extinct. 278 pages. Dreamspinner. Paperback.

3939017 LIE WITH ME. By Philippe Besson.

Just outside a hotel in Bordeaux, Philippe chances upon a young man who bears a striking resemblance to his first love. What follows is a look back at the relationship he’s never forgotten, a hidden affair with a boy named Thomas during their last year of high school. 148 pages. Dreamspinner. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00

379797X THE END OF EDDY. By Edouard Louis.

Growing up in a poor village in northern France, all Eddy wanted was to be a man in the eyes of his family and neighbors. In his childhood, he was different—"girlish," intellectually precocious, and attracted to men. 192 pages. Picador. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00

*3878945 ROMANCE IN MARSEILLE. By Claude McKay.

This pioneering story traces the adventures of a rowdy troupe of dockworkers, prostitutes, and political organizers, collectively straight and queer, disabled and able-bodied, African, European, Caribbean, and American. 165 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00
Nathan spent the years trying to forget—until a body is pulled into our world.

A decade ago, teacher Nathan Brookes saw four of his missing limb, Rachel is terrified she is going mad—but phantom sensations of leaves and earth with her

After her hand is amputated following a tragic
disease as a weapon, he steals the world's only plague that ravages its victims, transforming them into soulless, flesh-hungry monsters. When Weiss uncovers a sinister military plan to use the plague that ravages its victims, transforming them into flesh-hungry monsters. When Weiss uncovers a sinister military plan to use the
darkness, creating tales to keep you awake at night.

Ashton Smith is best remembered for his short
darkness, creating tales to keep you awake at night.

Richard Chizmar. Something evil has swept into the city's
golden. In shadowy back alleys, crumbling
darkness, creating tales to keep you awake at night.

Assembled here are ten thrilling tales of literature's
greatest and misguided minds, minds that strive
for the unnatural secrets of immortality, artificial life and the teleportation of matter. Includes stories from Mary Shelley, Edgar Allan Poe, H.P. Lovecraft, George Langelan, and more. 270 pages, British Library. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95

THE HOLLOW TREE.


EDGAR ALLAN POE COLLECTION: Anthology of Classic Tales. Edgar Allan Poe's dark tales have inspired generations of authors. Revel in the master's skill with macabre twists—as well as his fascination with science and invention—in this chilling collection of short stories, poetry, and his only finished novel The Narrative of Arthur Gordon Pym of Nantucket. Beautifully bound with blue foil stamping. 480 pages. Flame Tree. Pub. at $30.00

PRIC ED TO SELL $7.95

LOVECRAFT: Beyond Arkham. This volume holds such classic Lovecraftian masterpieces as The Rats in the Walls, a story about the terrors of the past. The Outsider, Lovecraft's most psychologically complex piece. The Horror at Red Hook, a highly controversial tale set in the immigrant ghettos of New York, and more. Includes hundreds of annotations of his life and work. Well illus., some maps. 490 pages. Livengri, NY: St. Martin's Press. Pub. at $39.95


THE NEW ANNOTATED H.P. LOVECRAFT: Beyond Arkham. This volume holds such classic Lovecraftian masterpieces as The Rats in the Walls, a story about the terrors of the past. The Outsider, Lovecraft's most psychologically complex piece. The Horror at Red Hook, a highly controversial tale set in the immigrant ghettos of New York, and more. Includes hundreds of annotations of his life and work. Well illus., some maps. 490 pages. Livengri, NY: St. Martin's Press. Pub. at $39.95


EDGAR ALLAN POE COLLECTION: Anthology of Classic Tales. Edgar Allan Poe's dark tales have inspired generations of authors. Revel in the master's skill with macabre twists—as well as his fascination with science and invention—in this chilling collection of short stories, poetry, and his only finished novel The Narrative of Arthur Gordon Pym of Nantucket. Beautifully bound with blue foil stamping. 480 pages. Flame Tree. Pub. at $30.00

PRIC ED TO SELL $7.95

LOVECRAFT: Beyond Arkham. This volume holds such classic Lovecraftian masterpieces as The Rats in the Walls, a story about the terrors of the past. The Outsider, Lovecraft's most psychologically complex piece. The Horror at Red Hook, a highly controversial tale set in the immigrant ghettos of New York, and more. Includes hundreds of annotations of his life and work. Well illus., some maps. 490 pages. Livengri, NY: St. Martin's Press. Pub. at $39.95


THE NEW ANNOTATED H.P. LOVECRAFT: Beyond Arkham. This volume holds such classic Lovecraftian masterpieces as The Rats in the Walls, a story about the terrors of the past. The Outsider, Lovecraft's most psychologically complex piece. The Horror at Red Hook, a highly controversial tale set in the immigrant ghettos of New York, and more. Includes hundreds of annotations of his life and work. Well illus., some maps. 490 pages. Livengri, NY: St. Martin's Press. Pub. at $39.95


THE NEW ANNOTATED H.P. LOVECRAFT: Beyond Arkham. This volume holds such classic Lovecraftian masterpieces as The Rats in the Walls, a story about the terrors of the past. The Outsider, Lovecraft's most psychologically complex piece. The Horror at Red Hook, a highly controversial tale set in the immigrant ghettos of New York, and more. Includes hundreds of annotations of his life and work. Well illus., some maps. 490 pages. Livengri, NY: St. Martin's Press. Pub. at $39.95


THE NEW ANNOTATED H.P. LOVECRAFT: Beyond Arkham. This volume holds such classic Lovecraftian masterpieces as The Rats in the Walls, a story about the terrors of the past. The Outsider, Lovecraft's most psychologically complex piece. The Horror at Red Hook, a highly controversial tale set in the immigrant ghettos of New York, and more. Includes hundreds of annotations of his life and work. Well illus., some maps. 490 pages. Livengri, NY: St. Martin's Press. Pub. at $39.95


THE NEW ANNOTATED H.P. LOVECRAFT: Beyond Arkham. This volume holds such classic Lovecraftian masterpieces as The Rats in the Walls, a story about the terrors of the past. The Outsider, Lovecraft's most psychologically complex piece. The Horror at Red Hook, a highly controversial tale set in the immigrant ghettos of New York, and more. Includes hundreds of annotations of his life and work. Well illus., some maps. 490 pages. Livengri, NY: St. Martin's Press. Pub. at $39.95


Limited Quantity 393601 CARPATHIAN. By David L. Golemon. The Event Group led by Col. Jack Collins, are sent to the archaeological dig at the ruins of Jericho where a treasure found there could change the history of God’s Chosen People. But they are about to come face to face with an evil greater than the Pharaoh’s. It’s not only the mythic and larger than life Carpathians, or as the area was once known, Transylvania, the land of Vlad the Impaler. 680 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $26.99

3846148 MOONBREAKER. By Simon R. Green. Ride shotgun with Eddie Drood, a “James Bond of the supernatural,” as he tracks down the killer who poisoned him—because the game isn’t over yet. Or is it? His mission, to deliver the Shadow Star, and her slave Fire Cat must make a dangerous journey to far-off Cofita Chequi. 457 pages. Forge. Pub. at $29.99

3989441 DEADLANDS: Ghostwalkers. By Jonathan Maberry. Welcome to the Deadlands, where steely-eyed gunfighters rub shoulders with mad scientists and dark unnatural forces in the Weirdest West of all. Grey Torrance a hired gun, joins forces with a brilliant Sioux scientist to defend the town of Paradise Falls from a diabolical scheme building a living dead army. 526 pages. Tor. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99

3751384 BOOK OF SECRETS. By Chris Roberson. Spencer Finch is an investigative journalist, and he’s hot on the trail of the greatest secret of all time—a bunch of old pulp science fiction stories. 381 pages. Angry Robot. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

388253 A PLAGUE OF GIANTS. By Kevin Hearne. The thrilling start to an enchanting new fantasy series, complete with shape-shifting bards, fire-wielding giants, and children who can speak to astonishing beasts. Hearne is the man and wonder, this is a deeply felt epic in which the fates of these characters intertwine and where ordinary people become heroes. 616 pages. Del Rey. Pub. at $20.99

3844765 BURN BRIGHT. By Patricia Briggs. With their Alpha out of the country, Charles and Anna are on call when an SOS comes in from the far mate of an exiled wildling. Heading into the mountainous wilderness, they interrupt the abduction of the wolf, but can’t stop blood from blooming. Now Charles and Anna must use their skills to track down the attackers. 308 pages. Ace. Pub. at $27.00

384594X THE GREY BASTARDS. By Jonathan French. Call them outcasts, call them savage—they’ve been called worse, by their own mothers, but Jackal is proud to be a Grey Bastard. He and his fellow-halves patrol the barren wastes of the Lot Lands, spilling their own blood to keep civilized folk safe. Once his pack is in charge, there’s a few things they’ll do different. Better. 424 pages. Crown. Pub. at $27.00


3896238 ALPHA AND OMEGA. By Harry Turtledove. 467 pages. Del Rey. Pub. at $28.99

3873110 BLOOD OF AN EXILE. By Brian Naslund. Bershad stands apart from the world, the most legendary dragon slayer in history, both revered and reviled. Once he was Lord Bershad, but after a disastrous failure on the battlefield he was stripped of his titles and sentenced to one violent, perilous hunt after another. But he’s been given a last chance at redemption—kill a foreign emperor and walk free forever. 409 pages. Tor. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99

3845923 GATES OF STONE. By Angus Macallan. Just before her sixteenth birthday, Princess Katerina is refused her rightful place as heir to the Ice-Bear Throne. Determined to regain her inheritance, she murders the foreign lord she’s been ordered to marry and embarks on a perilous voyage to the lush, tropical islands of the Laut Besar in search of the vast wealth and power she needs to claim the Empire for herself. 534 pages. Ace. Pub. at $16.00


3758117 THE LIBRARIANS AND THE MOTHER GOOSE CHASE. By Greg Cox. In 1719, Elizabeth Goose published a collection of rhyming spells as a children’s book, creating a spell book of terrifying power. The Librarian of that age managed to dispose of all copies except one. Now strange things are happening around the world and the last copy of the book will have to be found. A collection of Librarians must track down the spell book before the true power can be unleashed. 294 pages. Tor. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

3846075 THE LIBRARIANS AND THE POT OF GOLD. By Greg Cox. Baird and her team of plucky Librarians find themselves on a collision course with their longtime foes as they race to find a leprechaun’s lost gold and prevent the Brotherhood’s dark designs from coming to fruition. 331 pages. Tor. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99

3846148 MOONBREAKER. By Simon R. Green. Ride shotgun with Eddie Drood, a “James Bond of the supernatural,” as he tracks down the killer who poisoned him—because the game isn’t over yet. Or is it? His mission, to deliver the Shadow Star, and her slave Fire Cat must make a dangerous journey to far-off Cofita Chequi. 457 pages. Forge. Pub. at $29.99

3863919 SERPENTINE. By Laurel K. Hamilton. Vampire hunter Anita Blake has always managed to overcome everything she faces. But this time there’s a monster that even she doesn’t know how to fight. 486 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $28.00

3946377 STAR PATH. By W. Michael & Jan Casper D’Neal Gear. The fourth book in Gears’ “Peoples” of Cahokia series, Cahokia recovers from a year of chaos following a near civil war, and the god incarnate, Morning Star, has declared that his human sister, Night Star, must be exiled forever. 309 pages. Ace. Pub. at $27.00

3834395 BORN OF VENGEANCE. By Sherrilyn Kenyon. After being wrongfully accused of murdering his family, Bastien Cabaro is the target for the forces of darkness. Major Ember Waystone wants revenge on the tyrant who destroyed her family. If she doesn’t ensure that Bastien survives this mission, three nations will fall and time is quickly running out for all of them. 373 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95
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**3836355 THE MIDNIGHT FRONT.** By David Mack. On the eve of WWII, Nazi sorcerers come gunning for Cade but killed his family instead. His lone mission: vengeance to become an apostate of the Midnight Front—the Allies’ top secret magical war program—and become a sorcerer himself. 480 pages. Tor. Pub. at $27.99 $4.95

**LIMITED QUANTITY 3823657 THE WORLD THAT WE KNEW.** By Alice Hoffman. At the time when the world changed, Hanni knows she must send her daughter away to save her from this regime. She finds her way to Abbli’s daughter, Ettie, who creates a mystical Jewish creature who is sworn to protect Hanni’s daughter Lea. Once Ava is brought to life, she and Lea and Ettie become eternally entwined. 372 pages. S&S. Pub. at $27.99 $3.95


**3785742 THE BOOK OF MAGIC.** Ed. by Gardner Dozois. In these pages, seventeen of today’s top fantasy writers including George R.R. Martin, Scott Lynch, Elizabeth Bear, and Liz Williams, cast wondrous spells that thrillingly evoke the mysterious, awesome, and sometimes downright terrifying worlds where magic reigns supreme. 556 pages. Bantam. Pub. at $30.00 $6.95

**3902749 THE LAST WISH.** By Andrzej Sapkowski. Geralt, a Witcher, a man whose magic powers, enhanced by long training and a mystical elixir, have made him a brilliant fighter and a merciless assassin. But not everything monstrous looking is evil and not everything fair is good. 378 pages. Orbit. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99 $4.95

**SOLD OUT 3845990 HOLLYWOOD DEAD.** By Richard Kadrey. James Stark is back from Hell, trailing more trouble in his wake. To return to L.A. he had to make a deal with the evil power brokers Wormwood—an arrangement that came with a catch. There’s a time limit, a hidden body, and unless Stark can find the people targeting Wormwood, he will die again, and this time there is no coming back. 351 pages.

**3789206 THE THREE SECRET CITIES.** By Matthew Palace. When Jack West Jr. won the Great Games, he threw the four legendary kingdoms into turmoil. Now these dark forces are coming into turmoil. Will they ever learn to live in peace? 480 pages. Tor. Pub. at $27.99 $4.95

**3149447 DARK LEGACY.** By Christine Feehan. In a beautiful compound hidden away from the world, the beautiful, seductive, immortal Carpathian who has wrecked her body ever since her terrifying ordeal in the labyrinth beneath the city—when she was forced to exchange blood with an evil master vampire. Now it’s his voice that haunts her and keeps her from the man she loves. 305 pages.

**SOLD OUT 389861X THE SWORD AND THE STALLION.** By Michael Moorcock. There is a sword, forged by the master swordsmith Gothan the Dwarf, imbued with powerful magical properties. But only one man worthy of taking up this sword, and climbing into the saddle of a stallion who allows only those of a pure heart to ride it, is Prince Corum, the Eternal Champion. 199 pages. Titan Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 $3.95

**3844897 ENDGAMES.** By L.E. Modesitt, Jr. Solidar is in Chaos. Charyn, the young and untested ruler of Solidar, has survived assassination and struggles to gain control in a realm in which social upheaval, war, and rioting. But the stakes are even higher than Charyn realizes. 573 pages. Tor. Pub. at $28.99 $5.95

**3846210 OUTCASTS OF ORDER.** By L.E. Modesitt, Jr. Beur, an Order mage, has discovered he possesses frightening powers not seen in hundreds of years, and with those powers, survived the war in Elpanta and saved the lives of all. However, victory came with a price. His fellow mages see him as a threat to be destroyed, and the merchants want to exploit his powerful gift. 314 pages. Tor. Pub. at $27.99 $5.95

**3794245 JONATHAN STRANGE & MR NORRELL.** By Susanna Clarke. Centuries have passed since practical magicians faded into England’s past. Only one remains: the reclusive Mr. Norrell, whose magical powers—of control and misdirection and resurrection—send a thrill through the country. 1006 pages. Bloomsbury. Paperback.

**SOLD OUT 3925730 AMERICAN MAGIC.** By Zach Fehst. When an enigmatic message uploaded to the dark web turns out to contain an ancient secret giving ordinary people the power to do impossible things, such as levitate cars or make themselves invisible, the American government officials panic. Ben Zolstra, an ex CIA field operative, to track down the mysterious figure behind the leak. 309 pages. Atria. Pub. at $27.00 $6.95

**3863272 THE TROUBLE WITH TWELFTH GRAVE.** By Darynda Jones. When someone starts killing high-profile people who are sensitive to the supernatural world, Grim Reaper and P.I. Charley Davidson knows she must step up to the soul-saving challenge. If only her number one suspect didn’t turn out to be the dark entity she’s loved for centuries. But all is not well on earth and eternal war, right? 283 pages. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99 $3.95

**3816818 SUMMONED TO THIRTEENTH GRAVE.** By Darynda Jones. Charley Davidson, grim reaper extraordinaire, is pissed. She’s been kicked off the earthly plane for eternity—which is exactly the amount of time it takes to make a person stank, raving mad. But someone’s looking out for her, and she’s allowed to return after a mere hundred years in exile. Is it too much to hope for that not much has changed? Apparently it is. 314 pages. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99 $10.00

**3726118 AN EASY DEATH.** By Charlaine Harris. In a fractured United States, in the southwestern country now known as Texoma—magic is acknowledged but mistrusted, especially by a young gun named Libbet Rose, who takes a job offer from a pair of Russian wizards to be their local guide and guinne, as they travel through a shattered America. 306 pages. Saga Press. Pub. at $26.99 $3.95

**SOLD OUT 3932675 YOU HAVE NEVER BEEN HERE.** By Mark Billingham. Open this collection to any page and find yourself intrigued by these lush, alchemical stories. Faced with the uncanny and the impossible, Rickert’s protagonists are as painfully, shockingly, complexly human as the readers who encounter them. Mothers, daughters, witches, and at times downright terrifying worlds where the ordinary people the power to do impossible things, such as levitate cars or make themselves invisible, the American government officials panic. Ben Zolstra, an ex CIA field operative, to track down the mysterious figure behind the leak. 309 pages. Atria. Pub. at $27.00 $6.95

**SOLD OUT 3762118 AN EASY DEATH.** By Charlaine Harris. In a fractured United States, in the southwestern country now known as Texoma—magic is acknowledged but mistrusted, especially by a young gun named Libbet Rose, who takes a job offer from a pair of Russian wizards to be their local guide and guinne, as they travel through a shattered America. 306 pages. Saga Press. Pub. at $26.99 $3.95

**3907201 BEFORE THE STORM.** By Christie Golden. Time to rise. For three, it will be possible, and the bloodshed and hatred must be put to rest. But there are truths that neither side is willing to accept and ambitions they are loath to relinquish. As Alliance and Horde alike grasp for the Azeroth’s soul, the world is being consumed by a war of contesting light. 314 pages.

**3896363 DARK SKYE.** By Kresley Cole. With their families locked in conflict and battles raging all around them, will the warrior Thronos and the sorceress Lanthe succumb to the brutal chaos that threatens everything they cherish? Or will the fragile bond they formed so long ago spark a passion strong enough to withstand even their darkest doubts? 420 pages. Orbit. Pub. at $25.00 $3.95
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thought he had shed the darkness around him. But darkness does not easily come w hispers of war–and death. When a mysterious man appears in the home of Aishe Kalumm, Sulemal learns that the Dragon King is dying in distant Atualon. 487 pages. Titan.


ROAD OF THE PATRIARCH. By R.A. Salvatore. Ilinezhara and Tazmikella are ancient dragons of great power, accustomed to easily manipulating the humans around them, but not all humans are so easily led. When they pushed Entieri and Jarlade into the heart of the Bloodstone Lands, not even they could have imagined the strength of the human assassin’s resolve. 375 pages. Wizards of the Coast. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

THE DRAGON’S LEGACY. By Deborah A. Wickens. A threat belies the desert. The Earth Dragon slumbers fitfully. From the darkness of her dreams slumbers fitfully. From the darkness of her dreams, Donnen awakens. Weathered, Donnen is paired with a recruit so green he might as well have leaves growing out of his armor. The unlikely duo is caught up in a clash between a shadowy likely duo is caught up in a clash between a shadowy, unforgiving mountains of the Bloodstone Lands, but they have been in difficult places before. Caught between the ghost of a power-mad lich, and the righteous fury of an oath-bound knight, they have never felt more at home. 378 pages. Wizards of the Coast. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

THE QUEST FOR THE SWORD. By R.A. Salvatore. Book II of The Seel Soulds. Entieri and Jarlade might be strangers in the rugged, unforgiving mountains of the Bloodstone Lands, but they have been in difficult places before. Caught between the ghost of a power-mad lich, and the righteous fury of an oath-bound knight, they have never felt more at home. 378 pages. Wizards of the Coast. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99


BORN OF DEFIANCE. By D. Preston & L. Child. Five years ago, Eli Glinn led a mission to recover a gigantic meteorite from an island off the coast of South America. The依據 expediency was extraordinary, and the team led by Eli and his protégé, Varric Tethras, discovered a terrifying discovery: this meteorite is not a simple rock, but a complex organism—and it has no intention of going quietly. Can Gideon Crew destroy it before it’s too late? 476 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99
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**3750388 DOCTOR WHO—THE OFFICIAL DOCTORYNIA.** By Justin Richards. The Doctor explains some of the trickier concepts of time, space, and Time Lord technology and the mysteries of the universe. This Doctor's dictionary is invaluable for budding time travelers and intergalactic companions. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. BBC. Pub. at $15.95. **$3.95**

**LIMITED QUANTITY 3848205 ROBOPocalypse.** By Daniel H. Wilson. Not far into our future, the dazzling technology that runs our world turns against us. Controlled by a childlike, yet massively powerful artificial intelligence, the global network of machines on which our world has grown dependent suddenly becomes an implacable, deadly foe. 396 pages. Vintage. Paperback. Pub. at $26.95. **$6.95**

**3836428 OUTPOST.** By W. Michael Gear. Donovan is a world of remarkable wealth, ahabilable paradise of a planet. It sounds like a dream—true, but Donovan's wealth comes at a price. When the ship Turalon arrives in orbit, Supervisor Kalico Aguila discovers a failing colony, its government overthrown and the few remaining colonists in极度 danger. 424 pages. DAW Books. Pub. at $26.00. **$5.95**

**3816877 THROUG H FIERY TRIALS.** By David Weber. With new alliances forged and old regimes fractured, Merlin—the cybernetic avatar of Earth's last survivor and immortal beacon to humanity—and the colony of Salthold face an uncertain future. Long thought buried secrets and prophetic promises come to light, proving time is uncertain. 750 pages. Tor. Pub. at $28.99. **$4.95**

**3836320 LOW CHICAGO.** Ed. by George R.R. Martin with M.M. Snoadgrass. Perfect for current fans and new readers alike, Low Chicago is an all-new time-travel adventure that leads to the criminal underworld of 1920s Chicago, starring a fresh cast of characters from the Wild Cards universe. 429 pages. Tor. Pub. at $27.99. **$5.95**

**3904547 THE LIGHT BRIGADE.** By Kameron Hurley. The Light Brigade: it’s what soldiers fighting the war against Mars call the one of dozens of ships sent out from Earth to try to save other civilizations. 335 pages. Tor. Pub. at $27.00. **$5.95**

**LIMITED QUANTITY 4003485 THE ANTAReS MÆLSTROM: Star Trek—The Original Series.** By Greg Cox. The stability of neighboring planets and space stations are threatened as widespread strife and sabotage and all around pandemonium result in a desperate need for Starfleet assistance. Captain James T. Kirk and the crew of the Starship Enterprise are dispatched to deal with the escalating crisis. 335 pages. Pocket. Paperback. Pub. at $8.95. **$3.95**

**3910563 SURVIVAL.** By Ben Bova. Alexander Ignatiev, former commander of the Sagan, who fought the previous seven Predicessors, is now in command of the Intrepid, one of dozens of ships sent out from Earth. To try to save other civilizations. 335 pages. Tor. Pub. at $25.99. **$4.95**

**2978024 APES AND ANGELS.** By Ben Bova. Humankind headed out to the stars not for conquest, nor exploration, nor even for curiosity. Humans were the stars in a desperate race to save intelligent life wherever they find it. Seeking out those precious worlds that harbor intelligent species, they are determined to protect them from a last approaching death wave heading their way. 417 pages. Tor. Pub. at $25.95. **$5.95**

**3863282 RIVER OF BONES.** By Taylor Anderson. When the U.S.S. Walker and her captain, Matt Reddy, were mysteriously transported from the Pacific to another world, they became involved in a never-ending conflict between their Lemurian allies and their vicious Grises. To survive, the destroyermen must take the battle upriver, and fight as they’ve never fought before—or face utter extinction. 461 pages. **SOLD OUT**

**3873293 DOCTOR WHO—DALEK: The Untold History of the Greatest Enemies of the Universe.** By George Mann et al. Features never before told short stories about these legendary creatures—Dr. Who’s greatest enemy—including terrifying historical episodes. This ultimate celebration of all things Dalek also includes concept art, cutaways, diagrams, comic strips and much more. 320 pages. HarperCollins. 9¼x12. Pub. at $45.00. **$5.95**

**3817083 WORLDS SEEN IN PASSING: Ten Years of Tor.com Short Fiction.** Ed. by Irene Gallo. An anthology of forty award-winning science fiction, fantasy, and horror from Tor.com’s first ten years. Authors include Charlie Jane Anders, Lilian Liu, Kai Ashante Wilson, Kameron Hurley, and more. 567 pages. Tor. Pub. at $27.99. **$4.95**

**3892972 STAR TREK DISCOVERY: Fear Itself.** By James Swallow. Lieutenant Saru is a Kelpien, a member of a prey species born on a world overrun by monsterous predators, and a being reared very intimately understands the nature of fear. Challenged on all sides, he is determined to surpass his origins and succeed as a Starfleet officer. Soon his command draws the U.S.S. Shenzhou. 290 pages. Pocket. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00. **$3.95**

**3928306 STAR WARS CHARACT ER ENCYCLOPEDIA.** By S. Beecroft & P. Hidalgo. Go on a journey through the Star Wars galaxy and learn all about its brave heroes and deadly villains. Updated to include The Force Awakens, this reference profiles more than 220 characters both popular and obscure, from Admiral Ackbar to Zam Wesell. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Pub. at $16.99. **$5.95**

**3843443 ARTEMIS.** By Andy Weir. When the crew of a space station becomes a target of the drug smuggling Jass Bashara goes to Artemis, humanity’s first and only lunar colony. Engineering the perfect crime is just the start of her problems. Her little heist is about to land her in the middle of a conspiracy for control of Artemis itself. 305 pages. Crown. Pub. at $27.00. **$5.95**

**★3909697 TRIUMPHANT.** By Jack Campbell. After helping their neighbors on Kolsatka defend themselves from a brutal invasion, the recording of a new world of Glenlyon has become a target. When an attack is launched against Glenlyon’s orbital facility, fleet officer Rob Geary knows that their sole destroyer, Saber, won’t have enough firepower to withstand the onslaught for long. 340 pages. Tor.com. Paperback. Pub. at $8.95. **$3.95**

**3762106 FUTURES PAST.** By A.E. van Vogt. Collects eight classic science fiction stories including: The Enchanted Village; The Last Martian; The Reflected Men; Cooperate or Else; The Second Solution; Fulfillment; The Replicants; and Vault of the Beast. 203 pages. Tachyon. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00. **$5.95**
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3846083 I ONLY KILLED HIM ONCE. By Adam Christopher. Another Hollywood night, another job for electric detective turned robotic hit man Raymond Electromatic. The target is a tall man in a black hat, and while Ray completes his mission successfully, he makes a startling discovery—one he soon forgets when his 24 hours memory tape loops to the end and is replaced with a fresh reel. Or. Pub. at $25.99 $4.95

3836224 I killed the planet. By D. G. Wright. When an extraterrestrial, believing that the violence of the Meduse has been left behind. Unfortunately, although her people are peaceful on the whole, the same cannot be said for the Khoou, who fan the flames of an ancient rivalry with the Meduse. Tor. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95

3846679 BUTTI: The Night Masquerade. By Ninete Oktor, In this thrilling conclusion to the series, Butti has returned to her home planet, determined to defeat the violence of the Khoou that has been left behind. Unfortunately, although her people are peaceful on the whole, the same cannot be said for the Khoou, who fan the flames of an ancient rivalry with the Meduse. Tor. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95

39010100 THE LINE BETWEEN. By Melinda Snodgrass. The Emperor’s daughter Calin is sent to the High Ground, the elite training academy of the Solar League’s Star Command, and she must graduate if she is to have any hope of taking the throne. 423 pages. Titan. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

3894053 INFINITY STARS. Ed. By Bryan Thomas Schmidt. The definitive collection of 25 original short stories by many of today’s finest authors, writing brand new adventures set in their most famous series including David Weber, Brian Herbert, Elizabeth Moon, Orson Scott Card, Catherine Asaro, Jack Campbell and more. 674 pages. Titan. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

3894296 ROBOTS VS. FAIRIES. Ed. by D. Parisien & N. Wolfe. Contains a diverse selection of short stories, as the authors pick a side and take a stand to answer the question on everyone’s mind: When the lasers cease firing and the fairy dust settles, who will triumph in the epic battle between the artificial and the supernatural? 436 pages. HMH. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95

3894225 PREDATOR vs BUTTI. Ed. by Bryan Thomas Schmidt. Over the centuries, extraterrestrial hunters of the Yautja race—also known as the Predators—have encountered (and stalked) humans on Earth and in the depths of space. Offered here are sixteen all-new stories of all such hunts, written by today’s top authors such as Kevin J. Anderson, Dayton Ward, Andrew Mayne, and many others. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $4.95

3832112 CHILDREN OF THE LENS. By E.E. Smith. Kim Kinnison, Number One man of his time, had faced challenges before, but rarely one as daunting as this. To him fell the perilous task of infiltrating the inner circle of Boskone, stronghold of galactic civilization’s most deadly foe. 303 pages. Gollancz. Paperbound. $6.95

3826222 SECOND STAGE LENSMAEN. By E.E. Smith. Kim Kinnison, Number One man of his time, had faced challenges before, but rarely one as daunting as this. To him fell the perilous task of infiltrating the inner circle of Boskone, stronghold of galactic civilization’s most deadly foe. 303 pages. Gollancz. Paperbound. $6.95

3827836 GALACTIC PATROL. By E.E. Smith. Where a battle- fleet would meet insurmountable resistance, a single infiltrator might penetrate the Boskonian defenses—if he would take on million to one odds. Lensman Kim Kinnison of the Galactic Patrol has a chance enough to take on those odds. 269 pages. Gollancz. Paperbound. $14.99 $6.95

3853829 SCIENCE FICTION SHORT STORIES. Ed. by Laura Bulbeck. Dystopia, alien worlds, time travel, robots, and more fill this brilliant collection, bringing together the fresh talents of modern writers with an eclectic range of science fiction masters including H. Rider Haggard, Jack London, and others. Beautifully bound in cloth with jacket, 480 pages Gollancz. Flame Tree. Pub. at $30.00 $9.95

3846083 THE LINE BETWEEN. By Tosca Lee. When 22 year old Wynter Roth is cast out of self-contained doomsday cult New Earth, her mysterious truth is torn asunder. Early onset dementia is already spreading across the nation. As Wynter struggles to start over in a world she’s been taught that evil, she finds herself face to face with the apocalypse she’s feared all her life. 356 pages. Howard. Pub. at $26.00 $4.95


2989697 TIME AFTER TIME. By Karl Alexander. When H.G. Wells shows his friend his fantastic time machine, he never suspects that his friend Leslie John Stephenson is in truth Jack the Ripper. Stephenson steals the machine and flees into the future. 1979 San Francisco. Knowing that he was responsible for the infamous murderer’s escape, Wells pursues the Ripper into the future. 335 pages. Forge. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99 $3.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 3846296 ROBOTS VS. FAIRIES. Ed. by D. Parisien & N. Wolfe. Contains a diverse selection of short stories, as the authors pick a side and take a stand to answer the question on everyone’s mind: When the lasers cease firing and the fairy dust settles, who will triumph in the epic battle between the artificial and the supernatural? 436 pages. HMH. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95

390752X INFINITY STARS: The Definitive Anthology of Space Opera and Military SF. Ed. by Bryan Thomas Schmidt. The definitive collection of 25 original short stories by many of today’s finest authors, writing brand new adventures set in their most famous series including David Weber, Brian Herbert, Elizabeth Moon, Orson Scott Card, Catherine Asaro, Jack Campbell and more. 674 pages. Titan. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 3895225 PREDATOR vs BUTTI. Ed. by Bryan Thomas Schmidt. Over the centuries, extraterrestrial hunters of the Yautja race—also known as the Predators—have encountered (and stalked) humans on Earth and in the depths of space. Offered here are sixteen all-new stories of all such hunts, written by today’s top authors such as Kevin J. Anderson, Dayton Ward, Andrew Mayne, and many others. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $4.95

383624X THE ANDROMEDA EVOLUTION. By M. Crichton & D.H. Wilson. When an extraterrestrial, believing that the violence of the Meduse has been left behind. Unfortunately, although her people are peaceful on the whole, the same cannot be said for the Khoou, who fan the flames of an ancient rivalry with the Meduse. Tor. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95

38901010 THE HIGH GROUND. By Melinda Snodgrass. The Emperor’s daughter Calin is sent to the High Ground, the elite training academy of the Solar League’s Star Command, and she must graduate if she is to have any hope of taking the throne. 423 pages. Titan. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

3890185 ROBOT vs FAIRY. Ed. by D. Parisien & N. Wolfe. Contains a diverse selection of short stories, as the authors pick a side and take a stand to answer the question on everyone’s mind: When the lasers cease firing and the fairy dust settles, who will triumph in the epic battle between the artificial and the supernatural? 436 pages. HMH. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95

3832112 CHILDREN OF THE LENS. By E.E. Smith. Kim Kinnison, Number One man of his time, had faced challenges before, but rarely one as daunting as this. To him fell the perilous task of infiltrating the inner circle of Boskone, stronghold of galactic civilization’s most deadly foe. 303 pages. Gollancz. Paperbound. $6.95

3826222 SECOND STAGE LENSMAEN. By E.E. Smith. Kim Kinnison, Number One man of his time, had faced challenges before, but rarely one as daunting as this. To him fell the perilous task of infiltrating the inner circle of Boskone, stronghold of galactic civilization’s most deadly foe. 303 pages. Gollancz. Paperbound. $6.95

3827836 GALACTIC PATROL. By E.E. Smith. Where a battle- fleet would meet insurmountable resistance, a single infiltrator might penetrate the Boskonian defenses—if he would take on million to one odds. Lensman Kim Kinnison of the Galactic Patrol has a chance enough to take on those odds. 269 pages. Gollancz. Paperbound. $14.99 $6.95

3853829 SCIENCE FICTION SHORT STORIES. Ed. by Laura Bulbeck. Dystopia, alien worlds, time travel, robots, and more fill this brilliant collection, bringing together the fresh talents of modern writers with an eclectic range of science fiction masters including H. Rider Haggard, Jack London, and others. Beautifully bound in cloth with jacket, 480 pages Gollancz. Flame Tree. Pub. at $30.00 $9.95
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3846660 BINTI: Home. By Nnedi Okorafor. It's been a year since Binti and the Meduse Okwu enrolled at Oomza University. A year since Binti was named a hero uniting two warring planets. A year since she abandoned her family in the dawn of a new day. And now she must return to her people. 160 pages. Tor. Pub. at $15.99. $4.95

3932400 THE LIMINAL PEOPLE. By Ayize Jama-Everett. Membership in the razor neck crew accelerates. Entire star systems and billions of people are being cut off from the rest of human civilization. Emperor Grayland II strives to save her people from impoverished isolation while the forces opposing her rule make a final, desperate push to topple her. 318 pages. Tor. Pub. at $26.99. $9.95

388603 MADE TO ORDER: Robots and Revolution. Ed. by Jonathan Strahan. This collection of 17 stories is where robots stand in for us, where both we and they are disadvantaged, and where hope and optimism shines through. Authors include Brooke Bolander, John Chu, Daryl Gregory, Hen Li, Suzanne Palmer, and more. 349 pages. Solaris. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.99. $8.95

3897818 STAR WARS EXTRAORDINARY DROIDS. By Simon Beecroft. Meet more than 50 amazing droids from a galaxy far, far away and learn who was once surprised by a quiet mouse droid, what noise GNK droids make, and see BB-8's new friend D-O with this beautifully illustrated guide for young and old fans alike. 125 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 8¼x11. Pub. at $16.99. $12.95

3891477 S.T.A.R. LABS: Cisco Ramon’s Journal The Flash. Compiled by Nick Aires. Cisco Ramon, S.T.A.R. Labs mechanical engineering genius, wears awesome T-shirts, and all legends of metahuman Vibe, is one of the original members of Team Flash. These are the confidential journal entries from the period leading up to Flashpoint, covering everything from S.T.A.R. Labs and his team designs. Fully illus. in color. 120 pages. Teen. 11¼x8½. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95. $9.95

3894150 THE RACE. By Nina Allan. A child is kidnapped with consequences that extend across worlds. A writer reaches into the past to discover the truth about a possible murder. Far away a young woman prepares for her mysterious future. 447 pages. Titan. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. $4.95

3722058 THE NULL PROPHET. By Michael Guillen. Space weather scientists have spotted holes opening in Earth’s magnetosphere. Now a massive, deadly eruption of solar radiation is barreling toward the planet at one million miles per hour. With only three days before impact, the president of the U.S. desperately turns to two unlikely heroes for help: Calder Sinclair and Ailie Armendariz. 422 pages. Regency. Pub. at $27.95. PRICE CUT to $7.95


378827X THE REBEL. By Gerald Brandt. 342 pages. DAW Books. $4.95

3934336 ARABELLA THE TRAITOR OF MARS. By David D. Levine. 334 pages. Tor. Pub. at $26.99. $4.95


3824217 STAR TREK HOW TO SPEAK KLINGON. By Ben Grossblatt. Fully illus. in color. Chronicle. Pub. at $7.95


3696654 IF TOMORROW COMES. By Nancy Kess. 334 pages. Tor. Pub. at $27.99. $4.95


3929200 STAR WARS TIE FIGHTER OWNERS’ WORKSHOP MANUAL. By Ryder Windham et al. Fully illus. in color. 125 pages. Insight Editions. 8¼x11. Pub. at $19.99. $9.95


Graphic Novels & Comics

3893910 THE LEGEND OF REGRETTABLE SIDEKICKS. By Jon Morris. Meet the oddest sidekicks, like Thunder Foot (assistant to the Human Bomb), Frosting (polar bear pal of space hero Noge Benson), and Superman Jr. (whose career barely got off the ground). Vintage art and insightful humor shine a spotlight on the strangest second bananas in comics! 254 pages. Quirk. Pub. at $24.95

3903934 THE LEGEND OF WONDER WOMAN, VOLUME 1: Origins. By Renae De Liz. On the hidden island of Themyscira, the balance is upset when Queen Hippolyta is granted what no immortal is meant to have: a child—the princess Diana. Here is the beginning of the legend. Collects The Legend of Wonder Woman #1-9 and The Legend of Wonder Woman digital original #1-27. DC Comics. Pub. at $29.99. $6.95

3840530 JOHN MILTON’S PARADISE LOST: A Graphic Novel. Illus. by Pablo Auladell. First published nearly 350 years ago, Milton’s epic poem has been reinvented by Spanish artist Pablo Auladell. His astonishing artwork portrays the complexity and tragedy of one of the greatest stories of all time. His bleak and surprising imagery captures the lyricism of Milton’s original, and is a masterful tribute to a literary original. 302 pages. Classic. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $25.95. $6.95

3884848 WE TOLD YOU SO: Comics as Art. By Tom Spurgeon with M. Dean. Not just a history of Fantagraphics Books, but a history of comics and its evolution over the past half-century. It’s a wild ride through a tumultuous, contentious, and defining period in comics history, chronicling its origins in 1960s fandom, the birth of the alternative comics movement of the 1980s, and the rise of the graphic novel. Well illus. in color. 696 pages. Fantagraphics. 8¼x10¼. Pub. at $49.99. $9.95

3927350 MINKY WOODCOCK: The Girl Who Handcuffed Houdini. By Cynthia von Buhler. The oddest story of a famous detective agency, the fabulous, rabbit loving Minky Woodcock straps on her gumshoes in order to uncover a magical mystery involving noted author Arthur Conan Doyle and world famous escape artist Harry Houdini. Adults only. 302 pages. Regnery. Pub. at $24.99. $5.95

3841118 NEON GENESIS EVANGELION, VOLUME 2: The Legend of the Piko Piko Middle School Students. By Y. Kawata & Yukito. Asuka! Paradise Lost! The friendlies, like Tenshi, our students of the National Defense Middle School otherwise known as NERV! They’re training to prevent the “New Century Apocalypse,” but will all their training help them when they’re demonic dating on the main stage at Tokyo’s largest game show? In B&W. Dark Horse. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.99. $4.95
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$9.95

2008951 HARLEY QUINN, VOLUME 2: Power Outage. by A. Conner & J. Palmiotti. When Flower Girl drops out the sky and into Harley Quinn’s new hood, there’s only one thing for her to do: sew herself a new costume so the amnesiac Power Girl believes they’re a pair of crime fighting superheroes! Collects Harley Quinn #13–16; Harley Quinn: Futures End #1 and Harley Quinn #1-6; DC Comics. Pub. at $24.99

$7.95

3994754 DIAL H: The Deluxe Edition. By China Mieville et al. A broken-down payphone down holds the power to transform anyone with the right number into a host of different superheros. Overlooked, unemployed slacker Nelson finds that number. Discover the many bizarre randomized vigilantes he becomes in Dial H #0-15 and Justice League #23.3. DC Comics. Pub. at $34.99

$7.95

3990365 BATMAN, DELUXE EDITION. The Killing Joke. By Alan Moore. According to the grinning engine of madness and mayhem known as the Joker, one bad day is all that separates the sane from the psychotic. Freed once again, he’s out to prove his deranged prophecy. Collects Batman: The Killing Joke. Stories from Batman: Black and White #4 and Countdown #31. 96 pages. DC Comics.

$6.95

3930362 JLA: Riddle of the Beast. By Alan Grant. In the tradition of The Lord of the Rings, The Wild Cards, Tuf, and the Chronicles of Amber comes this fully-painted graphic novel in which familiar characters such as Superman, Wonder Woman, Batman and Robin are re-imagined in exciting new roles within an epic tale of high fantasy and blackened romance. 104 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $24.95

$5.95

3930149 BEFORE WATCHMEN: Minutemen/ Silk Spectre. By D. Cooke & A. Conner. For over 20 years the backstories of the now-iconic characters from Alan Moore and Dave Gibbons’ graphic novel has been the subject of much debate. Here DC Comics has assembled the greatest creators in the industry to further paint the world of Watchmen. Collects Before Watchmen: Minutemen, Before Watchmen: Silk Spectre #1-4. Adults only. DC Comics. Pub. at $29.99.

$6.95

3990465 FLASHPOINT: The World of Flashpoint Featuring Batman. By Brian Azzarello et al. Flashpoint has changed the DC Universe, and nothing is as it was before. Now, Batman is Thomas Wayne, driven by the death of his son Bruce to punish criminals. Collects Flashpoint: Batman–Knight of Vengeance #1-3; Flashpoint: Deadman and the Flying Graysons #1-3; Flashpoint: Deathstroke and the Curse of the Ravager #1-3; and Seven–1. DC Comics. Paperbound.

$5.95

3930148 BEFORE WATCHMEN: Ozymandias/ Corinthian. By L. Wein & J. Higgins. For over 20 years the back-stories of the now-iconic characters from Alan Moore and Dave Gibbons’ graphic novel has been the subject of much debate. This volume collects Before Watchmen: Ozymandias #0-15 and Before Watchmen: Minutemen #1-5; Before Watchmen: Nite Owl #1-3, and more. DC Comics. Pub. at $29.99.

$6.95

393019X DC COMICS: The Sequential Art of Amanda Conner. By Barbara Kessel et al. Conner breaks the mold of some of DC’s most iconic characters from Supergirl to Wonder Woman in stories penned by Patton Oswalt, Geoff Johns, and even Conner herself. Collects material from Superman: Lois Lane #1; Joker: Last Laugh #47-49; Birds of Prey #47-49; Superwoman; and more. DC Comics. Pub. at $29.99.

$6.95

3915204 THE RETURN OF SNOW WHITE AND THE SEVEN DWARFS. By R. Scarpap & G. Martina. Prince charming leaves Snow White in the care of the Seven Dwarf while he leaves for an undefined quest. The Evil Queen, with the help of the Wicked Witch, tries to keep the Prince from getting back; then the Dwarfs build a special diamond throne for the Princess, but when it vanishes, they set out to find the thief. Jimmy Cricket and Minnie make a guest appearance; and Silly Symphonies looks a gift at a discount. Foreword.

$4.95
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3890570 SUPERWOMAN, VOL. 1: Who Killed Superwoman? By Phil Jimenez. Lois Lane has inherited the Man of Steel’s powers and leaps into action as Superwoman. Then another Superwoman defending Metropolis? And when one Superwoman dies in battle, how will the survivor handle the awesome responsibility on her shoulders? Collects Detective Comics #1-7. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $5.95

3893297 JUSTICE LEAGUE: 100 Greatest Moments. By Robert Greenberger. To celebrate the exploits of The World’s Greatest Super Heroes who have faced foes that threaten the very fabric of the fabric, one hundred of their greatest moments—selected by those who wrote or edited their adventures—have been gathered into this dazzling volume. These champions of justice remain undaunted, and their legacy continues. $12.95

3890493 HARLEY QUINN: Preludes and Knock-Knock Jokes. By Karl Kesel. Harley Quinn has always been one thing—unfailingly loyal to her true love, the Joker. So what does she do when her puddin’ betrays her? She hits the town of course! Whether she’s two timing her Face or forming a gang of her own henchmen, she’s a crime boss the likes of which Gotham City has never seen. Collects Detective Comics #1-7, 190 pages. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $9.45

3894541 BATMAN-TWO-FACE: Face the Face. By James Robin. One year ago, Batman and Robin disappeared from Gotham, leaving Harvey Dent as the city’s protector. Now, the Dynamic Duo has returned to the streets again and face the Starman. Collects Detective Comics #1817-820; and Batman #651-654, 210 pages. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $7.95

3894452 BATMAN ARKHAM: Killer Croc. By Gerry Conway et al. Waylon Jones was born with a rare condition—he has problems with his spine! Living up to his nickname, Killer Croc, Conway has crooked and twisted bones as well as a crooked and twisted mind. Collects Detective Comics #525, #660, #608-810; Batman #358, #359, #471, #489, #512, #521, #522; Batman and Robin #23.4, 296 pages. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $9.45

3894207 THE GREAT GAME. By Mark Gatis. Several hostages are caught in a war and one group of people are sent to solve a series of bizarre cases, free the victims, and uncover the culprit. In B&W. Titan. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95

3905136 SHOWCASE PRESENTS JONAH HEX, VOLUME TWO. By Michael Fleischer et al. The surly gunslinger’s adventures continue in this second volume, featuring the work of comic legends Michael Fleischer, Jose Luis Garcia-Lopez, Vince Alcazar, Ernie Chan and more. Collects Weird Western Tales #34-38 and Jonah Hex #1-22. In B&W. 541 pages. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $4.95

3930602 SUPERMAN: Secret Identity. By Kurt Busiek. Despite his iconic name, Clark Kent from Picketsville, Kansas, is just a normal kid—until the day he can fly, see through walls, and shrug off small airplane bullets. Follows Clark as this man with powers tries to prove he can make the world a safer place. Collects issues #1-4. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99 $6.95


3894911 THE HAWKMAN ARCHIVES, VOLUME 2. By Gardner Fox. Experience the riveting early adventures of Hawkman, one of DC’s forgotten heroes from the 1940s. Collects Hawkman #1-5 in this essential archive collection. He takes on the “Master of the Sky-Weapons,” “The Giant in the Golden Mask” and more in 13 tales drawn from Hawkman #1-5, 212 pages. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $49.95 $11.95

3894258 TRIGGERMAN. By Walter Hill. Locked up for a life of murder, Roy Nash never thought he’d walk the streets again, let alone rescue his beloved Lena. But when the city’s Mafia elite spring the notorious gun for hire to handle one last assignment, Roy once again finds himself thrown headfirst into a life of bloodshed and bullets as he sprints a breathless race to find the girl he left behind. 124 pages. Marvel Double-Shot #4. Marvel. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $5.95

3894460 BATMAN ARKHAM: Man-Bat. By Frank Robbins et al. Dr. Kirk Lanstrom was a respected biologist, but when his attempt to cure his deafness transformed his body into a man-bat hybrid, Man-Bat was created! Collects Detective Comics Vol. #1, #400, #402, #407; Man-Bat Vol. 1, #1-2; Secret Origins #39, Showcase ’94 #11, Man-Bat Vol. 2 #5; Batman Legends of the Dark Knight #10-#14, #23.4, 296 pages. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $4.95

3912086 THE KITCHEN. By Ollie Masters. In Hell’s Kitchen in the 1970s, married women have their place—and it isn’t out on the streets, collecting loan shark payments for the Irish mob. But when their regular husbands get sent to prison, prison widows Kath, Raven and Angie can’t see any other way to make a living, and as it turns out, they’re pretty good at it. Collects issues #1-8. Vertigo. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

3905497 WONDER WOMAN. By M. Deodato & W. Messner-Loebs. Many years ago, the Amazons agreed to send an emissary into Man’s World. In a competition to see who among the sisters was most worthy, Diana, daughter of the Amazons’ queen, emerged the victor. Taking the title of Wonder Woman, she became a hero to all the world. Collects Wonder Woman #0, #85, #90-100 and Legends of the DC Universe #4-5. Vertigo. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $5.95

3930378 JOE KUBERT PRESENTS. With jim glanzman et al. For his final published work, the comic book pioneer and master storyteller presents a unique anthology assembling issues #1-6 of Joe Kubert Presents. Featuring characters old and new—Hawkman, General Hawkwind, Angel and the Ape, Kamandi, and The Redeemer—these captivating tales form a unique capstone to Kubert’s remarkable career. 304 pages. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $5.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 3927058 WIZARD MEN MASTERPIECE EDITION, VOLUME 1, By C. Claremont & J. Byrne. The team of new X-Men travel to Scotland to learn the secret of the mysterious “Mutant X.” In the future, the mutant-hunting Sentinels have executed nearly every superhuman in Marvel Universe and roam on Christmas Eve. Kitty Pryde comes face to face with a dangerous creature. Collects Uncanny X-Men #126-128, #135-137, #141-143 and #150. 256 pages. Wizard. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 SOLD OUT

3926958 THE NEW AVENGERS: The Complete Brian Michael Bendis Issues. A traitor within the New Avengers and Captain America knows who it is. Now he must uncover the secrets and lies that have threatened to tear the team apart from the beginning. Collects New Avengers #1-34 with Spider-Man Giant-Size Spider-Man #1. Marvel. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.99 $5.95

389424 GUARDIANS OF THE GALAXY, VOL. 1. By Brian Michael Bendis. It’s action all the way as the rag tag group, who might just be the only group standing between Marvel’s newest household names. Collects Guardians of the Galaxy #0.1 and #1-10 and Guardians of the Galaxy: Tomorrow’s Avengers #1. Marvel. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.99 $5.95
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276 pages. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99. $4.95

389438X THE AVENGERS: Official Index to the Marvel Universe. By Paul Bourci er et al. Get the complete history of Earth’s Mightiest Heroes from their earliest appearances all the way up to the present day. This resource comes packed with synopses of the first three volumes of Avengers, the first volume of New Avengers and more. Marvel. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99. $4.95

393053X SUPERGIRL: Book One. By Peter David et al. To her parents, Linda is a former good girl who now dabbles on the wrong side of the law. To her boyfriend, Buzz, she’s an eager accomplice as they try to harness dark forces more powerful than either of them can control. And after Buzz tries to use her to summon a demon, Linda Danvers is—dead?

By Peter David. © 2005 DC Comics. 224 pages. DC Comics. Hardcover. Pub. at $34.99. $6.95

390973X THE LOST FLEET: Corsair. By Jack Campbell. The century-long war between two space empires, the Alliance and the Syndics, has ended, but Captain Michael Geary, nephew of the legendary Alliance Commander John “Black Jack” Geary, believed MIA, is still a prisoner of war. Issues #1-3. Marvel. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99. $5.95

390525X SUPERMAN/BATMAN: Saga of the Super Sons. By B. Haney & D. O’Neil. Have you ever wondered what it would be like if Superman and Batman each had a son? Now, revealed in all of its action and drama, the classic chronicle of the two greatest heroes the world has ever known: Superman Jr. and Batman Jr. Collects Superman/Batman: The Lost Sons #1-5.

By Grégory Guilhaumou. © 2004 DC Comics. 224 pages. DC Comics. Hardcover. Pub. at $34.99. $6.95


2578604 AVENGERS & X-MEN: Axis. By Rick Remender. Good and evil mean little when the friendly neighborhood carnage is swinging to the rescue, while Iron Man is acting all-supervillain in his way. Collects #1-9. Marvel. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99. $5.95

3930106 AVENGERS: Rage of Ultron. By Rick Remender. Years after the Ultron was shot into space, the homicidal artificial intelligence has found a new world to conquer—one with its own home planet. To save his home world, Thanos’ brother Starfox seeks the aid of his former allies, the Avengers. Marvel. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99. $5.95

3905314 TRINITY: Batman/Superman/Wonder Woman. By Matt Wagner. The Dark Knight, the Man of Steel, the Amazon Princess, As the three champions join forces to defend Earth against an oncoming apocalypse, a legendary alliance is born! Collects Batman/Superman/Wonder Woman: Trinity #1-3; Adventures of Superman #628; Wonder Woman #204; and Batman #627, 208 pages. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99. $6.95

3905152 DC UNWRAPPED. By Andy Kubert. Batman is dead, fallen at the hands of a mysterious enemy. It’s up to Robin, Damien Wayne, son of Bruce Wayne and Talia al Ghul, to take up the search for Batman’s killer. Damien knows that Gotham City must always have a Batman. Collects Damien: Son of Batman #1-4 and Batman #666 and #700. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99. $4.95

389460X DARING NEW ADVENTURES OF SUPERGIRL, VOLUME 1. By Paul Kupperberg. Disguised as a college student, Supergirl sets out from the safety of Metropolis to see her adopted country for herself. She encounters loyal friends and powerful new foes, astounding new discoveries and terrifying new dangers. Collects issues #1-12. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95. $4.95

3909172 NIGHTWING: Year One. By Chuck Dixon. DC’s greatest characters have a mission: To protect the city of Gotham from the forces of evil! Collects Nightwing: Year One #1-4. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99. $5.95

3905152 SUPERMAN/BATMAN: Saga of the Super Sons. By B. Haney & D. O’Neil. Have you ever wondered what it would be like if Superman and Batman each had a son? Now, revealed in all of its action and drama, the classic chronicle of the two greatest heroes the world has ever known: Superman Jr. and Batman Jr. Collects Superman/Batman: The Lost Sons #1-5.

By John Jackson Miller. © 2004 DC Comics. 224 pages. DC Comics. Hardcover. Pub. at $34.99. $6.95

3905225 SUPERMAN/BATMAN: Power Couple. By Charles Soule. Everyone knows that Superman and Wonder Woman have “fought” forces to stop evil together. But what will happen when their enemies—not to mention the general public—discover that the two strongest beings on earth are pairing up romantically as well? Collects Superman/Wonder Woman: Power Couple #1-7. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99. $5.95
**Graphic Novels & Comics**

**3903117 THE MYSTERIOUS WORLD OF DOCTOR STRANGE.** By Nick Jones et al. This lavishly illustrated guide offers a magical mystical mind-bending universe of Stephen Strange, Marvel's magical Super Hero extraordinaire. This collector's edition is packed with fantastic art and is attractively bound with gilt pages. 176 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 9x11". Pub. at $24.99

**$8.95**

**39472X STEPHEN KING’S THE DARK TOWER: The Long Road Home.** By Peter Davi. With Roland Deschain seemingly lost inside the haunted world of Maerlyn's Grapefruit, and the forces of darkness tugging at him, he will take all the courage of his Ka-tef to get him out of Hambric and back home. Collects Dark Tower: The Long Road Home #1-5. Adults only. Marvel. Pub. at $24.99.

**$9.95**

**394711 STEPHEN KING’S THE DARK TOWER: The Gunslinger–The Journey Begins.** By Peter David. The Barony of Gilead has fallen to the forces of the evil John Farson, as the Gunslingers are massacred at the Battle of Jericho Hill. But one Gunslinger rises from the ashes: Roland Deschain—who will battle the Not-Man, the Slow Mutants and more as he trials the Man in Black. Collects issues #1-5.

**$5.95**

**394703 STEPHEN KING’S THE DARK TOWER: Fall of Gilead.** By R. Furth & P. David. Everyone in Gilead knows how Roland could have killed his own mother, but only he knows the answer. Marten Broadcloak. And while Roland rots in jail, Broadcloak’s plot is wrapping its bloody and black tendrils around Gilead. Collects Dark Tower: Sorcerer and Dark Tower: The Fall of Gilead #1-6. Adults only. Marvel. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99.

**$4.95**

**LIMITED QUANTITY 3915212 STRANGE SUSPENSE, VOL. 1: The Steve Ditko Archives.** Ed. by Blake Bell. Goes back to the early days in Steve Ditko’s career, in 1953-54, when he drew thrillers of psychological and physical intensity that were not yet hobbled by the stricture of the Comics Code. This is the first volume reprinting Ditko’s earliest comics. 238 pages. Fantagraphics. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95. **SOLD OUT**

**39442X STRANGER THINGS, VOLUME ONE: The Jordache Side.** By Steve Niles. Doesnt’t know what to call the shadowy realm he finds himself in, but is certain that he is alone and far away from anything close to save. A strange shrieking monster lurks around every corner and familiar voices drift through the air from the other side. Collects Stranger Things: The Other Side #1-4. 96 pages. Dark Horse. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99.

**$5.95**

**394556 BATMAN: Europa.** By M. Cassali & B. Azzarello. After an unknown enemy infects Batman with a deadly virus, the Dark Knight must race across Europe in search of a cure. But he wasn’t the only target—his greatest enemy the Joker was exposed too, and now they must solve the mystery by working together. Collects issues #1-4. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $22.99.

**$5.95**


**$5.95**


**$7.95**


**$4.95**

**394371 ANT-MAN: Scott Lang.** By David Michelinie et al. When his noble intentions win the Avengers’ approval, Scott Lang, takes over as the all-new Ant-Man, full time! Collects Marvel Premiere #47-48; Iron Man (1968) #131-133 and #151; Avengers (1963) #195-196; and #233; Marvel Team-Up (1972) #103; Thor Two-in-One (1974) #87; and material from Avengers #107 and Iron Man #139. Marvel. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99.

**$5.95**

**390327 GREEN ARROW/BLACK CANARY: The Wedding Album.** By Judd Winick. DC’s hottest couple is finally tying the knot, and the entire superhero community is invited. But there are other wedding crashers too: Deathstroke and his men. This will turn the special day into a battle royale. Collects Green Arrow and Black Canary Wedding Special #1 and Green Arrow and Black Canary: No Man’s Land. DC Comics. Pub. at $19.99.

**$9.95**

**393027 FOREVER EVIL: Blight.** By J.M. DeMatteis & R. Fawkes. Humanity’s darkness has become so powerful it’s taken on a form known as Blight. It may spell the end of the world, but all John Constantine cares about is saving his beloved Zadie. Collects Constantine: Justice League Dark #1-10; Constantine: #9-12; Trinity of Sin: Pandora #6-9; and Trinity of Sin: Phantom Stranger #14-17. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99.

**$5.95**

**3926745 AMAZING SPIDER-MAN: Coming Home.** By J. Michael Straczynski. At a demonstration against irradiated school students, Peter Parker was bitten by an irradiated spider, from which he gained the arachnid’s incredible abilities. When a burglar killed his beloved uncle Ben, Peter vowed to use his powers to help his fellow man. Collects Amazing Spider-Man, Volume 2 #30-36. Marvel. Paperback. Pub. at $5.95.

**3905306 THOR: The Warriors Three–The Complete Collection.** By Stan Lee et al. A volume collecting Thor Annual #2, Incredible Hulk #102; Spotlight #30; Marvel Fanfare #34-35; Journey into Mystery #1; Thor Annual #38-39; Warriors Three #1-4 and material from Tales to Astonish #1; and Thor #245-261. Marvel. Paperback. Pub. at $34.99.

**$7.95**


**$7.95**

**3905100 TRANSFORMERS, VOLUME 01: Through the Air from the Other Side.** By Nick Jones et al. The Autoboyss and their young friend Kenji must stand tall against the Decepticons in an interplanetary conflict! These classic stories are from the dawn of the Transformers, and includes thrilling tales such as The Great Transformer War; Fighting in Space; The Return of The Jedi, and many more. Collects Transformers: More than Meets The Eye #1-4. IDW Publishing. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99.

**$6.95**


**$6.95**

**3930251 STAR WARS–SHATTERED EMPIRE.** By Greg Rucka. Presents an explosive original tale spinning out of THE RETURN OF THE JEDI. Readers past the destruction of the second Death Star and into the chaos of the Empire’s destruction. Collects Star Wars: Shattered Empire. Also features art from Wars Special: C-3PO #1. Marvel. Pub. at $24.99.

**$5.95**

**3945584 BATWOMAN.** By Greg Rucka. Determined to continue serving others after her military career was cut short by bigotry, Kate Kane has taken up the identity of Batwoman, leading a one-woman war on Gotham City’s evil underworld. Collects Detective Comics #865-866; and the storyline from The New 52: Earth 2. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99.

**$5.95**
**Graphic Novels & Comics**


3890033 BATMAN: Death and the Maidens. By Greg Rucka. In exchange for his aid, Ra’s al Ghul offers Batman the opportunity of a lifetime—the chance to speak with his dead parents. But the reunion is not what Batman imagined, and what Martha and Thomas Wayne have to say to their son will profoundly change both the man and the hero. Collects Batman: Death and the Maidens #1-9; and Detective Comics #783. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $7.95

38907044 BEASTS OF ABIGAILE, VOLUME 2. By Spica Aoki. As punishment for disrupting class, Nina and Roy find themselves working at the secret parties held by the school’s human instructors. But Nina’s duties quickly become far more sinister than just waiting tables. In B&W. Seven Seas. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95

389445X BATMAN: Death and the Maidens. By Greg Rucka. Ra’s al Ghul has lived for hundreds of years, but he is not immortal. Without access to his life-giving Lazarus Pit, death will come to the hero who had once been his greatest foe: Adam Warlock. Marvel, Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $5.95

3890653 THANOS: The Infinity Relativity. By Jim Starlin. Annihilus, Lord of the Negative Zone, makes a renewed assault on the positive universe in search of a source of infinite power. To stop him, a fragile alliance of cosmic protectors forms: the ragtag band of adventurers known as the Guardians of the Galaxy. Marvel. Pub. at $24.99 $5.95

3890661 THANOS: The Infinity Revelation. By Jim Starlin. Thanos—the Mad Titan, slayer of gods and breaker of worlds—must pursue a trail of clues across the cosmos, in search of the revelation that will ensure the future. By his side is the resurrected form of the hero who had once been his greatest foe: Adam Warlock. Marvel. Pub. at $24.99 $5.95

3894894 GREEN ARROW: The Archer’s Quest. By Brad Meltzer. Green Arrow must find his lost treasures of his first life to preserve his past and discover what his new life means. Roy Harper, now known as Arsenal, joins him as they cross the United States, see him reinvented time and time again in 20 of his greatest schemes, from Action Comics #23 to Lex Luthor: Man of Steel #3. 384 pages. Seven Seas. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.99 $5.95

3893092 AVENGERS: Citizen Kang. By Thomas M. Gruenewald. In the town of Timely, Wisconsin, the Vision has disappeared, and it’s up to the Fantastic Four and the Avengers to save him. But Timely is connected to Kang’s city of Chronopolis, guarded by the Annihilus, Lord of the Negative Zone. Marvel. Pub. at $24.99 $5.95

3892650 FANTASTIC FOUR: Authoritative Action. By Mark Waid. With their arch-enemy Doctor Doom defeated, the Fantastic Four decide to enter his land of Laterva to free the country’s downtrodden peasants and dismantle Doom’s weapons of terror. Collects Fantastic Four, Volume 1 #503-511. Marvel, Paperbound. $5.95

3892669 FANTASTIC FOUR: Unthinkable. By Mark Waid. Doctor Doom. A man whose name is synonymous with evil, a cruel despot with an unquenchable desire for world domination and the arch-nemesis of the Fantastic Four. He returns with a diabolical new plan to destroy his hated enemies! Collects Fantastic Four, Volume 3 #667-70. Marvel, Paperbound. $5.95

3890530 WILDSTORM: A Celebration of 25 Years. By Brandon Choi et al. Gathers a sense-shattering blend of new content, hardcovers, one-shots, and never-before-seen extras from the history of DC’s edgiest superhero team. Collects WILDC.A.T.S. #1; WILDCATS v.4 #1; The Authority v.1 #13-14; Coup D’etat: Afterword; and Eye of the Storm Annual, DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99 $5.95

3893070X WILL EISNER’S THE SPIRIT ARCHIVES, VOLUME 25. In the 60 years since his first appearance, The Spirit and his creator Will Eisner have both become legends. Now, in this deluxe hardcover, the hardboiled hero’s early strips (1941 to 1944) are presented for a whole new generation, painstakingly restored and fully recolored. 200 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $59.99 $11.95

3893071X WILL EISNER’S THE SPIRIT ARCHIVES, VOLUME 26. In the 60 years since his first appearance, The Spirit and his creator Will Eisner have both become legends. Now, in this deluxe hardcover, the hardboiled hero’s early strips (1952 to 2005) are presented for a whole new generation, painstakingly restored and fully recolored. 256 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $59.99 $11.95

3893072X WOLVERINE, VOL. 2: The Complete Collection. By Jason Aaron. Wolverine is the bizarre ‘living weapon’ man with the unquenchable desire for world domination and the arch-nemesis of the Fantastic Four. He returns with a diabolical new plan to destroy his hated enemies! Collects Wolverine: Weapon X #1-14, and material from Dark X-Men: The Beginning #3. Marvel. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.99 $7.95
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**Graphic Novels & Comics**

3927040

**WIZARD WOLVERINE MASTERPIECE EDITION, VOLUME 1.** By Chris Claremont. Wolverine hunts a mystical monster that-feats on human flesh; while in Japan for Logan’s wedding to his beloved Mariko, the X-Men fall prey to betrayal; Wolverine squares off against a rampaging Hulk; and allied with Captain America both logan and vader must defeat the infamous Baron Strucker. Collects Uncanny X-Men #139-140, #172-173, #268; Incredible Hulk #340; and Wolverine #150-153. 272 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95. **$5.95**

3930629

**SUPERMAN: The Coming of the Superman,** By N. Adams & T. Berad. In the not too distant future, Apokolips has been destroyed. Krypton has been reborn. The Earth is safer than ever. And from Metropolis to the Middle East, the Man of Steel soars through the skies—righting wrongs and saving lives all over the world. Collects Superman: The Coming of the Superman #1-6. DC Comics. Pub. at $24.99. **$5.95**

3930610

**SUPERMAN: The Action Comics Archives, Volume 4.** By J. Siegel & D. Cameron. In this fourth collection from Action Comics, Superman is back with new and expanded powers, new villains and new storytelling ideas. Collects Action Comics #53-68. 222 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $49.99. **$11.95**

★ 3820653

**WHITE INDIAN.** Ed. by J. David Spurlock. Collects the complete Frank Frazetta sixteen issue run, of White Indian from the back pages of Durango Kid comics. Frazetta leads us through the wild adventures of Dan Brand and his blood brother Tipi. 192 pages. Vanguard. 8”x11”. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95. **$17.95**

3890597

**UNDER THE MOON: A Catwoman Tale,** By Lauren Myracle, Illus. by J. Goodhart. Selina Kyle is fiercer than she knows. For 15 years, she’s put up with her mother’s string of bad boyfriends, but when Dernell, her mom’s current beau, proves crueler than the others, Selina re-evaluates her place in her mother’s string of bad boyfriends, but when Dernell, her mom’s current beau, proves crueler than the others, Selina re-evaluates her place in her home. There’s no way Selina and Dernell can live under the same roof! 224 pages. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99. **$6.95**

3915093

**COMPELLING COMICS.** By Eric Haven. Presents tales of existential terror, global warming and a vengeful God in this fantastic collection. Includes: The Glacier; I Killed Dan Clowes; Mammalogy; and The Gunslinger. Collects issues 1-3 of Tales to Demolish. A Day at the Races: It’s OK. I’m Wearing a Tie; Confluence; and Secret Origins, appeared in the Aviatrix. In color and B&W. 144 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99. **$6.95**

3915220

**VAGUE TALES.** By Eric Haven. A solitary man has telepathic encounters with a demonic aviatix, a wandering crystalline being, a flaming sword wielding warrior, and a mysterious sorceress, all within his living room. Fantagraphics. Pub. at $16.99. **$4.95**

3894630

**CONSTANTINE, VOLUME 1: The Spark and the Flame.** By R. Fawkes & J. Lenore. A deadly cabal of sorcerers is on the hunt for a mystical artifact that will allow them access to any magical resource on Earth. Now Constantine is in a race around the globe and against time to stop them. Collects issues #1-6. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99. **$4.95**

3905322

**VIGILANTE, VOLUME ONE.** By Marv Wolfman. As a district attorney for New York City, Adrian Chase used the legal system to keep the streets safe. But when it came to protecting his own family, the system failed. Concealed behind a featureless mask, Adrian Chase becomes the Vigilante, and declares all-out war on criminals. Collects The New Teen Titans Annual #2, and Vigilante #1-11. 320 pages. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95. **$6.95**

3894673

**DC COMICS: Zero Year.** By Scott Snyder. A young Bruce Wayne has only recently emerged as Batman, but he is already facing a full-scale disaster: a massive storm is heading for Gotham, and the Riddler has shut down the city’s power. Collects Batman #24-36; all 12 Zero Year issues. DC Comics. Pub. at $34.99. **$7.95**

3930203

**DC GOES APE, VOL. 1.** By Otto Binder et al. Humans beware, you have not been kind to the Simian race, and we will have our revenge. Collects Superboy #76, Superman #138, The Flash #127, Detective Comics #539, Hawkman #1, Wonder Woman #170, Strange Adventures #201, Shazam! #9; Detective Comics #482; Super Friends #30; and Flash #151. 168 pages. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99. **$4.95**

3900876

**SUPERMAN UNCHAINED.** By Scott Snyder. From the skies above Metropolis to the four corners of the globe to the star-streaked spaceways beyond, one man is synonymous with the word Hero. But when another with incredible power falls to Earth, Superman could spell the end for the Man of Steel. Collects Superman Unchained #1-9, and Superman Unchained Director’s Cut #1. DC Comics. Pub. at $29.99. **$6.95**

3894494

**BATMAN NOIR: The Black Mirror.** By Scott Snyder. An even darker and more dangerous look at the Man’s Gotham. “Thus far in his movie career, Batman has been a man on the brink of war. The Man of Steel is left with many questions, including: Just how far is he willing to go for tomorrow?” Collects Superman #204-209. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99. **$4.95**

3930580

**SUPERMAN, VOLUME ONE: For Tomorrow.** By Brian Azzarello. Millions of people have vanished without a trace. No one is left unaffected—not even Superman! But after tomorrow, The Man of Steel is left with many questions, including: Just how far is he willing to go for tomorrow? Collects Superman #204-209. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99. **$4.95**

3894622


3890562


3930513
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DOROTHY AND THE WIZARD IN OZ.
By Eric Shanower. Once upon a time, a tornado brought Dorothy to Oz. Now, an earthquake brings Dorothy on her latest and greatest adventure. Collects Dorothy & the Wizard in Oz #1-18. Marvel. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99
$4.95

LIMITED QUANTITY
3930270 EARTH 2, VOLUME 1: World's End. By Daniel H. Wilson et al. In the infinite vastness of the Multiverse there exists a world much like our own, with heroes and villains different from the ones we know, yet strangely familiar. Together, the heroes of Earth 2 battle the forces of Darkside and the New Gods of Apokolips. They thought they’d won. They were wrong. Collects Earth 2: World's End #1-11. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99
$4.95

SOLD OUT

$6.95

3829669 D-DAY: Storming Fortress Europe. By J. Chambers & E. Hendrix. The D-Day landings are brought to life in this electric graphic novel which blends a historically authentic narrative with masterful illustration to tell the story of that Longest Day, through the eyes of the men who were there. Seven Seas. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.00
$18.95

3891777 THE THRILLING ADVENTURE HOUR.
By B. Acker & B. Blacker. These ten epic tales feature the thrilling exploits of Sparks Nevada, Cactoid Jim, Phillip Fathom, Jefferson Reid, Amelia Earhart, Colonel Tick-Tock, and Captain Laserbeam! 138 pages. Archaia. Pub. at $19.95
$4.95

3890538 ROGUE ONE: A Star Wars Story.
By Jody Houser. All looks lost for the galaxy when a hero named Orson Krennic discovers the Death Star, the super-weapon whose existence has finally been revealed. Any insurgency will quickly be thwarted by the devastating new Death Star. But maybe there’s hope for the Rebel cause when a crew of new heroes sets out on a desperate mission to steal the plans to the threat. Collects Star Wars: Rogue One Adaptation #1-6 and One–Cassian & K-250 Special #1. Marvel. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99

3824659 AKUMA NO RIDDLE, VOLUME 5.
By Jun Kouga. With Hanu living in a dorm full of assassins, Tokaku has taken on the duty of protecting her safe. But after emerging victorious from a hard battle with Sumireko, it turns out that the last obstacle standing before Hanu—is Tokaku! In B&W. Seven Seas. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99
$4.95

3815050 AMAZING MYSTERIES, VOL. 1: The Bill Everett Archives. Ed. by Blake Bell. Collects some of the original stories and covers from 1938-1942 of one of the first “five-tool players” (writer, penciler, inker, letterer, and colorist) of the Golden Era of the 10-cent comics. Includes material from Amazing Mystery Funies; Target Comics; Blue Bolt Comics; and more. Fantagraphics. Pub. at $39.99
$9.95

3830572 THE SILVER AGE TEEN TITANS ARCHIVES, VOLUME 2. By Bob Haney. This volume contains 16 full-length adventures of the original band of super-teens, spanning the greatest years of one of comics’ most exciting and acclaimed titles. Collects Teen Titans #6-20 and The Brave and the Bold #83. 396 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $75.00
$14.95

3905098 ROAD TO OZ.
By Eric Shanower. So when Dorothy helps a stranger with directions, she suddenly finds herself on yet another magical and enchanted journey! This time, the Shaggy Man and mean old witch Mombi, accompanied by his magical companion Jack Pumpkinhead, Collects The Marvelous Land of Oz #1-18. Marvel. Pub. at $29.99
$6.95

3905020 THE MARVELOUS LAND OF OZ.
By Eric Shanower. The magical world of Oz comes to life in this Eisner award-winning graphic novel series. Follow the adventures of a young boy named Tip as he escapes the servitude of the mean witch Mombi, accompanied by his magical companion Jack Pumpkinhead. Collects The Marvelous Land of Oz #1-18. Marvel. Pub. at $29.99
$6.95

3905047 OZ: The Wonderful Wizard of Oz.
By Eric Shanower. L. Frank Baum’s beloved fantasy gets the Marvel treatment with this graphic novel adaptation. Whisked away to the magical Land of Oz, Dorothy fatefully flatters a Wicked Witch, liberates a living Scarecrow and is hailed as a great sorceress by the Munchkin people—but all she wants is to get back home. Collects The Wonderful Wizard of Oz #1-18. Marvel. Pub. at $24.99
$5.95

3894649 CONVERGENCE.
By Jeff King et al. The evil alien intelligence known as Brainiac has stolen 50 doomed cities from throughout time and space and brought them to a place beyond the Multiverse—a sentient planet called Genovese. The police have outlawed superheroes in the city, just as the murderous Mafia boss Rocco Genovese returns to reclaim New York and reunite the East Coast crime families. Collects Kick-Ass 3 #1-8, Image Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99
$9.95

3890032 MARVEL PRESENTS #3-12.
By Bob Haney. This collection features a brand new interviews with all seven founders of Image Comics, as well as industry insiders, comics historians and current Image Comics creators, this film brilliantly tells the story of the rise, fall and triumphant return of one of the most successful publishers in comic book history, Marvel Presents. Widescreen. Through rare archival footage and interviews with creators, this film brilliantly tells the story of the rise, fall and triumphant return of one of the most successful publishers in comic book history. Shout! Factory. DVD
$29.99

3826915 HULK: Banner/The End.
By Brian Azzarello. Hounded by authorities, the Hulk has so far managed to elude General Thunderbolt Ross and Doc Samson—but is Banner’s luck about to run out? Collects Starling Stories: Banner, Vol. 1 #1-4. Marvel. Paperback.
$5.95

3827024 ULTIMATE X-MEN: The Return of the King.
By Mark Millar. Magneto, the mutant Master of Magnetism and enemy of all mankind is about to launch his final assault on humanity. Only an outlaw band of mutant heroes—the X-Men—can hope to thwart his army of murderous minions. Collects Ultimate X-Men #26-33. Marvel. Paperback.
$5.95

386068X KICK-ASS, BOOK FOUR: The Dave Lizewski Years.
By Mark Millar. Hit-Girl’s been thrown in jail, and Kick-Ass now has to step up to lead crime fighting superhero team Justice Forever. There’s one catch, the police have outlawed superheroes in the city, just as the murderous Mafia boss Rocco Genovese returns to reclaim New York and reunite the East Coast crime families. Collects Kick-Ass 3 #1-8, Image Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99
$9.95

3890292 SWAMP THING: Trial by Fire.
By Mark Millar. The Parliament of Trees made him the master of Magnetism and enemy of all mankind is about to launch his final assault on humanity. Only an outlaw band of mutant heroes—the X-Men—can hope to thwart his army of murderous minions. Collects Ultimate X-Men #26-33. Marvel. Paperback.
$5.95

3925053 SWAMP THING: Trial by Fire.
By Mark Millar. The Parliament of Trees made him the master of Magnetism and enemy of all mankind is about to launch his final assault on humanity. Only an outlaw band of mutant heroes—the X-Men—can hope to thwart his army of murderous minions. Collects Ultimate X-Men #26-33. Marvel. Paperback.
$5.95

390680 DVO 3926553 THE IMAGE REVOLUTION.
Widescreen. Through rare archival footage and brand new interviews with all seven founders of Image Comics, as well as industry insiders, comics historians and current Image Comics creators, this film brilliantly tells the story of the rise, fall and triumphant return of one of the most successful publishers in comic book history, Image Comics, a well as industry insiders, comics historians and current Image Comics creators, this film brilliantly tells the story of the rise, fall and triumphant return of one of the most successful publishers in comic book history, Image Comics, as well as industry insiders, comics historians and current Image Comics creators, this film brilliantly tells the story of the rise, fall and triumphant return of one of the most successful publishers in comic book history, Image Comics, as well as industry insiders, comics historians and current Image Comics creators, this film brilliantly tells the story of the rise, fall and triumphant return of one of the most successful publishers in comic book history. Shout! Factory. DVD
$4.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/834
Fantagraphics. 8½x11¼. Pub. at $29.99

389055 ASSASSIN’S CREED, VOLUME 1: Trial by Fire. By A. Del Col & C. McCarthy. The mundane life of Charlotte de La Cruz is flipped upside down when she is catapulted into the shadowy world of the Assassin Brotherhood. Joining them in their centuries old feud with the Templar Order, Charlotte is inducted into the rites of the Brotherhood. Collects Assassin’s Creed: Trial by Fire #1-5. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99.

★ 3743209 PETER PAN. By Loisel. Loisel’s engrossing Peter Pan tale for adults is collected into a single, beautifully produced volume. Before he found Neverland, Peter was a boy fighting for survival on the harsh streets of Dicken’s London. His only respite is the fantastical stories of his friendly neighbor. Recommended for mature readers. 334 pages. Soaring Penguin. 8/11x11¼. Pub. at $39.95.

★ 688721 PRINCE VALIANT, VOLUME 1, 1937-1942. By Hal Foster. Hal Foster’s Prince Valiant is one of the most magnificent adventure comics ever and Fantagraphics’ reprinting is the loveliest treatment of the strip yet. This package includes the first three volumes of the strip, collecting the first six years of Foster’s run, from 1937-1942. Fantagraphics. 10½x14¾. Pub. at $99.99.

★ 688733 PRINCE VALIANT, VOLUME 16, 1966-1968. By Hal Foster. In this 16th volume, Hal Foster’s evocative art brings to life the halcyon wonders of Camelot’s autumn hunt, during which Aleta loses her skirt to a charging stag and a drugged Arn becomes a crazed berserker. Fantagraphics. 10½x14¾. Pub. at $34.99.

★ 3904253 IMPACT: The EC Archives. By Carl Wessler et al. This collection of tales—designed to carry an impact—is the complete run of Impact, issues #1-5, including the famous “Master Race” story. 166 pages. Dark Horse. 8½x11¼. Pub. at $27.95.

★ 3928934 DISNEY MASTERS MICKEY MOUSE: The Ice Sword Saga Book 2. By Massimo De Vito. The stories in this volume were originally published in Italy and are printed here in English for the first time: The Ice Sword Saga Book 2, featuring a special epic of the Frozen Kingdom and special stories, including the famous “Master Race” story. 192 pages. Fantagraphics. Pub. at $29.99.

★ 3928934 DISNEY MASTERS MICKEY MOUSE: The Ice Sword Saga Book 1. By Massimo De Vito. Mickey and Goofy rejoin the wizard Yor to battle their old foe when “The Prince of Mists Strikes Back.” But it doesn’t end there! To save the world from a sinister sleeping sickness, our heroes must first overcome “The Sleeping Beauty in the Stars.” 186 pages.

ART YOUNG’S INFERNO: Original Art Edition. The celebrated political cartoonist Art Young conjured a vision of Hell that in its greed, inequality, and misery reflected the stages of the world, the helicoper, and stands as a searing indictment of capitalism. This reissue of the classic 1934 illustrated novel presents Young’s drawings as facsimiles of his original pages. 162 pages. Fantagraphics. 8½x11¼. Pub. at $22.95.

DOCTOR FATE, VOLUME 1: The Blood Price. By Paul Levitz. In Modern-day Brooklyn, Amr El-Ddin, the Egyptian god of magic, has called up a great flood in order to cleanse the world. If left unchecked, his magic has the power to wash all of humanity away. The mystical helmet of Fate must turn the tide. Collects issues #1-7 and DC Black Label Presents: Doctor Fate #1. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99.

★ 3759172 DC COMICS YEAR BY YEAR: A Visual Chronicle. By Alan Cowell et al. Explore the evolution of DC Comics from Superman first taking to the skies in 1938 to the rebirth of the DC Universe and the final countdown of the Doomsday Clock. Comics, characters and storylines are presented alongside background information and real world events to give readers insight into the evolution of the DC Universe. 676 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $50.00.
3928128 DC COMICS A VISUAL HISTORY. By Alan Cowssill et al. Embark on an amazing adventure through more than 75 years of DC Comics history. This vibrant, visually stunning volume chronicles the history of DC Comics from the 1930s through today from the first time Superman donned his cape to the latest and most thrilling moments in DC Comics History. Slipcased. 376 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Paperbound. Pub. at $50.00 $19.95

3894665 DC COMICS/DARK HORSE COMICS, VOLUME 1: Justice League. By Alan Grant et al. In the dense forests of Central America, Superman makes an incredible discovery: a spacecraft of unknown origin, which could point humanity toward new technological advances—or spell its doom. Collects Superman vs. Predator #1-3, Superman vs. The Man of the Future #1-4, Batman/Heathrow/Starman #1-2, and Ghost/Bagdad. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $5.95

3928101 DC COMICS BOMBHELLS, VOLUME 6: War Stories. By Margarette Bennett. The Bombshells unite as the theater of war hits home! The fan favorite series reaches its smashing conclusion, as the reimagined DC heroines battle for their lives in an alternate history World War II. Collects DC COMICS BOMBHELLS #25 and #36. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $16.95

2994445 GUARDIANS OF THE GALAXY BY JIM VALENTINO OMNIBUS. With Al Milgrom et al. Thrill to the exploits of the 31st century’s greatest super-team, the original Guardians of the Galaxy! Collects Guardians of the Galaxy (1990) #1-29 and Annual #1-2, Marvel Super-Heroes (1967) #18; and material from Fantastic Four Annual #24; Thor Annual #16 and Silver Surfer Annual #3. Marvel. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.95 $7.95

3894916 GUARDIANS OF THE GALAXY BY JIM VALENTINO, VOL. 3. Arnold Drake et al. The original and future Guardians welcome the return of their ally Starhawk—but why is that bad news for the rest of the galaxy? Collects Guardians of the Galaxy #1-7; Annual #1; and material from Fantastic Four Annual #24; Thor Annual #16; and Silver Surfer Annual #3. Marvel. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95

3894828 WAR BEARS. By M. Atwood & K. Beyer. In the early days of comics in Toronto, a brutal war that greatly strains artist Al Zurakowski, personally and professionally, and how the rise of post-war American comics puts an end to his dreams. Collects issues #1-3. Dark Horse. Pub. at $19.99 $6.95


3837297 GAKUEN POLIZI, VOLUME 2. By Milk Morinaga. To achieve this dream, Aoba became a doctor. Her only one dream: to fight evil and protect the weak. Since she was a child, Aoba has had a desire to be a doctor. Since then, she has been working hard to become one. In B&W. Seven Seas. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 PRICE CUT to $2.95


3994142 QUAKE CHAMPIONS. By Ram V. Titan. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $5.95

3221245 DISNEY MASTERS DONALD DUCK: Duck Avenger Strikes Again. By Romano Scarpa. 173 pages. Fantagraphics. Pub. at $29.95 $17.95


3693074 BOMB QUEEN DELUXE EDITION, VOLUME THREE. By Jimmie Robinson. Adults only. Image Comics. Pub. at $29.95 $24.95


2878582 ABSOLUTE JOKER/LUTHERN. By Brian Azzarello. DC Comics. 8½x15½. Pub. at $99.99 $29.95


* 2780151 PRINCE VALIANT, VOL. 17, 1969-1970. By Hal Foster. Fantagraphics. 10¼x14¼. Pub. at $44.95 $29.95
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Graphic Novels & Comics


PRICE CUT to $2.95


$9.95


$12.95


SOLD OUT


$19.99


PRICE CUT to $2.95


PRICE CUT to $2.95


★ 3838454 ARCHIE'S SUNDAY FINISH. By Bob Montana. In these rarely seen Sunday newspaper comics from the late 1940s and early 1950s, including the very first strips, cartoonist Bob Montana draws on the facts, fantasy, feelings and fun of his own high school days in Haverhill, Massachusetts. Fully illus. in color. 157 pages. IDW Publishing. 10½x13¼. Pub. at $49.99

$11.95

390167X IN THE BEGINNING, THERE WAS CHAOS. For Better or for Worse 2nd Treasury. By Lynn Johnston. Combining strips from Johnston's fourth, fifth, and sixth cartoon collections, these strips reflect Johnston's longstanding tradition of portraying family life with charm, humor, and honesty. Follow John and Elly Patterson as they tackle the everyday joys and sorrows that arise when raising a young family. Fully illus., some in color. 304 pages. Andrews McMeel. 8½x11¼. Pub. at $19.99

$6.95

3912758 YOU HAVE THOSE WILD EYES AGAIN, MOOCY: A New Mutt's Treasury. By Patrick McDonnell. It's that time of year again when Mooccy gets those wild eyes and anything can happen. In this newest collection of Mutt's comics, Earl and Mooccy go to the beach for a summer vacation, welcome back new and old friends, and show us the rewards of loving an animal. Fully illus., some in color. 197 pages. Andrews McMeel. 10½x8½. Pub. at $19.99

$6.95

3901777 THE MUTTS SPRING DIARIES. By Patrick McDonnell. When the Mutt's gang go on egg-decorating sprees, dodge playful rain showers, and welcome home the birds from their winter vacation. Check out the “More to Explore” section to find that Mocc and Earl's feathered friends have gotten springtimeWritten. Fully illus., some in color. 174 pages. Andrews McMeel. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

$3.95

3915107 DIE LAUGHING. By Andre Frequin. These comic strips, which span 1977-1983, lay waste to politicians, hunters, meat eaters, small children, dogs, parents, and human nature itself, and are chillingly relevant today. This is the first time Francquin's comics have been translated for an American audience. Fully illus. Fantagraphics. 9½x11. Pub. at $19.99

$5.95

Cartoons & Comic Strips

2782060 WHEN CROSSES FLY: A Pearls Before Swine Collection. By Stephan T. Pastis. In this collection of comics, especially chosen for kids, the gang from Pearls Before Swine gets into adventures you have to see to believe. Join Rat and Pig—the brains and the brawn—on their attempt to start the first 3D comic; see what happens when the luckless croc adopts two penguins; and more. Fully illus. in color. 173 pages. Andrews McMeel. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99

$3.95

★ 3700232 I'M ON IT FOR THIS IN ME: A Pearls Before Swine Collection. By Stephan Pastis. Rat, pig and the rest of the animal crew from Pearls Before Swine are doing their best to make the American comic great again. They dare to tell the hard truths that the country needs to make you laugh. Or cry. Or roll on your grave. Fully illus., some in color. 128 pages. Andrews McMeel. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99

★ 3830162 Archie 3000! By Rex Lindsey et al. Travel to the 31st century with Archie and his friends. In the year 3000, Riverdale is home to intergalactic travel, alien life and everyone's favorite space case, Archie! Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Archie Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $10.95

$3.95


$17.95


$3.95

★ 3902150 YOU CAN'T FIGHT CRAZY: A Get Fuzzy Collection. By Darby Conley. Bucky Katt is an ill-tempered mastermind of chaos while Satchel Poole is a ne'er-do-well. We follow these two canine counterparts who attempts (unsuccessfully) to stay out of Bucky's schemes. Bucky and Satchel have their hands full with this cracked collection of comics! Fully illus., some in color. 127 pages. Andrews McMeel. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99

$4.95


$5.95

3700527 SUPERMAN, VOLUME THREE: The Golden Age. By Jerry Siegel. Superman must protect the citizens of Metropolis from a variety of threats ranging from insurance scams and gangsters to spies and saboteurs. Plus Lex Luthor returns to cement his place as Superman's arch nemesis, with more schemes and gadgets than any other villain facing the Man of Steel! Fully illus. in color. 373 pages. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99

$6.95


$3.95
**Cartoons & Comic Strips**

**292143X STAR WARS: The Classic Newspaper Comics, Volume 2.** By Al Williamson et al. This second of three volumes collects the classic 20th-Century newspaper strip from 1980-1982 in its complete format. Includes every Sunday title header and bonus panels, along with newly scrapd paper prints reprinted from original color artwork.

295 pages. IDW Publishing. 11¼x8¼. Pub. at $24.99

**DVD 3695395 BEETLE BAILEY: 65th Anniversary Collector’s Edition.** Fullscreen. This deluxe collector’s edition set includes all 50 cartoons first broadcast in 1963, plus a 30-minute TV special created in 1969. The bonus print material included shines a light on creator Mort Walker and his development of this iconic character. Includes original comic strips, feature illustrations, roughs and wild child Moosie, Bark and more. Over 5 hours. Hearst Entertainment. Pub. at $39.98

**3786102 KRAZY & IGNATZ 1916-1918: The George Herriman Library.** The hilarious, masterpiece Krazy Kat graced the pages of America’s newspapers for nearly thirty years. This new collection of the full sized Sunday pages brings back into print the beginning of the love triangle of Krazy Kat, Ignatz Mouse, Officer Pupp, and the first three years of this comic strip considered by many to be the greatest ever created. Fully illus. 184 pages.


**3812161 LONG STORY SHORT: 100 Classic Books in 3 Panels.** By Lisa Brown. A piecing collection of comics for 100 classic titles, from classroom classics like Don Quixote and Jane Eyre, to modern favorites like Beloved and The Handmaid’s Tale. Fully illus. in color. 71 pages. Algonquin. Pub. at $14.95


**3779335 THE ULTIMATE CARTOON BOOK OF BOOK CARTOONS.** Ed. by Bob Eckstein. 144 pages. Princeton Architectural. Pub. at $19.95


**3750353 SILLY SYMPHONIES, VOL. 4: The Sunday Newspaper Comics, 1942-1945.** Ed. by John Barber. 189 pages. IDW Publishing. 12½x9¼. Pub. at $49.99


**5568706 GASOLINE ALLEY, VOLUME TWO: The Complete Sundays, 1923-1925.** By Frank King. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Dark Horse. 12x16¾x. Pub. at $7.50


**3823284 BARNEY GOOGLE, VOLUME 14.** By Billy DeBeck. Fully illus. 353 pages. IDW Publishing. Pub. at $29.99

**3825590 DRAGONS: Creature Encyclopedia.** Ed. by L.J. Tracorses. Do you believe dragons are simply the scaly stuff of myths? Or do you think they really existed? This collection of twenty fascinating creatures is sure to spark your imagination. Learn the unique folklore of cultures around the globe, and see how people envisioned these beasts. Ages 8 & up. CHOKING HAZARD—Small parts. Not for children under 3 years. Fully illus. in color. 48 pages. Becker & Mayer. 11x8¼. Pub. at $14.99

---

**Children’s Books**


**378492X ALICE’S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND.** By Lewis Carroll, illus. by C.R. Garcia. This tale has delighted the world with a wild, imaginative and unforgettable adventure that inspired children of all ages to suspend disbelief and follow Alice into her fantasy worlds. This edition presents Carroll’s story fully unabridged with unique and fanciful art. Ages 14 & up. 160 pages. Harper, Pub. at $16.99

**2087521 MOLLY’S STORY.** By W. Bruce Cameron. Neglected by her mother, who won’t allow her to have a dog, CJ is going through some tough times. Molly’s job is to stay hidden in CJ’s room, cuddle up to her at night and protect her. No matter what CJ’s mother does to keep them apart, nothing will keep Molly away from the girl she loves. Ages 10 & up. Illus. 203 pages. Starscape. Pub. at $16.99


---

**Fantagraphics**

**3785035 SILLY SYMPHONIES, VOL. 4: The Sunday Newspaper Comics, 1942-1945.** Ed. by John Barber. 189 pages. IDW Publishing. 12½x9¼. Pub. at $49.99


**5568706 GASOLINE ALLEY, VOLUME TWO: The Complete Sundays, 1923-1925.** By Frank King. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Dark Horse. 12x16¾x. Pub. at $7.50


---
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**Children's Books**

**382599X** JUST SO STORIES. By Rudyard Kipling. Have you ever wondered how the Leopard got his spots? How did the Rhinoceros get his skin? This collection of 12 magical and witty stories will help to answer those questions. Ages 8 & up. Illus. 174 pages. Dean. Paperbound. $5.95

**3826422** THE WIND IN THE WILLOWS. By Kenneth Grahame, illus. by E.H. Shepard. One sunny spring day, Mole decides to visit the river bank. There he meets and soon becomes firm friends with Ratty, Badger, and car-crazy Mr Toad. Life on the river couldn't be better, until Toad's reckless driving lands him in jail. When the nasty weasels and stoats decide to take over Toad Hall, it's up to the friends to save the day. Ages 10 & up.

**3907481** THE HOUSE WITH A CLOCK IN ITS WALLS. By John Bellairs. When Lewis Barnavelt, an orphan, comes to stay with his uncle Jonathan, he expects to meet an ordinary person. But he is wrong. Uncle Jonathan and his next-door neighbor are both magicians! But soon Lewis unknowingly resurrects the former owner of the house, who built a clock that could obliterate humankind—and the Barnavels have to stop it. Ages 8 & up. Illus. 179 pages. Penguin. $5.95

**3829324** MORRY MOOSE’S TIME-TRAVELING OUTHOUSE ADVENTURE! By Darin Carpenter, illus. by C. Carpenter. Morry is a young moose who would rather play video games than do anything else. But Morry’s mother doesn’t feel that way and tells him to go outside and use his imagination. Morry isn’t sure how, but his best friend, Doug the duck, is an expert. Ages 8 & up. Fully illus. in color. Willow Creek 11x8½. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95

**3860930** THE BOX-CAR CHILDREN. By Gertrude Chandler Warner. Henry, Jessie, Violet, and Benny are brothers and sisters. They’re orphans too, and the only way they can stay together is to make it on their own. When the children find an abandoned boxcar in the woods, they decide to call it home—and become the Boxcar Children! Ages 7-10. Illus. 151 pages. Dover. Pub. at $1.95

**3832155** THE LIFE AND ADVENTURES OF SANTA CLAUS. By L. Frank Baum. Every child knows that Santa Claus comes but once a year, bringing presents and joy to the world. But who is Santa Claus? This delightful story by L. Frank Baum, tells Santa’s whole story, from being found as a babe in the woods to his life as the immortal Santa Claus. Ages 8 & up. Illus. 144 pages. Hesperus. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99

**3810141** WHEN WE WERE VERY YOUNG. By A.A. Milne. For nearly a century, children and adults alike have delighted in this enduring volume of verse and its whimsical illustrations by Ernest H. Shepard. This volume is a republication of the work originally published in 1924. Ages 8 & up. 100 pages. Dover. Pub. at $1.95


**2892618** FARMER BOY. By Laura Ingalls Wilder. This volume in Laura Ingalls Wilder’s Little House series is her account of her husband’s childhood in the New York State. This classic with its detailed descriptions of the life and activities of a working farm vividly evokes what that life was like. Ages 8 & up. 342 pages. Harper. Pub. at $1.22

**3734185** A FARMER’S YEAR. By Laura Ingalls Wilder. This second volume in the Little House Series is the story of the Ingalls family’s first year in the West. It is a vivid pictorial presentation of that year’s events which is an introduction to those to come in the other volumes of the series. Ages 8 & up. 250 pages. Illustrated. Harper. Pub. at $3.95

**3762144** SHILOH. By Phyllis Reynolds Naylor. Shiloh is a story set in Civil War days which tells the story of a young boy’s love for his pet dog, Shiloh. Ages 10 & up. Illus. in color. 119 pages. Dell. Paperbound. Pub. at $1.95


**378164X** PADDINGTON STORYBOOK FAVORITES. By Michael Bond, illus. by R.W. Alley. Paddington’s nose for adventure leads him into one sticky situation after the next in this collection of classic stories. But with a little curiosity, the best of intentions, and a marmalade sandwich, this beloved bear is a story-time favorite. Ages 4-8. Fully illus. in color. 190 pages. Harper. Pub. at $13.95

**3835006** BEAUTY AND THE BEAST: The Poster Collection. Bringing together an incredible selection of film stills and promotional images, this collection includes sixteen posters that showcase the key locations, pivotal moments, and colorful characters featured in the live action movie. Each poster is easy to remove and perfect for display. Insight Editions. 11x14. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99

**7491212** THE COMPLETE TALES OF UNCLE REMUS. By Joel Chandler Harris. Reprints the 1955 edition which gathers for the first time all the animal tales from eight books, including all his immortal characters: Brer Rabbit, Brer Fox, Brer B’ar and Brer Wolf. Includes the illustrations that originally accompanied them. All ages. 815 pages. HMH. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

**3872839** THE COMPLETE TALES OF UNCLE REMUS: PART 1. By Joel Chandler Harris. Reprints the 1955 edition which gathers for the first time all the animal tales from eight books, including all his immortal characters: Brer Rabbit, Brer Fox, Brer B’ar and Brer Wolf. Includes the illustrations that originally accompanied them. All ages. 815 pages. HMH. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

**3872017** FLORA: A Botanical Pop-Up Book. By Yoojin Kim et al. Peek inside this spring-inspired pop-up and discover how flowers are more than just beautiful; they are critical components of the natural world. Filled with seven pop-up pages, revealing pull-tabs, and captivating facts. Ages 4 & up. Fully illus. in color. Jumping Jack. Pub. at $29.99

**3709270** CHILDREN’S BOOK OF MYTHICAL BEASTS & MAGICAL MONSTERS. Ed. by Deborah Lock. Step into the magical world of mythology to discover and understand stories that have been told for thousands of years. With fun activities to recount the tales in your own words, this is the complete guide to the art of storytelling. Ages 10 & up. Fully illus. in color. 194 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 8½x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.95


**392632X** DISNEY FROZEN II: An Enchanted Adventure. By Emily Stead. Anna and Elsa are back with their fearless friends Kristoff, Sven, and Olaf. Learn all about Olaf’s newfound friends, then go on a journey north out of Arendelle as they reveal inner strengths and discover their destinies. Ages 6-10. Fully illus. in color. 20 pages. Pub. at $9.95

**SOLD OUT**
Children’s Books

★ 384417X TO ALL THE BOYS I’VE LOVED BEFORE. By Jenny Han. Lara Jean writes love letters for every boy she’s ever loved. When sheولي

Paperbound. Pub. at $10.99 $8.95

LIMITED EDITION ★ 3901513 STORIES OF THE SAINTS: Bold and Inspiring Tales of Adventure, Grace, and Courage. By Carey W


★ 3816997 WITH A LITTLE HELP FROM MY FRIENDS. By John Lennon & Paul McCartney. Fully illus., some color. Little Simon. 10x10¼x 1¼ in. Pub. at $17.99 $12.95

3844612 RIBBLEDSTROP. By Andy Mulligan. 374 pages. Beach Lane. Pub. at $17.99 $12.95


★ 3708308 LIZZIE’S CAREFREE YEARS. By L. M. Alcott. This collection reveals the “other” Alcott, including Little Women, Jo’s bad temper, and more. 416 pages. Norton. Pub. at $26.95 $11.95

3878244 GOING FOR A BEER: Selected Short Fictions. By Robert Coover. In this collection of Coover’s thirtiest short stories, spanning more than half a century, you will find an invisible man tragically obsessed by an invisible woman; a candle in a car that runs over a real man who is arrested by a real policeman with cartoon eyes; a stick man who reinvents the universe, and more. 416 pages. Norton. Pub. at $26.95 $4.95

3786633 BEAUTIFUL DAYS: Stories. By Joyce Carol Oates. In this new collection of eleven short stories, as elsewhere in her fiction, Oates explores her fascination with the social, psychological, and moral boundaries that govern our behavior—until the hour when they do not. 334 pages. Ecco. Pub. at $26.99 $17.95

★ 3860922 BEHIND A MASK. By Luisa May Alcott. This collection reveals the “other” Alcott, featuring Behind a Mask and Pauline’s Passion and Punishment, thrilling tales of seduction, betrayal, and murder that strike a markedly different tone and characterization from Alcott’s best-known work. Other titles include My Contraband; Happy Women; and How I Went Out to Service. 197 pages. Dover. Paperbound. $5.95

3847217 WARRIORS 3. Ed. by G.R.R. Martin & G. Dozois. The third of three volumes of never before published stories from today’s top writers about war and warriors—past, present, and future. Authors include Diana Gabaldon, Robin Hobb, Lawrence Block, Carrie Vaughn, David Morrell, James Rollins, and Joe R. Lansdale. 383 pages. Tor. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95


3691810 TELL TALE: Stories. By Jeffrey Archer. Nearly a decade after his last collection of short stories was published, Archer returns with this eagerly awaited collection, giving us a fascinating, expertly crafted, and sometimes poignant. Oates exhibits her fascination with the social, psychological, and moral boundaries that govern our behavior—until the hour when they do not. 334 pages. Ecco. Pub. at $26.99 $17.95

3901458 THE SEA BEAST TAKES A LOVER: Stories. By Michael Andreason. This collection of eleven stories explores family, faith, and longing through a kaleidoscope of surreal landscapes and spellbinding characters. 227 pages. Doubleday. Pub. at $25.00 $4.95

Short Story Anthologies

★ 374644X THE LOTTERY AND OTHER STORIES. By Shirley Jackson. Unites The Lottery with twenty-four equally unusual short stories from Jackson, demonstrating her remarkable range—from the hilarious to the horrible, the unsettling to the ominous—and her power as a storyteller. 432 pages. Picador. Pub. at $16.00 $11.95

3878244 GOING FOR A BEER: Selected Short Fictions. By Robert Coover. In this selection of Coover’s thirtiest short stories, spanning more than half a century, you will find an invisible man tragically obsessed by an invisible woman; a candle in a car that runs over a real man who is arrested by a real policeman with cartoon eyes; a stick man who reinvents the universe, and more. 416 pages. Norton. Pub. at $26.95 $4.95

3786633 BEAUTIFUL DAYS: Stories. By Joyce Carol Oates. In this new collection of eleven short stories, as elsewhere in her fiction, Oates explores her fascination with the social, psychological, and moral boundaries that govern our behavior—until the hour when they do not. 334 pages. Ecco. Pub. at $26.99 $17.95

★ 3860922 BEHIND A MASK. By Luisa May Alcott. This collection reveals the “other” Alcott, featuring Behind a Mask and Pauline’s Passion and Punishment, thrilling tales of seduction, betrayal, and murder that strike a markedly different tone and characterization from Alcott’s best-known work. Other titles include My Contraband; Happy Women; and How I Went Out to Service. 197 pages. Dover. Paperbound. $5.95

3847217 WARRIORS 3. Ed. by G.R.R. Martin & G. Dozois. The third of three volumes of never before published stories from today’s top writers about war and warriors—past, present, and future. Authors include Diana Gabaldon, Robin Hobb, Lawrence Block, Carrie Vaughn, David Morrell, James Rollins, and Joe R. Lansdale. 383 pages. Tor. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95


3691810 TELL TALE: Stories. By Jeffrey Archer. Nearly a decade after his last collection of short stories was published, Archer returns with this eagerly awaited collection, giving us a fascinating, expertly crafted, and sometimes poignant. Oates exhibits her fascination with the social, psychological, and moral boundaries that govern our behavior—until the hour when they do not. 334 pages. Ecco. Pub. at $26.99 $17.95

3901458 THE SEA BEAST TAKES A LOVER: Stories. By Michael Andreason. This collection of eleven stories explores family, faith, and longing through a kaleidoscope of surreal landscapes and spellbinding characters. 227 pages. Doubleday. Pub. at $25.00 $4.95
Short Story Anthologies

**3757546 FULL THROTTLE: Stories.** By Joe Hill. Replete with shocking thrillers, including two previously unpublished stories written expressly for this tome, this is a darkly magical odyssey through the complexities of the human psyche. Hypnotic and disquieting, it mines our tormenting secrets, hidden vulnerabilities, and basest fears, while also showcasing Hill’s exceptional talent. 480 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $27.99. $21.95

**3904229 FIFTY-TWO STORIES.** By Anton Chekhov. Anton Chekhov left an indelible impact on every literary form in which he wrote, but none more so than short fiction, of which fifty-two stories are collected here. They are populated by a remarkable range of characters who come from all parts of Russia and all walks of life. 508 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $35.00. $26.95

**392494 PROPHECIES, LIBELS & DREAMS: Stories of Califia.** By Yasabeau S. Wilce. These seven interconnected stories are set in the opulent, quasi-historical world of magick and high manners called the Republic of Califia. 241 pages. Small Beer Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00. $9.95

**3844568 STRAIGHT OUTTA DODGE CITY.** By David Boop. It’s the final showdown between heroes and dishes in the Old West. Humans versus monsters. Supernatural beings versus greater evils—with a dinosaur or two thrown in for good measure. All contained in these fourteen short stories. 258 pages. Baen. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00. $11.95

**3829359 POINTS NORTH: Stories.** By Howard Frank Mosher. 92 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.99. $9.95

**3849437 IN THE PINES: 5 Murder Ballads.** By Erik Kriek. Fully illus., some color. 138 pages. Fantagraphics. $11.15


**3844226 HIRING A STRAIGHT LICK WITH A CROOKED STICK.** By Zora Neale Hurston. 225 pages. Belknap. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00. $11.95

**3885577 IF IT BLEEDS.** By Stephen King. 436 pages. Scribner. Pub. at $30.00. $21.95

**3880184 RASHOMON AND OTHER STORIES.** By Ryunosuke Akutagawa. 123 pages. Tulle. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. $4.95

**3882475 CONSTANCE FENIMORE WOOLSON: Collected Stories.** Ed. by Anne Boyd Ruxton. 724 pages. Library of America. Paperbound. Pub. at $40.00. $29.95

**3790193 THE AMERICAN SHORT STORY 2018.** Ed. by Roxane Gay with H. Pittor. 322 pages. HMR. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95. $11.95

**3908127 IRISH FAIRY TALES.** Ed. by L. Bulbeck & G. Whitaker. Mischievous faeries, bards, banshees, pookas, fearsome goddesses, powerful retrospective on the horrors of war, the love and the beauty. The kinglyactively bound with gold foil-stamping. 477 pages. Flame Tree. Pub. at $30.00. $29.95

**3789721 SOLDIER STORIES: 100 Years of American Heroes from Boot Camp to the Home Front.** By Lowell Thomas et al. From WWI through the War on Terror, this collection of stories honors the men and women of America's armed forces, providing a powerful retrospective on the horrors of war, the love that grows from camaraderie, the humor that springs from everyday bureaucracy, and the pride in succeeding American values. 234 pages. Reader's Digest. $4.95

**5703461 AESOP’S FABLES.** A collector's edition with gilded edges and ribbon bookmark that brings together three hundred of the most popular of Aesop's tales. The collection contains in the age-old favorites such as the wily fox, the vain peacock, the predatory cat and the steady tortoise. Features illustrations by Arthur Rackham, the leading decorative illustrator of the Edwardian period. 256 pages. Macmillan. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95

**3893057 THE WORLD OF LORE: Monstrous Creatures.** By Aaron Mahnke. The host of the hit podcast Lore serves as a guide on a fascinating journey through the history of these terrifying creatures, exploring not only the legends but what they tell us about ourselves. This volume includes some of the best stories from the podcast, such as They Made a Tonic; Passed Notes; and Unboxed. Illus. 299 pages. Del Rey. Pub. at $28.00. $4.95

**3871169 GRIMM’S FAIRY TALES.** Jacob & Wilhelm Grimm. The two Grimm brothers have entertained and wretched children and adults alike for more than a century. Their tales of gift-edged pages and a ribbon bookmark. Illus. 387 pages. Macmillan. Pub. at $14.99. $4.95

**3926102 SUPERSTITIONS: A Handbook of Folklore, Myths, and Legends from Around the World.** By Debra R. Elter. Presents engrossing stories of impossible feats, legendary monsters, mythological gods and goddesses, mighty heroes, and curious beliefs from around the world. $21.95


**3897370 THE FAIREST OF THEM ALL: Snow White and 21 Tales of Mothers and Daughters.** By Maria Tatar. 16 pages of color illus. 225 pages. Belknap. Pub. at $27.95. $22.95

**380660X JAPANESE MYTHS & TALES: Anthology of Classic Tales.** Ed. by Cathleen Schurr. Del Rey. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95. $7.95

**6910297 CURIOUS CREATURES IN ZOOLOGY: Illustrated Legends & Myths from Around the World.** By John Ashley. 348 pages. Dover. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95. $7.95

**3872433 EGGS ON ICE.** By Laura Childs. Some say that casting crusty attorney Allie Sharp as Scrooge in theKindred Players production of A Christmas Carol is just too type-casting. But a climactic shock when the Ghost of Christmas Past stabs him during the first rehearsal. The women of the Cackleberry Club are determined to track down the killer holiday spirit. 306 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99. $5.95

**3884589 LIGHT SHINES ON PROMISE LODGE.** By Charlotte Hubbard. With autumn in full brilliant color, the Amish of Promise Lodge celebrate a successful harvest, and a community rooted in deep friendship. But as cold November days turn even colder, double trouble hits, and residents will need each other more than ever to weather the storm. 323 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99. $5.95

**3829642 FEVER.** By Deon Meyer. Nico Storm and his father, Willem, drive a truck filled with essential supplies through a desolate land. They are among the few in the world who have survived a devastating virus that has swept over the planet. Nico, though only a boy, is an excellent marksman, and is destined to be his father’s protector. 536 pages. Grove. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00. $4.95

**3754340 FEVER.** By Deon Meyer. Nico Storm and his father, Willem, drive a truck filled with essential supplies through a desolate land. They are among the few in the world who have survived a devastating virus that has swept over the planet. Nico, though only a boy, is an excellent marksman, and is destined to be his father’s protector. 536 pages. Atlantic Monthly. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.00. $4.95
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3786722 COME TO THE GARDEN. By Jennifer Wieder Morgan. Jenn, a Texas homemaker, wakes up on her birthday to discover an angel in her backyard garden. The angel, who introduces herself as Margaret, is charming and funny, and she knows that Jenn has been questioning a lot of things about God recently. Framed as a series of conversations between Jenn and her guardian angel, this charming novel is based on real events. 208 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $3.95

3920089 THERE WILL BE STARS. By Billy Coffey. Upon his unlabeled death, Bobby’s final thread is a curious one—theorists believe there will be stars. Yet it is not until after great heights that the angelfinds, instead, he returns to the day he has just lived and finds he is not alone in this strange new world. Six others are trapped with him. 403 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $3.95

SOLD OUT

3729230 PROMISE, TEXAS. By Debbie Macomber. In Promise, everyone’s life is a story. The people here experience tragedies as well as triumphs, sorrow as well as joy. This town, like towns everywhere, has its share of secrets. But whether limited or bound by place like Promise. And as one of the citizens, Annie Applegate knows, that makes all the difference. 379 pages. MIRA. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95

3904717 COME TO THE TABLE. By Neta Jackson. Kat may be new in her faith, but she’s embraced the monthly impromptu celebrations of Christianity with reckless abandon by starting a food pantry at the church. When some people think the food pantry is not a good idea, Kat is forced to look deeper at her own motives and see for herself that hungry and thirsty for more than just food and drink. 392 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $3.95

2959585 TENDING ROSES. By Lisa Wingate. When Kate Bowman temporarily moves to her grandmother’s Missouri farm with her husband and children, she learns that the lessons that most enrich our lives often come unexpectedly. Here she discovers her granddaughter’s hand-made journal, full of stories that celebrate the importance of family, friendship, and faith. 310 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $15.00 $4.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 3862917 THE FRIEND. By Sigrid Nunez. When a woman unexpectedly loses her lifelong best friend, she finds herself burdened with the unwanted dog he has left behind. Her own battle against grief is intertwined with the matriarch’s. The special dog, traumatized by the inexplicable disappearance of its master. This story celebrates the healing power of human-canine devotion. 212 pages. Riverhead. Paperback. Pub. at $25.00 $9.95

★ 3762909 A CUP OF HOLIDAY FEAR. By Ellie Alexander. Ashland, Oregon, looks as pretty as a postcard this holiday season. The halls are decked, stockings hung, eyes are all aglow. Jules Capshaw and her staff at her bakery, are busier than ever. But while hosting a local feast, one of the guests ends up as dead as Scrooge’s doornail. It’s up to Jules and her helpers to try to find out who’s guilty of murder. 296 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

3845974 THE HELLFIRE CLUB. By Jake Tapper. The history of the world’s oldest and largest secret society. Tapping into the power of his broker-father’s connections, Charlie Mer. This book is intended to serve as a guide to the best history, the book is a step-by-step how-to on how to sell a book. 432 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $27.00 $4.95

★ 3756181 MARRY CHRISTMAS MURDER. By Stephanie Blackmoore. As professional wedding planner Mallory Shepard organizes a Christmas Eve gala for her best friend, Olivia, the obstacles are too many to number Santa’s reindeer. Soon Mallory is left with a murder to solve—among other mysteries including a missing cat, a toy-drive heist, and a baby found in the snow. 316 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

★ 3756076 DEATH OF A NEIGHBORHOOD SCROOGE. By Laura Levine. Scotty Parker, a former child star and current neighborhood watch patrol officer, thinks he can make a comeback with the screenplay he’s working on, and Jaime Austen is editing. So when Scotty is bludgeoned with a frozen chocolate yule log, the police have a long list of suspects—including Jaime. Sure she’s been under stress, but she’s not guilty of murder! Now prove it. 327 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $5.95

3904857 A TIME TO STAND. By Robert Whitlow. Adisa Johnson, a young African American attorney, returns home to her hometown where a washed up police officer shot an unarmed black teenager who is now lying comatose in the hospital. Adisa is itching to jump into the fight as a special prosecutor, but feels pulled to do what she considered unethical. Defend the officer. 399 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

298668X LARK! THE HERALD ANGELS SING. By Donna Andrews. It’s Christmastime in Caryphilly and Meg, full of holiday spirit, is helping with the town’s festivities. While directing a pageant, she finds a painting of a Christmas manger: a live baby. A note from the mother says it’s time for the father to take care of her—and implicates Meg’s brother Rob as the father. 279 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $24.99 $6.95

392341X OWL BE HOME FOR CHRISTMAS. By Neta Jackson. It’s a few days before Christmas and Meg Langslow’s grandfather is hosting Owl Fest, a scientific conference on owls, at the elegant Caryphilly Inn. When one of the visiting ornithologists is murdered, no one—including the killer—can escape becoming the snowstorm raging outside. Now Meg must come to the rescue, or no one will make it home pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $24.99 $5.95

3920011 THE PAGES OF HER LIFE. By James L. Robert. Barely making it and struggling with her life, Maggie is given a journal, full of memories in her life, in allison pour her fears and heartaches into the journal. As her words in the journal begin to disappear and new words fill in, Allison is forced to look at everything she knows about herself in a new light. 372 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

3868540 ININDIVISIBLE. By Travis Thrasher. Darren and Heath Turner share a passion for serving God, family, and country. When Darren is deployed to Iraq as an army chaplain, Heath volunteers to serve military families back home. The story moves back and forth in time, before and after the pandemic, connecting the twists of fate. On this true story. 321 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95

★ 3884775 STATION ELEVEN. By Emily St. John Mandel. Kirsten will never forget the night. Arther Leander, the famous actor, had a heart attack onstage during a production of King Lear. That was also the night when a devastating flu pandemic was spreading in the city, and days and days of civilization as we know it came to an end. The story moves back and forth in time, before and after the pandemic, connecting the twists of fate. On this true story. 321 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

3893073 ZOMBIE-IN-CHIEF: Eater of the Free World. By Scott Kenemore. When a tycoon and a TV reality star improbably win his party’s nomination for the presidency, pundits and analysts are as baffled as they are certain that he will never win the general election. Can a candidate revealed to be a proud Zombie Annihilator single-handedly change America’s historic journey to the presidency? 261 pages. Talos. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $3.95

★ 3765326 A DOG’S PROMISE. By W. Bruce Cameron. The continuing story of Bailey, the good dog whose journey started in A Dog’s Purpose. This time, Bailey is joined by Lacey, another special dog, who helps Bailey fulfill his promise over the course of several lives. 384 pages. Forge. Pub. at $26.99 $19.95
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3817571 A DOG’S JOURNEY. By W. Bruce Cameron. Sequel to A Dog’s Purpose. Buddy is a good dog. As he watches over baby Clara he is certain this little girl is very much in need of a dog of her own. When Buddy is reborn, he’s overjoyed to be adopted by Clara, now a troubled teenager. But when they get separated, Buddy worries who will take care of his 336-page heart. Fourteen hours on 10 CDs. Macmillan Audio. Pub. at $39.99 $4.95


3046245 PLATTE RIVER. By Rick Bass. 145 pages. Arcade. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $4.95


3753476 CHRISTMAS CAKE MURDER. By Joanne Fluke. 270 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $20.00 $4.95

3816982 WATERSHED DOWN. By Richard Adams. 476 pages. Schleifer. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $4.95


3828313 I AM HALF-SICK OF SHADOWS. By Alan Bradley. 315 pages. Bantam. Paperback. Pub. at $15.00 $4.95

3846936 COME RAIN OR COME SHINE. By Jan Karon. 287 pages. Revell. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $3.95


Audio Books

CD 3768625 THE FLAME BEARER. By Bertrand.pt. 5 hours and 44 minutes. This is a tale of a savage, a king, and a woman in a state of unease peaceful. Northumbria’s Viking ruler, Sigtrygg, and Mercia’s Saxon queen, Ethelflæd, have agreed on a truce. But fate is inexorable, and the enemies unhinged to avenge their lost sons. As Dr. Leo Blackwell, Secret Service agent Karen Ray race for a cure to Cam’s mysterious and deadly disease, they begin to uncover betrayals that breach the highest levels of national security. Twelve hours on 10 CDs. Macmillan Audio. Pub. at $39.99 $6.95

CD 3846849 THE FIRST FAMILY. By Michael & Daniel Palmer. Read by Fred Berman. Is someone trying to murder Cam, the president’s sixteen-year-old son? Cam has sworn to protect the First Family from threat of death. Or is someone trying to expel the First Family? And if so, why? Twelve hours on 9 CDs. HarperAudio. Pub. at $19.99 $4.95

CD 3846843 THE FAMILY NEXT DOOR. By Sally Hepworth. Read by Barrie Kemrick. When a new woman named Esme arrives in the neighborhood one another in the face of threats they never could have predicted. Thirteen hours on 11 CDs. Macmillan Audio. Pub. at $44.99 $7.95

CD 3846594 THE HUSH. By Sally Hepworth. Read by Barrie Kemrick. When a new woman named Esme arrives in the neighborhood one another in the face of threats they never could have predicted. Thirteen hours on 11 CDs. Macmillan Audio. Pub. at $44.99 $7.95

CD 3846717 CAGED. By Beecher. Read by Paul Panting. Private, the world’s most renowned Investigative 2012 Olympic Games in London. The opening ceremony is hours away when Private investigator Peter Knight is called to the scene of a ruthless murder. Over 9 hours on eight CDs. Hachette. Pub. at $19.98 $3.95

CD 3847010 SECRETS OF CAVENDON. By Sally Taylor Bradford. Read by Barry Keeffe. Summer, 1949. Since the end of WWII, changes have arrived at Cavendon Hall. A new generation is at the helm, and also at the forefront of new scandal and intrigue. The families of Cavendon will have to find a way to come together and protect one another in the face of threats they never could have predicted. Thirteen hours on 11 CDs. Macmillan Audio. Pub. at $44.99 $7.95

CD 3846830 THE FAMILY NEXT DOOR. By Sally Hepworth. Read by Barrie Kemrick. When a new woman named Esme arrives in the neighborhood one another in the face of threats they never could have predicted. Thirteen hours on 11 CDs. Macmillan Audio. Pub. at $44.99 $7.95

CD 3733785 PRIV ATE GAMES. By James Patterson & M. Sullivan. Read by Paul Panting. Private, the world’s most renowned Investigative firm, has been commissioned to provide security for the 2012 Olympic Games in London. The opening ceremony is hours away when Private investigator Peter Knight is called to the scene of a ruthless murder. Over 9 hours on eight CDs. Hachette. Pub. at $19.98 $3.95

CD 373336X AT FIRST SIGHT. By Nicholas Sparks. Read by Karen Salt. Reunited with his love of his life, Lexie, and anticipating the start of their family. Just as everything seems to be settling into a blissful pattern, a mysterious e-mail sets off a chain of events that will change their lives forever. Eight hours on 7 CDs. Macmillan Audio. Pub. at $19.98 $3.95

CD 3846938 IT’S ALWAYS THE HUSBAND. By Michelle Campbell. Read by Janett L. Ayres. Kate, Aubrey, and Jenny met as college roommates and became best friends. Twenty years later, one of them is standing on the altar of a bridge, and someone is urging her to jump. When one of them dies under mysterious circumstances, will everyone assume it was the husband? Or did this friendship somehow change? Over 10 hours on eight CDs. Macmillan Audio. Pub. at $39.99 $7.95
Over ten hours on 9 CDs. Hachette. Pub. at $30.00

CD 3733719 LET’S PLAY MAKE-BELIEVE: BookShots. By James Patterson with J.O. Born. Read by Helen Wick. Both survivors of the divorce wars, Christy and Martin don’t believe in love at first sight, and certainly not on a first date. But from the instant they lock eyes, life becomes a sexy, sizzling romance dream come true. That is, until they start playing a strangely intense game of make-believe—a game that’s about to go too far. Over three hours on 3 CDs. Hachette. Pub. at $10.00

CD 3733874 THE TRIAL: BookShots. By James Patterson with M. Paetro. Read by January LaVoy. An accused murderer called Kingfisher is about to go on trial for his life. Or is he? By unmasking unexpected evidence on the lawyers, jurors, and police involved in the case, he has paralyzed the city. Detective Lindsay Boxer and the Women’s Murder Club are caught in the eye of the storm. Over two hours on 3 CDs. Hachette. Pub. at $10.00

CD 3733443 CRADLE AND ALL. By James Patterson. Read by E. Ballierni & R. Sober. In Boston, 17-year-old Kathleen is pregnant, but she swears she’s a virgin. In Ireland, another teenage girl, Colleen, discovers she is in the same impossible condition. Cities all around the world are suddenly overwhelmed by epidemics, droughts, and worse. And things are about to get much worse. Over seven hours on 6 CDs. SHOPWORN. Hachette. Pub. at $25.00

CD 2979772 THE TARGET. By David Baldacci. Read by R. McClarty and Orlagh Cassidy. If the president gives the order, he has the opportunity to take down a terror threat. If the monster calls, VMI face certain impeachment, and the threat to the nation will multiply. So the president turns to the one team that can pull it off: Will Robie and his partner, Jessica Colleen, discovers she is in the same impossible condition. Cities all around the world are suddenly overwhelmed by epidemics, droughts, and worse. And things are about to get much worse. Over seven hours on 6 CDs. SHOPWORN. Hachette. Pub. at $25.00

CD 3735750 NO MAN’S LAND. By David Baldacci. Read by Kyf Brewer & Oragh Cassidy. Past and present collide for Special Agent John Puller when his father is accused of killing Puller’s mother, who disappeared 30 years ago. Paul Puller also presents at Puller’s mother’s disappearance, and after ten years in prison, he’s bent on revenge. The only thing standing in his way is Puller. Over eleven hours on ten CDs. Hachette. Pub. at $40.00

CD 373370X LAST MAN STANDING. By David Baldacci. Read by Jason Culp. It took ten years for VMI to lose everything—his friends, his team, and his reputation. He must discover why he was the one man who lived through that ambush, and find the only other person who came out of that alley alive—a 10-year-old boy who has since disappeared. Over 19 CDs. Hachette. Pub. at $25.00

CD 3733467 CONFESSIONS: The Murder of an Angel. By James Patterson & M. Paetro. Read by Lauren Fortgang. After facing loss, destruction, and unspeakable pain, Tandy Angel is left to restore her life in New York City. But as she fights to escape her insidious family legacy, a series of perilous incidents makes Tandy fear for her life. Five hours. Hachette. Pub. at $23.00

CD 3733351 THE 8TH CONFESSION. By James Patterson & M. Paetro. Read by Jeffrey Kafer. The Women’s Murder Club tracks a killer with a taste for the super-rich, and as the hunt for the criminal tests the limits of the Club, Lindsay sees sparks fly between Cindy and Lindsay’s partner, Detective Rich Connelly. Will his investigative work interfere with the Women’s Murder Club? Over seven hours on 7 CDs. Hachette. Pub. at $39.98

CD 3733343 15TH AFFAIR. By James Patterson & M. Paetro. Read by January LaVoy. Detective Lindsay Boxer chases an elusive, possibly very dangerous suspect—a husband, Joe. A brutal murder and the disappearance of a gorgeous blonde from the scene prompts Lindsay to seek help from the Women’s Murder Club when disturbing clues hit close to home. Over 7 hours on 6 CDs. Little, Brown, Pub. at $35.00

CD 2933810 4TH OF JULY. By James Patterson & M. Paetro. Read by Carolyn McCormick. In a late-night showdown after a near-fatal car chase, San Francisco police lieutenant Lindsay Boxer has to make an instantaneous decision: in self-defense, she fires her weapon and sets off a chain of events that leaves a police force disgraced and an entire city on the brink of destruction. Eight hours on 7 CDs. Little, Brown. Pub. at $33.98

CD 3733459 THE COLOR OF FEAR. By Marcia Muller. Read by Elizabeth Evans. When private detective Sharon McConne starts investigating a racially motivated attack on her father, she begins receiving hate-filled racist threats from a shadowy group. It becomes clear that her pursuit of justice may be putting her own life in jeopardy. Six hours on 5 CDs. Hachette. Pub. at $30.00

CD 3848776 COMETH THE HOUR. By Jeffrey Archer. Read by Robert Bathurst. Nearly a decade after his last volume of short stories was published, Archer returns with this eagerly awaited collection, giving us a fascinating, exciting, and sometimes poignant insight into the people he has encountered over the years. Over 29 hours on 17 CDs. Hachette. Pub. at $29.99

CD 3733610 HERE’S TO US. By Elin Hilderbrand. Read by Erin Bennett. Laurel, Belinda, and Scarlett share only two things—a love for Deacon, the man they all married, and a passionate dislike for one another. After Deacon’s tragic death, his makeshift family gathers for a weekend in his honor. Before it’s over, there are a host of accusations, lies and tears. Over twelve hours on 11 CDs. Hachette. Pub. at $20.00

CD 3818829 EPIC ADVENTURES. By B. Flynn & M. Twain. NAXOS Audiobooks. Pub. at $19.99

CD 3733726 MESSAGE IN A BOTTLE. By Nicholas Sparks. Hachette. Pub. at $4.95

CD 3822281 SMILEY’S PEOPLE. By John le Carre. Penguin Audibooks. Pub. at $39.95

CD 3733920 WINTER STORM. By Elin Hilderbrand. Hachette. Pub. at $20.00

CD 3733939 WINTER STROLL. By Elin Hilderbrand. Hachette. Pub. at $20.00

CD 3733912 WINTER STORMS. By Elin Hilderbrand. Hachette. Pub. at $15.00

CD 3733424 THE CASTAWAYS. By Elin Hilderbrand, Hachette. Pub. at $19.98

CD 2928574 REVIVAL. By Stephen King. S&S Audio. Pub. at $29.99


CD 2963191 HAUNTED. By J. Patterson & J.O. Born. Little, Brown. Pub. at $35.00

CD 3733629 HIGH HEAT. By Richard Castle. Hachette. Pub. at $30.00

CD 3733807 RAGING HEAT. By Richard Castle. Hachette. Pub. at $30.00

CD 2934531 NYPD RED 4. By James Patterson & M. Paetro. Read by January LaVoy. Detective Lindsay Boxer chases a cold one, possibly very dangerous suspect—a husband, Joe. A brutal murder and the disappearance of a gorgeous blonde from the scene prompts Lindsay to seek help from the Women’s Murder Club when disturbing clues hit close to home. Over 7 hours on 6 CDs. Little, Brown. Pub. at $35.00


CD 6751016 STING. By Sandra Brown. Hachette. Pub. at $9.95

CD 2979748 STARTED EARLY, TOOK MY DOG. By Kate Atkinson. Hachette. Pub. at $34.98
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